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Abstract 

This thesis describes new geometric decomposition tools for parallel computing. A 
c 

new complete process of model preparation for parallel analysis is proposed and 

investigated. The process focuses on applying geometrical entities rather than mesh 

elements to the decomposition problem. 

The study starts with an exploration of different geometrical representations in 

order to select the most suitable representation for the purpose of this research. 

Next, the model is orthogonalised and cut into blocks to create a decomposed or- 

thogonal model. The blocks composing the model are allocated to a given number 

of processors using weight factors determined by a grid mesh generated for the 

model. Finally, the decomposed orthogonal 1110(1el is mapped back into its original 

shape while preserving the relationship between the mesh elements and geometrical 

entities. 

A number of different methodologies are successfully applied to perform the 

whole process. Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithms are used to orthogonalise the 

original model. The Gelictic: Algorithms are also used for a graph part it iomng 

problem, where a weighted graph is designed to represent the decomposed model. 

Additionally, Extreme Vertices Model inspired the model's representation required 

for decomposition. 

Each part of the whole process presented in this thesis is followed by examples 

and discussion. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Engineering is not only merely about conception and design but also about manu- 

facturing and construction. In the field of structural engineering the drive to build 

higher, longer, bigger, faster, and safer as well as economically and environmentally 

friendly demands more than a general framework with which to work. Advanced 

structural analysis and simulations are a necessity when advanced technology is 

applied. This is why modern engineering is nowadays closely associated with comn- 

putational science. Computational science connects four major equally important 

elements; application arising from physical problems, numerical methods, software, 

and hardware; means that the final construction is increasingly dependent on design 

and simulations. 

Continuous progress in hardware development in terms of speed, capacity, trans- 

fer etc. enables the analysis of larger and numerically more complex problems. 

forcing at the same time the numerical algorithms and software to be improved. 

Consequently, the numerical algorithms must be designed and properly selected for 

the final computer architecture that will be utilised. In particular sc(piccntial algoý- 

rithms are different from parallel algorithms. Both the model design and domain 

decomposition required for parallel computing are of particular interest in this stud-. 

An approximately equal workload on each processor in a parallel analysis is 

necessary in order to obtain efficient performance. This is generally achieved by 
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partitioning the mesh domain into a number of sub-domains containing the same 

number of elements. An additional constraint is the minimal number of elements 

belonging to a common boundary between sub-domains, in order to minimise the 

communication between processors. This is a well-known load balancing problem 

for parallel solution when using finite meshes. Many algorithms were developed to 

solve the known as combinatorically difficult problem [8]. The main partitioning 

methods are presented below. 

- The Inertial Method, which is a geometric based partitioning method first de- 

scribed by Farhat [9]. It requires geometric coordinates of each vertex in a graph 

representing a mesh. The vertices are treated as point masses and inertial moments 

are calculated with respect to the center of gravity. Planes orthogonal to the prin- 

cipal axes are used to divide the elements into sub-domains. 

The method is fast, but the results are generally of a low quality. Therefore a local 

refinement method is often used to improve the results. The Kermighan-Lin algo- 

rithm is applied to locally swap sets of vertices between sub-domains to reduce the 

number of edges connecting the sub-domains. 

- The Spectral Bisection Method represents an algebraic approach to the parti- 

tioning problem. The method uses a Laplacian matrix, L, derived from the graph of 

the mesh. It is a symmetrical matrix with a size equal to the number of vertices in 

the graph. The elements in the main diagonal represent degree of the corresponding 

vertices, while the off diagonal elements are set to -1 for connected vertices. To 

divide the graph into two sub-graphs a second eigenvalue obtained for the problem 

L(E - A) =0 and the corresponding eigenvector, called the Fiedler vector, are used. 

The approach was proposed by Pothen, Simon and Liou [10] based on previous work 

done on graphs by other researchers. 

The spectral bisection method enables a high quality results to be obtained, although 

it is very expensive as a result of the computational cost. In order to reduce the 

computational time a multilevel approach is introduced. Firstly. the graph is coars- 
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ened down in order to reduce the number of vertices. Secondly, the coarse graph is 

partitioned. Finally, the partitioning is projected back to the original graph. 

- The Subdomain Generation Method, optimises the partitioning using a genetic 

algorithm, which ensures the load balancing [4]. The mesh is divided using a linear 

separator defined by a coordinate of one point and an angle. Similarly to the spectral 

method the problem has to be kept small in order to obtain computational efficiency. 

Therefore, the method operates on a coarse mesh, which is subsequently remeshed. 

However the size of the final mesh can be only predicted based on the coarse mesh. 

Despite of this, the method usually gives well balanced solutions. 

A wide range of implementation of these methods is available in program libraries 

such as Chaco [11], Jostle [12], Metis [13], Party [14]. 

All the partitioning methods presented operate on finite element meshes repre- 

sented by graphs. Each of the methods requires some modification, coarsening down 

to improve computational time or local refinement to reduce the quality. Addition- 

ally, only recursive 2' sub-domains can be obtained. 

Taking all the above into consideration, a new approach to the domain decom- 

position based on geometric entities instead of mesh elements is presented in this 

thesis. The geometrical elements are much larger, which means the partitioning 

algorithms have to deal with a smaller number of elements during the partitioning. 

Additionally, the geometrical elements are more natural parts of the model than the 

mesh elements, which is an advantage for many engineering applications. 

There is more than one possible preparation process leading from the physical 

object to the finite element analysis. Figure 1.1 shows a process of model preparation 

for parallel computing based on geometric entities. The necessary steps are examined 

and developed in this thesis. 

Most of the algorithms applied to model preparation for parallel computing are 

L? lseed on numerical methods. which means mathematical formulas. However, the 

mathematical formulas might be difficult or even impossible to define for some of 
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Figure 1.1: Model preparation for parallel analysis - schema 

the problems. They might not give the best-expected solution or they might be 

computationally expensive. Therefore, in this thesis soft computing methods such 

as Genetic Algorithms and Fuzzy Logic were implemented. The Genetic Algorithm 

searches for the best solution. which satisfies a number of conditions. The Fuzz-, - 

Logic approach enables thesolution of problems described linguistically. Both inctli- 

ods circumvent the traditional numerical methods and they are described in more 

detail later in this thesis. 

The layout of the thesis is the following. Chapter 2 describes the most popular 

geometric representations commonly implemented in CAD/CAZI. Different (apabili- 

ties of the geometric representations to describe fewer and more complex geometrical 

shapes are raised in this chapter. Special attention is paid to the usefiilliess of each 

of the representations with respect to the whole process examined in this the,, is. 
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However, at the stage when the geometric representations are discussed and finally 

selected and for use through the whole process, no details of the process are known 

only general assumptions. Therefore, the process had to be thought through before 

selecting the geometrical representation to be implemented. The geometrical rep- 

resentations selected are described and discussed at the end of this chapter. The 

model designed to represents a physical object is called in this thesis an original 

model. 

In the next step of the model preparation for the parallel computing, which is 

explored in this thesis, the original model is transformed into an orthogonal model. 

Chapter 3 describes the Fuzzy Logic method applied to the orthogonalisation of 

both 2D and 3D models. However, the algorithm transforming the original model 

into the orthogonal model has to satisfy a number of conditions, which are defined 

at the beginning of this chapter. Then, the Fuzzy Logic is described in snore de- 

tail. Once the preliminary information is given the orthogonalisation algorithms 

and results obtained are presented and discussed. Moreover, a parameter used to 

measure a degree of similarity is defined. Even though the results obtained are very 

satisfactory an attempt was made to use different methods for the orthogonal trans- 

formation. Genetic Algorithms are applied to the orthogonalisation of 2D models. 

First the method is presented in more detail., then the application into the orthogo- 

nal transformation problem is described followed by the results enabling the results 

to be compared. The results obtained using the Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithm 

is presented for the same examples. Therefore, the degree of similarity is measured 

after the transformation is completed and compared with the results obtained us- 

ing the Fuzzy Logic. The Genetic Algorithm is applied to the transformation in a 

few stages by improving the fitness function definition that describes the numerical 

problem. The results obtained directly from the Genetic Algorithm are not fully 

orthogonal. Consequently, a measure, called orthogonality, is defined. The value of 

the orthogonality enables the improvement of the fitness function. 
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In the following chapter a three-dimensional model obtained from the Fuzzy 

Logic transformation is decomposed into a number of geometrical elements. The or- 

thogonal model, which can be decomposed using a method described in Chapter 5. is 

classified as an orthogonal (pseudo) polyhedra. The decomposition algorithm subse- 

quently cuts the orthogonal polyhedra along three orthogonal directions. However. 

the model has to be modified before the cutting is performed in order to identify 

cutting places. Therefore, new elements are introduced in place of edges to define 

the model using features described in extreme vertices models. Finally, once the 

decomposition is completed, six new decomposed orthogonal models are created. 

Each of the models can be composed from parallelepipeds, called further blocks, of 

different numbers and sizes. 

Chapter 6 describes the partitioning of the decomposed orthogonal models. "Par- 

titioning" is a term used in this thesis to describe domain decomposition based on 

graph partitioning. The graph is designed to represent the geometric entities in- 

cluded in a model. The geometric elements, however, are not meant to replace 

the mesh elements in the final analysis. Therefore, the mesh has to be designed 

and used as a parameter for the partitioning. Consequently, the mesh, the number 

of elements and in particular the nodes are included in the graph in the form of 

weights. Moreover, the mesh is generated for the decomposed orthogonal model in 

such a way as to create identical mesh nodes on the surfaces of the adjacent blocks. 

The mesh is a grid mesh as the most natural choice for the orthogonal elements. 

Finally, the graph partitioning is computed using the Genetic Algorithms which are 

introduced earlier in Chapter 4. Approaches to the graph partitioning are presented 

and compared in this chapter. 

To finish the whole pre-processing procedure the decomposed orthogonal model 

must be transformed back into its original shape keeping the decomposition. A 

geometry mapping based on the identified relationship between elements (surfaces, 

edges. and vertices) in the decomposed orthogonal model is described in Chapter 7. 
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The same relations are reconstructed in the original model creating the decomposed 

original model. 

In the final step the decomposed original rriodel must be completed with a mesh. 

The mesh designed for the decomposed orthogonal model must be also mapped into 

the decomposed original model. The Cubic mesh generator is sufficiently imple- 

mented for the mesh mapping purpose as described in Chapter 8. At the end the 

mesh quality is discussed and measured using a simple calculations. 

In the final chapter the objectives of the thesis are summarised and discussed 
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Chapter 2 

Geometric modelling 

Geometric modelling is a term referring to a collection of methods for representing 

shape and other geometric characteristics of an object. The object, though, can 

be an abstract n dimensional object, not always having its physical equivalent. 

However, engineering applications usually require models of an existing or previously 

designed physical object. This generally results in a requirement for 3D solid models. 

Because of a high demand for this kind of models a subdivision of the geometric 

modelling was created called solid modelling, which focuses on representations of 

physical solid objects. 

Several different approaches exist to represent the geometry of a model. Each 

of the approaches has different capabilities to rcpreseiit a shape and topology of the 

object, which is an integral part of the geometric modelling. The three primary types 

of geometric representation of models are decomposition models, constructive solid 

geometry, and boundary representations. Depending oll the geometry of a physical 

object and the application different geometric representations can be applied with 

vM'v111g 1'('Slllrý. 

In view of the subject of this thesis the major geometric structures are reviewed 

and discussed in this chapter. A characteristic of the data structures includes brief 

information about the complexity and validity of the model with respect to the solid 

models. 



2.1 Manifolds versus Non-manifolds 

In a topological sense objects can he divided into two categories: manifold and 

non-manifold. 

There are three types of manifolds defined in 3-space E3 

"A set M is 3-space E3 is a one-dimensional manifold, if every point P in M has 

a neighbourhood which looks an interval in E1 (Figure 2.1 (a). 

P 

E' 

(a) A one-dirriensional manifold 

M 

(b) Non- manifold object 

Figure 2.1: An o»ie-<liirlciisiOI1 1 objects 

The set shown in Figure 2.1 (b) is not a one-dimensional manifold since any 

neighbourhood of P looks like X. 

"A set NI in 3-space E3 is a two-dimensional manifold if every point P in MI has 

a neighbourhood which looks like a disk in. A hollow torus is an example of 

the two-dimensional manifold as slioAvii in Figure 2.2. 

A pinched hollow torus (Figure 2.3 (a)) is not a two-dimensional manifold 

since any neighbourhood of P looks like shown in Figure 2.3 (b). 

"A set M in 3-space E3 is a three-di, 'mensii. ona, l manifold if every point P in M 

has a neighbourhood which looks like a solid ball in E3 
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E2 l' 

i 

\y/ 

P,. 

ý' 

Figure 2.2: A two-dimensional hollow torus 

(a) 

P 

(b) 

Figure 2.3: Non-manifold pinched torus 

P 

A solid torus is not a three-dimensional manifold since any point P on its 

surface has a neighbourhood which looks like half of a solid ball. 

In fact, the definition presented refers to all interior of objects or a boundary of 

the objects. However, physical objects are composed of an interior and boundary. 

Therefore, topology recognises manifolds with boundary, apart from the manifolds. 

The manifolds with boundary refer to an objects' interior and their boundaries. An 

object is n-dimensional manifold if its boundary is of one dimension less. at each 

point of the boundary, than the entity bounded. Consequently, further in this thesis 
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a manifold refers to a manifold with boundary. 

A solid is a three-dimensional manifold. This is an object whose boundary is 

a collection of two-dimensional faces glued together. The boundary forms a closed 

"skirl" around the object. 

1ý, r\ 

iý 

iý 
iý 

i 
i 

ý' 

. , '. ', 

., 

(a) A solid's skin 

Figure 2.4: A solid model 

(b) A solid 

An example of a solid shown in Figure 2.4 (a) and Figure 2.4 (b) illustrates the 

skin- of a model. The boundary of the solid has to be two-dimensional every where, 

soy that cadh e(lge must be shared by two and only two faces. Therefore surfaces 

that touch or intersect themselves are not manifold. 

(a) (b) 

Figure 2.5: Three-dimensional non-manifold objects 

Figure 2.5 shows two objects, both of them are non-uiaiiifold. Examining a 

front surface of the object in Figure 2.5 (a) it is impossible to distinguish between 
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the internal and external boundaries of the surface 

topological interpretations shown in Figure 2.6. 

The object has two possible 

Figure 2.6: Two possible topological interpretations of the non-manifold object of 

Figure 2.5 (a) 

On the other hand. an object in Figure 2.5 (b) can be interpreted in a manifold 

sense. The object can be interpreted as a group of independent solids that touch 

each other due to the same value of coordinates creating non-manifold vertices and 

edges. 

Every physical object is a manifold because it has a manifold boundary. Mani- 

folds simplify data structures and help in manipulating them. The manifold objects 

do not limit the real objects although they restrict a general geometric modelling. 

2.2 CSG(Constructive Solid Geometry) 

Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) [l, 15,16,17,18,19] is a method of repre- 

sentation, which is based on a standard set of primitive objects. The CSG is built 

hohl the standard primitives using Boolean scat operations and a rigid motion on 

them. The standard primitives are parallelepiped, the triangular prism, the sphere. 

the cylinder, the cone, and the torus ([16]). Each of the primitives has a finite 

domain, which is associated with parameters describing the primitives. However, 

the primitives are constructed as a combination of half-spaces [1.16]. 

Half-spaces are the most basic modelling primitives. In general a half-space is 
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defined by a real-valued analytic function f (X) that defines a set of points in E3. 

All points X= (x, y, z) are considered to belong to the set of points if f (X) > 0. 

Points, for which f (X) < 0, define a compliment to the set of points. The sets 

of points defined by f (X) >0 and f (X) <0 are called half-spaces since they divide 

the whole space into two subsets. 

As an example of half-spaces, after N, 'Iäntylä [1], used to define a finite cylinder 

(Figure 2.7) is now presented. 

To define a cylinder three half-spaces are used 

as follows: 

one cylindrical lialf-space 

Hl x2 + y2 - r2 < 0, 

and two planar half-spaces 

H2 : z>0, 

H3 : z-ih<0. 

h 

Once the half-spaces are combined using Figure 2.7: Cylinder defined by 

the Boolean set intersection f1 the finite cylin- half-spaces [1] 

der C= Hl n H, C H3 is obtained. It should be 

noticed that the cylinder has two parameters: r- 

radius and h- height. These two parameters describe the finite domain or extend 

the cylinder. 

The most popular representation of a CSG model is called a CSG tree [1,16. 

17] because of the way a, CSG model is built. In the CSG tree primitives are 

represented as leaves, interior nodes of the tree represent Boolean set operations 

and rigid motions. 

Figure 2.8 on the following page shows an example of a CSG model represented 

in the form of a CSG tree. The model is composed from three parallelepipeds that 
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S2: --S IU 
Hl T3 

z-translate (", 10) 

y-translate (-, 7) 

x-translate (., I) 

U1T3 
box (2,2,6) 

1=fl1T1- [11T2 

x-translate (" 
, 7) 

t 

ZH T1 
box (10,10,10) 

y-translate (" 
, 
2) 

fIT2 
box (2,2,10) 

a primitive object 1-1 1 
box (a, b, c) 

Figure 2.8: CSG tree representation of the object 
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are standard primitives. Each of the parallelepipeds is obtained from a unit cube 

7r1=box(a, b, c). Parameters a. b, c describe the domain of the box. Moreover. these 

I)arazri<'t (1- can be scaled. Sevc. l al (liffereiit primitives can I)( of )t alined froh basic 

primitives. like the box 711. only by scaling the appropriate parameters. By apply- 

ing scales T1, T2, T3 to the cube 7r1 the new parallelepipeds S1. S2. S3 are created. 

respectively. 

In the example shown in Figure 2.8 the primitives are defined at the origin 

of they coordinates axes. However. it is easy to t, railshit c tilcitl to anotlicr posit ion. 

Once the primitives are located in a position that allows the creation of the required 

model, set operations are used to build the model. The relation between the primi- 

tives must be unambiguously defined to design a required object. If the relations are 

not defined properly many models can be obtained from the same yet of primitives 

even using they saune Boolean seit operations. 

Properly defined CSG models are unambiguous but not unique. The represen- 

tation depends on the primitives and the set operators that are available. 

2.2.1 Boolean Set Operations 

CSG models are built using Boolean algebra of sets to combine standard primitives. 

This is a natural way to apply set operators to objects created as sets of points. This 

is how the half-space, which is the base for all the standard primitives is defined. 

The set operators are defined as follows: 

(i) union of sets 

A UB={x xEA orxEB} 

(ii) intersection of SCts 

A nB={xlxEA aI1dJ EB} 

(iii difference of sets 

A \B={. r Ix CA andx0B} 
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The Boolean set operations defined above are 

D 

undertaken in a few steps. 

hot always liavc the sýt1I1( (1iI! 1enslo i dt,, Il w i»1i1ti- 

itives that were used to oUtami the model. Thi., iý 

effected by the operators, «-teich were applied tu 

build the model. An example of such a situation 

is illustrated in Figure 2.9, where the intersec- 

tion of two sets is calculated. The operation is 

0 

AnB 

i(A n B) 

c(i(A n B)) 

I A n*B 

not always satisfactory. A final CSG model does 

First, an intersection of two objects (sets) 

A f1 B is calculated using the Boolean set in- 

tersection. The resulting ohjecct is not regular 

becalzse, it cýýritýýizlý ýt 1OW(1 (litu('11SI )11 clýý II(ý1ii 

that destroys the model ([l, 16,18]). Figure 2.9 

shows further how the model obtained can be 

regularized to be fully satisfactory. After the in- 

tersection is calculated an interior of the object 

Figure 2.9: The regularized inter- Ol)tailie(l is (leterrriizied (i(A fB)). Next, the Jo- 

section n* sure of the interior was formed, by adding all 

boundary points adjacent to some interior neighbourhood (c(i (A U B))). 

Such a methodology that eliminates lower-dimensional structures is commonly 

used in CSG to ensure closed application sets. These operations are called regu- 

larized set operations mid the operators are dýýfin<ýd as follows: 

(i) the regularized union U* 

A U* B= c(i(A U B)), 

(ii) the regularized intersection n* 

A n*B=c(i(A nB)), 
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(iii) the regularized difference \* 

A \* B= c(i(A \ B)). 

After applying the regularized set operations the CSG models are ailway valid in a 

topological sense. This means that the models created are manifold. 

2.3 Spatial decomposition 

The term spatial decomposition incorporates various decomposing representation 

of solid models. Although, it does not play as major a role in geometric modelling 

as CSG and boundary representation (Section 2.4) because of many limitations 

a large number of numerical algoritlinis implement this representation. 

In Section 2.2 a half-space was defined as a continuous set of points. The points 

cannot be represented in a form of a list of points or a tree. However, a solu- 

tion can be found by grouping points into small cubes. This briefly shows an idea 

of the simplest spatial decomposition scheiria. The spacc is divided into a grid 

of cubes of a specified size. Cubes that intersect the solid are recorded in a data 

structure of the solid. It can easily be seen that the representation is approximate 

and the accuracy depends on the size of the cubes. If a high accuracy is required 

the data structure can become too large and complex to be manageable. To reduce 

the size of the problem without loosing the required accuracy another schema «-as 

introduced. which is called an octree representation. The octree representation is 

based on a recursive decomposition of the space into eight octants [1.15,16.17]. 

The octants are presented in Figure 2.10. 

To obtain an octree representation of a model a block that encloses the model 

is defined as a starting point. This block is divided into eight equal octants. Then 

intersection of the model and each of the octants is examined in a set-theory sense. 

Consequently, there are three situations that have to be taken into consideration. 
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) 

Figure 2.10: Octants 

1. If' the irit, ersectioll is all crripty set, tlieri the octaiit is rcIilOVe(l from the Irrý><1ýý1 

description. 

2. If' the intersection is a full set, that is, if the whole octant is inside the model 

then the octant belongs to the data structure of the model. 

3. If the intersection is not an empty set but it is not a full set either, this means 

that the octant belongs to the model partially. then the octant is divided 

into eight smaller octants. The size of the newly created octants is one eight 

of the size of the original octant. 

The process is a recursive process and each set of newly created octants is examined 

according to the three situations described above. This process is repeated until all 

the blocks are either within or outside the object or the size of the smallest block 

reached the minimum, which is permitted. The process, as well as a final result, can 

easily and clearly be described using a tree. This explains the naive of the represen- 

tation - octree. Each of the octants is represented in the tree as a leaf. An example 

of the octree representation of a model is illustrated in Figure 2.11. 

The octree representation is not a unique representation and depends on the choice 

of the starting block. The starting block is defined by its origin and an orientation 

of the coordinate axes. Different locations of a model in relation to the starting 
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Figure 2.11: One octree representation of a, model 

block gives different octree representations. The selection of the block and location 

of a model inside the block has a direct influence on the size and complexity of the oc- 

tree representation and consequently on further operations undertaken. Naturally, 

the representation is always topologically valid since the models are decomposed 

into a number of manifold solids. 

To manipulate the octree representation the Boolean set operators are applied 

similarly to the CSG representation. It is a fairly natural choice since the octants 

that represent a model belong to the standard primitives described in Section 2.2. 

2.4 Boundary representation (b-rep) 

The Boundary representation (B-rep) [1,15,16,17,18,19,20] of an object describes 

the object by its surface boundary. This representation consists of vertices (V), edges 

(E) and faces (F) (Figure 2.12). The faces (polygons) are typically planar, but may 

also be curved. 

Figure 2.13 illustrates a boundary representation for rectangular based pyramid 

in the form of a directed graph. Two types of information are indicated in this 
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Figure 2.12: Boundary representation for rectangular pvlairii(l 

figure. The first are connections between the various elements of the object and 

describe a topology of the object. The second are values of coordinates of vertices. 

which define the metric geometry of the object. The topological description specifies 

vertices, edges and faces abstractly and indicates the connectivity. orientation and 

adjacencies of them. The geometric description defines shapes and space locations 

of entities of the object. 

object 

faces fl f2 f3 f4 f5 

edges el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 e8 

vertices VI v2 v3 v4 v5 

X1 x2 x3 x4 x5 
coordinates yl y2 y3 y4 y5 

zl z2 z3 z4 z5 

Figure 2.13: Graph boundary representation for rectangular pyramid 

Boundary representation, contain a large variety of data structures [1.1.3.16. 
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17,18,19,20] such as: vertex-based, edge-based., winged-edge and others. These 

three data structures (vertex-based, edge-based and winged-edge) will be described 

briefly using the rectangular pyramid, presented in Figure 2.12, as an example. 

A vertex-based data structure is the simplest and shortest of the B-rep. Vertices 

are introduced as independent entities to he further associated with faces. 

Table 2.1 illustrates the full vertex-based data structure. It is important that the ver- 

tices describing faces are listed in a consistent order (e. g. clockwise as seen from 

outside of the object). An orientation of faces is crucial for most numerical algo- 

rithms operating on geometry. The geometry of faces is completely defined through 

coordinates of their vertices only if the faces are planar. Otherwise, if the faces are 

not planar, face equations are necessary to define geometry of the faces. The equa- 

tions can be associated with faces in the data structure. 

vertex coordinates face vertices 

V1 Xi Yl zl fl VI V2 V3 V4 

V2 X2 Y2 z2 f2 V1 V5 V2 

V3 X3 Y3 z3 f3 V2 V5 V3 

V4 X4 7J4 y4 f4 V3 V5 V4 

V5 x5 !5 z5 f5 V4 V5 V1 

Table 2.1: Vertex-based data structure 

Introducing an edge in the data structure is useful in the case when the faces 

are not planar and also to record topological connections. As the vertex-based 

boundary model introduced orientation for faces the edge-based boundary model 

introduces orientation for edges. Table 2.2 shows that each edge is defined by two 

vertices. The first vertex is considered as a beginning of the edge and the second 

vertex as an end of the edge. In this a way the positive orientation of edges is 

defined. The edges define a consistent orientation of faces (e. g. clockwise as seen 

from outside of the object). 
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edge vertices 

e1 vl v2 

e2 v2 V3 

e3 v3 v4 

e4 v4 vl 

e5 v1 v5 

e6 v2 v5 

e7 v3 v5 

e8 v4 v5 

vertex coordinates face edges 

vi Xi Yi zl fl ei e2 e3 e4 

V2 X2 Y2 z2 f2 ei e5 e6 

V3 X3 /3 Z3 f3 e2 e6 e7 

V4 X4 Y4 Z4 f4 e3 e7 e8 

V5 X5 l5 z5 f5 e4 e8 e5 

Table 2.2: Edge-based data structure 

Once edges are established in a data structure it seems quite natural to intro- 

duce faces in the next step. A representation that describes relationships between 

the three entities (vertices, edges and faces) is called a winged-edge representation. 

The winged-edge is the oldest schema for representing the boundary of a polyhedron 

and its topology that was formalized. It was first introduced by Baumgart [1,16] 

in 1974. A graphical winged-edge structure is shown in Figure 2.14 as it is viewed 

from the exterior of the object. The winged-edge representation describes manifold 

polyhedral objects. Manifolds have been discussed in Section 2.1. 

CWf 

1tiý 

vstart vend 

GGG 

CCwf 

Figure 2.14: Winged-edge representation 

Figure 2.14 shows elements that are recorded for each edge in the winged-edge 

data structure. First of all there are two vertices defining the beginning and the end 

of the edge. The vertices define an orientation of the edge. As was mentioned 
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before. each edge of a manifold object is associated with exactly two faces. Becallý, ce 

of the consistent orientation of faces in the model, each edge occurs once in it; 

positive orientation (face cwf) aild once in its negative, orientation (f'accee ccw,. BY 

convention a face containing the edge in its positive orientation is called a clockwise 

face cwf. On the contrary the face containing the edge in its negative orientation is 

called a counterclockwise face ccwf. 

The winged-edge data structure associates two additional edges with each vertex 

to define the winged-edge. The additional edges are denoted new, pcw, pccw, nccw 

as shown in Figure 2.14. In particular, new stands for the next edge in the clockwise 

face, and nccw the next edge in the counterclockwise face. All this information 

can be gathered in a table that represents the winged-edge data structure. An 

example, of such a structure for a rectangular pyramid is presented iii Table 2.3. 

The geometric information that incorporates the coordinates of the vertices and 

the surface equations are associated with vertices and faces. 

The boundary representation is unambiguous but not unique. Additionally, it is 

difficult to establish the validity of a boundary model specially satisfying a geometric 

correctness. 

2.4.1 Euler Operators 

Together with the winged-edge representation Baumgart introduced Euler operators 

to be able to manipulate the data structure created [1,16]. The Euler operators are 

implemented in many different ways in geometric modellers. However, by convention 

the operators are usually denoted by mnemonic names; for example: 

M- make 

Iý-kill 

S- split 

j- join 

V - vertex 

E - edge 

F- face 

S- solid 
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edge vstart vend new nccw pcw pccw cwf ccwf 

e1 V1 V2 e2 e5 e4 e6 f1 f2 

e2 V2 v3 e3 e6 el e7 fl f3 

e3 v3 V4 e4 e7 e2 e8 fl f4 

e4 v4 v1 e1 e8 e3 e5 fl f5 

e5 vl V5 e6 e4 e1 e8 f2 f5 

e6 v2 v5 e7 el e2 e5 f3 f2 

e7 V3 v5 e8 e2 e3 e6 f4 f3 

e8 v4 v5 e5 e3 e4 e7 f5 f4 

vertex firstedge coordinates 

v1 ei x1 y1 zi 

V2 e2 x2 Y2 Z2 

V3 e3 X3 7j3 N3 

V4 e4 x4y4z4 

v5 e5 x5 Y5 z5 

face firstedge sign 

fl ei + 

f2 e1 

f3 e2 - 
f4 e3 

f5 e4 

Table 2.3: Winged-edge data structure 

Hence, a name "MEV" which stands for an operation "make edge, vertex". 

The operators enable the creation of a model from single elements such as points 

and edges. These operators are called local operators since they manipulate the 

local topological properties of the boundary model. The following operators belong 

to this group: MEV (make edge, vertex), KEV (kill edge, vertex), MEF (make edge, 

face), KEF (kill edge, face), MEKR (make edge, kill ring) and KEMR. (kill edge, 

make ring). 

On the other hand, the Euler operators can successfully manipulate global topol- 

ogy. By analogy these operators are called global operators. The global operators, 

like KFMRH (kill face, make ring, hole) and MFKRH (make face, kill ring, hole) 
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are capable of dividing a solid into two components or creating a hole. - otice that 

the operators create corresponding pairs. which represent inverse operators. This 

inearis that one operator in a pair call -`1lI1(h)" or reverse the effect of the other 

operator in the pair (KEV-KEV). 

2.5 Hierarchical Face Adjacency Hypergraph 

The Face Adjacency Hypergraph (HAF) representation of solids is based on the bound- 

ary representation [2,21,22]. In this representation faces are selected as a base to 

create the data structure. The edge-face relationship is a fundamental relation be- 

tween entities. This model additionally involves vertices in the form of hyperarcs, 

which associate each vertex with a group of faces sharing that vertex. 

-, ' 

Figure 2.15: A cube and its FAH [2] 

Figure 2.15 shows a FAH associated with a cube. The nodes of the hypergraph 

correspond to faces of the model. The hypergraph has two types of edges called 

arcs and hyperarcs. In Figure 2.15 arcs are illustrated by solid lines and represent 

connections between faces. Hyperares represent the relationship between vertices 

and are illustrated by dashed lines. 

Generally a face adjacency hypergraph can be defined as a triplet G= (N. 
_4. H) 

[15], where X denotes a set of nodes. A - denotes a set of arcs and H- denotes a set 

of hvperares. In this description arcs and hvperares are separated (set 
_4 and set 
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H). 

At the same time, the B-rep can be also defined as a triple B= (F. E. U) 
. 

Consequently, a unique analogy between these two representations can be defiiic(l. 

which is rci)reselitccl by a oIIe-to-olle relatioýl5hii) 1)etvV(11 N aril F. A and E. H 

and V. Both representations describe models at the same single level. According 

to De Floriani et. al. [21,22] such representations are not clear and concise. To 

overcome this drawback in the FAH representation they introduced a Hierarchical 

Face Adjacency Hypergraph (HFAH). which is defined as a pair g* = (G, T), where 

G is a family of FAHs and T is a tree describing a of the HFAH. 

G, 

Go 

Go 

G, GZ 

2 

Figure 2.16: An object and its HFAH representation 

Figure 2.16 shows a model and a HFAH defined for this model. The model is di- 

vided into three major elements Go, G1 and G2 called components of the hypergraph 

g*. The components are associated with nodes of the T-tree. The main object Go 

creates a root of T and is called a root component of g-. Moreover, a parent-child re- 

latioiiship is defined between connected nodes in the T tree. Hence. all components 

that are not a root in the g* have parents. Each pair of components. parent-child. 
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is connected through nodes that represent faces in the model. In the Figure 2.16 

there are two pairs parent-child; Go -G and Go - G2. The first pair is linked by 

twoý E, F, the secori(l pair is linked by node-face E. This represeiitation 

gives many advantages to the boundary representation especially when applied to 

designing and model optimisation because the hierarchical data structure contains 

elements characteristic for decomposing representations. 'Modification of one of the 

elements in the hypergraph requires manipulation of the relatively smaller data 

struCtl1r(' than would be in t11( (aS(' of the hourldau v representation, which would 

operate on the whole structure. At the same time the data structure preserves all 

the B-rep properties. 

2.6 Quad-edge representation 

A quad-edge was introduced by Guibas and Stolfi [23] and is described as a data 

structure for manipulating Voronoi diagrams. The quad-edge is a modified version 

of the winged-edge representation described in section 2.4. These two data structures 

provide access to the same topological information. 

O vertex 

e[2] 

e[3] 

O. 
face 

e[0] 

vertex 
O 

primal connection 

e[1] 

vertex 

e[2] 
face 0 

Oö e[3] e[1] 
V ``r 

e[0] 

vertex 

primal connection 

a 

C) 0 
a 
C) 
0 

Figure 2.17: Four directed edges of a single quad-edge and its data structure 

However. the quad-edge data structure represents subdivisions of orient able mani- 

folds and in addition represent it, dual. Consequently, each quad-edge designates 
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four directed edges corresponding to a single undirected edge that is illustrated 

in Figure 2.17. Edges e[O]. e[2] correspond to the representation of a subdivision and 

c'(1gces e[1].. e[3] Col-respond to its dual. 

Each directed edge representing a subdivi- 

sion is bounded by vertices and is shared by 

exactly two surfaces. Conversely edges repre- 

senting a dual, which end with surfaces and are 
ccw 

shared by exactly two vertices (Figure 2.17). Ad- 

e ditionally, four adjacent edges are defined as il- 

lustrated in Figure 2.18. The adjacent edges % 
4xt 

are defined as the next edge in a counterclock- 

wis(' ordde around a neigh Touring fiucc or vert(X. 

Figure 2.18: Next edges in a coun- Hence, edges denoted Onext and Dnext are de- 

terclockwise order fined around ends of the edge, when edges Rnext 

and Lnext are defined around faces. 

Moreover, the adjacent edges can be defined 

as the next edges in a clockwise order. The Fig- 

ure 2.19 shows the edges. To distinguish an ori- 

entation of these two definitions of the adjacent 

e(1ges. the next edge in a clockwise sense is de- 

noted prey. 

However, not all the information for each 

of the four directed edges has to be recorded 

in the quad-edge data. structure to obtain a valid. 

unambiguous model representation. The quad- 

r 

edge data structure contains information about Figure 2.19: Next cýlgý s in a 

the n cit, edge in counterclockwise order for each clockwise order 

directed edge c [0]-e[3] around its beginning and 
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geometric information such as faces adjacent to the edge and coordinates of its ver- 

tices. 

, 'ý quad-edge 

sharing the same face 

Figure 2.20: A quad-edge data structure 

The quad-edge data structure contains no separate information for vertices or 

faces. Each vertex and face is defined as a closed sequence of edges. The cycles 

of edges around vertices and faces are shown in Figure 2.20, which presents a quad- 

edge data structure. 

Guibas and Stolfi implemented Euler-based operators to manipulate the quad-edge 

data structure [23]. 

2.7 Conclusions - Applied Data Structure 

To decide which geometric representation and which data structure is the most 

beneficial for the purpose of this research the whole process has to be evaluated. First 

of all, the type of objects that are to be represented must be decided. The objects 
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that are considered are solids and/or groups of solids. A solid haus already been 

defined in Section 2.1 as a manifold. So. there is no need to establish a data structure 

tliai is ýal)lc to reI)resclit lion-zriaziifol(ls. Although, soli(l arc iuiealit toi be bounded 

by planar faces, the data structure should not be restricted to planar surfaces and 

should provide the possibility of representing solids with non-planar surfaces and 

curved edges. Consequently, the boundary representation has been chosen als the 

most flexible representation, which permits the widest variety of geometric shapes 

10 be 

The B-rep has the property that changes introduced to the geometry (e. g. shapes. 

coordinates) do not necessary effect the topology, as long as the validity of the model 

is assured. The representation enables straightforward access to all the primitive en- 

Cities such as vertices and edges that define models. This is very advantageous with 

respect to further operations that have to be undertaken on the inodclý. Furtlicr- 

more, topological connections between entities may be precisely and quick identified. 

The B-rep is not limited (unlike CSG) to the number of standard primitives or other 

elements defined in a local or external library. It is not an approximate represen- 

tation either, like the decomposition representations. Additional attributes of the 

1)-rep arc the Eulcr operators that are easier to implement that the Boolean set 

operators. 

Nevertheless, the representation has disadvantages. The major problem, that has 

already been mentioned, is the validity of models. Unfortunately, it is the user who 

is responsible for the validity. Special attention must be paid with respect of an 

orientation of surfaces. A proper definition of oriented surfaces is presented in Ap- 

pendix A on page 269 as well als all the procedures to create a valid model using 

this modeller. 

As described in this chapter many different data structures are used to represent 

a boitiidi'll'. We iiilist decide, which of these data structures, if any, is the most 

efficient and appropriate for the purpose of this work. This decision is crucial for 
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further work because it restricts the models that can be represented and algorithms 

that can be implemented. However, the data structure is selected before most of the 

ppro})1(11l's irivulvillg the (lata structure are known. Therefore" the i)1 (e S('" iiivOlve(l 

in this research have been analysed and consequently four main modifications of 

the models have been identified; orthogonalisation, decomposition, mesh generation 

and mapping. Those operations depend on the data structure in a programming 

and computing sense, as well as further topological and geometrical modifications of 

t'11( models, (1eI)elld oil these procedures. Operations changing the topology of tlic 

representation are specially sensitive. 

The first modification, orthogonalisation, preserves the topology of the model chang- 

ing its geometric characteristic. The second modification, decomposition, on the 

other hand changes the topology of the model. And finally, the mesh generation 

and TrlaJ)1)111g require ?L 11111(Jile i(1('11tifi('-ltlOll of a(1. ]a(cIlf ('1(111(I1t- 1)etAVeell file de- 

composed entities of the model. 

6x=O 

Figure 2.21: Cutting through a solid 

As can be seen, some unpredictable conversions may occur during the decompo- 
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sition. Presuming a situation that a solid has been split into two objects by cutting 

along a plane called a cutting plane. Figure 2.21 shows the cutting of a solid. To 

illustrate new elernerits tliaat are ('neat ('(1 on the cutting plane the Objects are 

virtually displaced. The newly obtained entities are vertices, edges and faces. They 

may be defined as single elements that belong to both objects or they can be dupli- 

cated and assigned individually one to each object. 

In the first situation the model is virtually represented as one object, although it is 

no longer a manifold. The edges created on the cutting plane will be shared by four 

faces. However, it is practical for a mesh generator to create exactly the same mesh 

on boundaries of the adjacent faces. 

The second situation satisfies a condition of manifold boundaries. Although the 

validity of the new solids must be carefully checked and assured. Additionally, ad- 

jacent faces imist be correctly recognised for the mesh generator t() create the s uiie 

mesh on each of them. 

This example shows that a data structure that is beneficial and comprehensive 

for one operation is not always so for others. This observation makes the choice of 

a data structure more complex. 

Finally, the quad-edge data structure was chosen with stalle additional modification. 

The data was enriched by the addition of separate information for vertices and faces. 

The supplementary records enable manipulation of non-manifold objects. -Moreover, 

when a non-manifold is represented most of the topological information indicated by 

the quad-edge is lost and has to be reconstructed by searching through vertices and 

faces structures. It is clear that, as long as the model is a manifold, the quad-edge 

data structure is actively applied. Otherwise, the vertex-base data structure with 

oriented edges is executed, instead. 
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Chapter 3 

Orthogonal transformation using 

Fuzzy Logic 

This chapter describes how non-orthogonal geometric models may be transformed 

into orthogonal polyhedral models. Operations on. and the manipulation of, non- 

orthogonal models are more complex than the equivalent procedures for orthogo- 

nal models. In many branches of engineering this requires the processing of non- 

orthogonal models and considerable effort may be saved by prOce'ssiilg the tr- uis- 

formed orthogonal model rather than the original non-orthogonal model. This type 

of transformation enables the solution of complex non-orthogonal problems using 

simple algorithms applied to the equivalent orthogonal model. For example, parti- 

tioning of geometric objects for parallel or distributed processing is usually under- 

taken on a finite clement zncsh[24,25]. Alternatively, this partitioning ilidV be done 

on geometric model and this is considerably easier to undertake on an orthogonal 

model rather than a non-orthogonal one[26,27]. In some cases simple algorithms 

cannot be applied to non-orthogonal problems and hence these transformations are 

particularly useful. 

The main purpose of the transformation is to obtain a geometric model that is 

easy to describe and further modify without loss of topological information frone the 

original model. An orthogonal polyhedral model has all its edges, and. in the case 
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of a 3D model, all its surfaces, oriented in three orthogonal directions in a Cartesian 

coordinate system. 

Three dimensional non-orthogonal models must satisfy two conditions if they are 

to be capable of being transformed to orthogonal models. The first is that all the 

edges must be adjacent to exactly two faces. A consequence of this condition is that 

the model is bound by an enclosing skin. The second condition is that no vertex 

can be shared by more than six edges and six faces. This condition guarantees 

that none of the surfaces are lost during the transformation procedure. This can 

be seen by noting that there is maximum number of six faces connected to a single 

node in an orthogonal model. Thus, if there are more than six faces attached to 

a node in a non-orthogonal model then the topology cannot be transformed to an 

orthogonal model without the loss of topological information. These two conditions 

guarantee that the topology of geometrical models will be the same before and after 

the transformation. 

The transformation method presented in this work is based on Fuzzy Logic (FL). 

The idea of using FL for this type of transformation was first suggested by Takahashi 

and Shimizu [28]. This chapter describes both the philosophy and techniques behind 

the transformation method, as well as its application to some example 2D and 3D 

models. It is important to note that the transformation method presented in this 

chapter is different from a mapping technique. Mapping is a process that transforms 

one model into another model when both models are known. The problem in this 

research is to define a transformation technique that will change a non-orthogonal 

model into a similar orthogonal model. 

The orthogonal model is unknown at the start of the transformation and will only 

be specified once the transformation is complete. The model has to satisfy certain 

conditions i. e. it should be orthogonal. In Section 3.1 the FL method is introduces 

by defining fuzzy sets, membership functions, rules and operations on the fuzzy sets. 

These definitions and the notation presented permit the FL transformation rules to 
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be described in detail. In section 3.2, the transformation rules for transforming 

2D geometric models are described. This section also includes a description of the 

membership functions, the philosophy of creating the rules using FL. an explanation 

of equations used for transformation and the method used in the calculation of 

new values of co-ordinates to specify the orthogonal models. Section 3.3 shows the 

similarity and the differences between the algorithms for transformation of two and 

three dimensional models. The FL rules and equations for 3D transformations are 

presented. The remaining sections show several transformed example models in both 

2D and 3D. 

A discussion concerning the classification of models that cannot be transformed 

using the algorithm is presented. The final section contains conclusions and remarks. 

3.1 Fuzzy Logic: An Introduction 

Fuzzy Logic (FL) was developed by Lotfi A. Zadeh in the 1960s in order to pro- 

vide mathematical rules and functions which permit natural language queries[7,29]. 

Fuzzy logic provides a means of calculating intermediate values between an abso- 

lutely true value (1) and an absolutely false value (0). The resulting intermediate 

values range between 1 and 0. With fuzzy logic, it is possible to calculate the degree 

to which an item is a member. For example, if a person is 1.83m tall, they are 

"rather tall" whereas with conventional logic a person is either tall (1) or not tall 

(short) (0). 

Fuzzy logic is a super set of conventional (or Boolean) logic and it exhibits both 

similarities and differences when compared with Boolean logic. Fuzzy logic is similar 

to Boolean logic, in that Boolean logic results are returned by fuzzy logic operations 

when all fuzzy memberships are restricted to 0 and 1. Fuzzy logic differs from 

Boolean logic in that it permits natural language queries and is more like human 

thinking because it is based on degrees of truth. 

The basic notion of fuzzy systems is based on fuzzy sets. In a conventional logic 
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system based on Boolean logic crisp sets are defined and used. 

A 
1 

150 180 height (cm) 

Figure 3.1: Characteristic function of' a crisp set 

These sets assume that every element is either a member or a non-member of 

a given set. If a tall man is defined as being of a height greater than 180cm a set 

X, which contains a group of inen, a subset YCX can be defined, which only 

contains tall inch. The characteristic filrictio_ýri A, as shown in Figure 3.1, rci» esciitti 

the conventional logic value being --tall". This function, A. assigns a number "1 to 

each element in the subset Y, and 0 to each element in the subset (X \ Y). 

This concept is sufficient for some areas of application, but it can easily be seen, 

that it lacks flexibility for many applications. Returning to the previous example - 

should a iriaii whop is 179.5cm tall be described as not tall? It is better to say that 

he is fairly tall. A fuzzy set allows us to define such notions. In the example above 

all the elements were coded as 0 or 1. An immediate way to generalize this concept 

is to allow intermediate values between 0 and 1. 

A 
1 

150 170 180 height (cm) 

Figure 3.2: Characteristic function (membership function) of a fuzzy set 

The interpretation of the numbers is much more difficult. Of course. when the 

number 1 is assigned to an element, the element is in the set Y and the plan is 

tall. The value "0" indicates that the element is definitely not in the set Y and the 
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roan is not tall. All others values indicate a gradual membership of the set Y. The 

membership function is shown in Figure 3.2. 

A iriembership function can have many various shapes. The most popklar are 

a triangular shape, trapezoidal shape, bell shape, gaussian shape. These functions 

are presented below. 

µ(x, a, b, c) -- 

µ (x) 
1 

0.5 

0 

ýý x<a 

x-a 
a<x<b b-a 

c-x 
b<x<c 

0, c<x 

Figure 3.3: A triangular membership function 3.1 

0, x<a 

lc(x; a, b, c, d) 

a < x < b 
b -a 

1, b< x < c 

c<x<d 
(1 -C 

d<i 

- (. r-c)z 
11(x; 0-, c) = expo ( 2 (7z 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

(3.3) 
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µ (x) 

1 

0.5 

0 

Figure 3.4: A trapezoidal membership function 3.2 

µ (x) 

1 

0.5 

0 

Figure 3.5: A gauss inciiibcrsliip function 3.3 

1 
/i (x, a, b, c) = 

x-C 

1+ 2b 
Q 

(3.4) 

Equations of these functions depend on parameters such as a, b and c which 

describe the shape and domains of the functions. An initial domain can be further 

restricted by introducing variable called alpha-level set or "a - cut". An alpha 

level is a threshold restriction on the domain of a fuzzy set An cA- cut of the 

rnembership function Pa is a set of all the domain values i that RR(x) is greater than 
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µ (x) 

1 

0.5 

0 

Figure 3.6: A bell-shape membership function 3.4 

or equal to a, where aE [0,1]. 

pa = {x p, (x) > a}. (3.5) 

Similarly, a strong a- cut is defined as a set of all the x such that /i(x) is strictly 

greater than a 

110 = {x Bt(x) > ca'}. 

µ 

1 

a 

0 

Figure 3.7: An alpha level 

(3.6) 

In this study a practical application of the a- cut can be understood as a con- 

troller of a sensitivity of a system built using fuzzy logic. In many cases the initial 

membership functions are designed in such a way to cover all possible scenarios. 
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That means that some parts of the domain values are not necessarily- introducing 

any significant information to the system. By introducing the cx - cut the sensitivity 

of the system may be unproved without redesi iiirig the initial membership fuiie- 

tion. -Nevertheless, many researchers pay more attention to adjust the membership 

functions then to introducing the alpha-level set. 

Similar to the operations on crisp sets, the operations of fuzzy sets are defined for 

intersection, union and complement (negation), and there is more than one definition 

of' stich operations. Some of these are presented in the Table 3.1. The Operal ions 

are carried out on two membership functions µ, a(x) and ub(y). 

Intersection Union 

Zadeh mnin(/Ga(x), Ab (Y)) mnax(Pa(x), 
1ub(y)) 

Mean (l-Za(x) + ilb(y))/2 (2 * min(ya(x), i b(J))+ 

4* max(lta(x), µb(y)))/6 

Mean 2 Meant Mean 2 

Product (fla(x) * /'b(y)) (Pa (X) +µb(Y)) - 
(/Ia(x) * [lb (Y)) 

Bounded Sum max(O, iia(x) + /'b(y) - 1) rnin(l, µa (x) + Eub(y)) 

Table 3.1: Algebraic Intersection and Union Operators [7] 

The inventor of Fuzzy Logic suggested a minimum operator for the intersection 

and a maximum for the union of two fuzzy sets. To show how the operators work 

two fuzzy sets are defined in Figure 3.8. 
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µL 

1 

X 

µB 

1 

Figure 3.8: Fuzzy set's A and B 

The following figures illustrate the logic operators AND and OR (Figure 3.9. 

1 

X 

1 

X 

X 

Figure 3.9: Union and intersection of' sets A and B according to the definition of' 

Zadeh 

Next, figure (Figure 3.10) shows the negation of the fuzzy set A. which is defined 

as the complement of the function PA to 1. 

µA 

1 

X 

Figure 3.10: Negation of set A according to the definition of Zadeh 

The product operators in Table 3.1 were selected for use in the FL calculations 
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presented in this work. 

Fuzzy sets and fuzzy operators are the subjects and verbs of fuzzy logic. These if- 

then rule statements are used to formulate the conditional statements that comprise 

the fuzzy logic rule base. A single fuzzy if-then rule assumes the form 

if x is A then y is B (3.7) 

here A and B are linguistic values defined by fuzzy sets within the sets X and Y, 

respectively. The if-part of the rule "x is A" is called the antecedent or premise. 

while the then-part of the mile "y is B" is called the consequent or conclusion. Both 

parts of the expression 3.7 (antecedent and consequent) can be composed from more 

than one element. The intersection and/or union operations have to be applied in 

such cases inside the if-then rule. For example: 

1. if x is A AND z is C then y is B 

in which case all parts of the premise are calculated simultaneously and re- 

solved to a single -et using the logical operators. 

2. if x is A then y is B OR, zisC 

in which case all consequents are affected equally by the result of the an- 

tecedent. 

The base of rules states what to do in certain situations. Not always all the rules 

created are applicable in practice, even if all of them are theoretically correct. After 

applying the rules the resulting fuzzy set is obtained. To calculate a crisp value out 

of the fuzzy set one of the defuzzification methods must be applied such as the mean 

of maximum method, the maximising decision, the centre of gravity method. The 

last one is probably the most popular. 

The Fuzzy Logic approach after Tagasaki and Shimizu [28]. used in this applica- 

tion. is not the most classic, which was just described. In the next section, the 

implementation of FL to the orthogonal transformation is described in detail. 
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3.2 Transformation for two dimensional models 

This section examines the transformation of two dimensional models. The next sub- 

section I)reselits a brief overview of the algoritliin. This i5 followed by a detailed 

examination of the membership functions of the problem. The third and final sub- 

sections describe how the new edge lengths and their positions may be determined. 

3.2.1 Schedule for the 2D algorithm 

The algorithm for transforming 2D models is summarised in the following three 

steps: 

1. Determine the longest edge bounding the surface and assign it to one of the 

axes by rotating the whole model. This defines the starting point for the 

FL algorithm to be the side with the longest edge. Performing this rotation 

greatly i11(ryases the algorithin efficiency. 

2. Take each edge in turn in the loop and assign each edge to a particular axis. 

The position of each edge is verified immediately after an axis has been as- 

signed to the edge. The enumeration is finished when all the edges have been 

assigned to the axes. 

3. Calculate the values of the coordinates that define the new positions of the 

edges. Ensure that each face bound by a number of edges has a point on the 

surface which remain in the -arnc position. 

3.2.2 Application of Fuzzy Logic - understanding the prob- 

lem and creating rules 

The philosophy and the membership functions will now be described in more detail 

for a 2D example. In 2D a planar surface is the model to be trauisforitied 1. Surfa eeý 

are bounded by a number of edges that are closed in an ordered and oriented loop. 
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The first objective is to assign each of the edges to one of the two axes either the 

(x-axis or the y-axis) that define a plane on which the surface is located. The second 

ailrr is to find new values of the coordinates of the vertices terrniuat. ing the edges. 

The FL is then used to determine the axes to which the edges must be assigned. 

The information that can be used to create rules and adequate functions for FL is 

first analysed. Figure 3.11 shows a surface placed on the ay-plane. 

X 

Figure 3.11: A surface lies on the xy-plane with marked angles 

The information relating to assignment to an axis that can be easily determined 

is the following: 

i) angles between the edges and the , r; --axis, 

ii) angles between edges and the y-axis and 

iii angles between adjacent edges. 

In 2D each edge makes an angle with both axes. These angles are not independent. 

If the angle between the edge and one axis is known then the angle between the 

edge and the second axis can be calculated using the fact that the suin of the two 

angles equals 900. Based on this information two membership functions ([© and µa) 

[28,30,31] are created. Figure 3.12 shows the function p6. where ¢° is the angle 

between the edge and the x-axis. 

The argument of the function is a value of an angle between all edge and the 

x-axis. The value of an angle is in the range [0,90] degrees. If the angle equals 00 
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i'ýý 

1 

goo 

Figure 3.12: A membership function jig, represents the assignment similarity of the 

edge to the x-axis 

the edge is assigned to the x-axis and the assignment similarity to the x-axis equals 

1. which is the value of the membership function Ito. If the angle equals 90° the 

edge is assigned to the y-axis and the assignment similarity to the x-axis equals 0. 

The membership function tt,, is assumed to be a linear function that starts from 

ßc6 (0°) =1 and finishes at /Co (JO0) =U 

The second membership function, p, makes the position of edges dependent on 

a proceeding adjacent edge. The value of the function shows the similarity that 

an adjacent edge is assigned to the same axis as the previous edge. As with the 

firn tiori [c , the alguiiielit-, of the function Its i5 au ario; le. This titric it is au angle 

between two adjacent edges within the range [0,180] degrees. Figure 3.13 shows 

the function p.. 

Ito 

1 

Figure 3.13: A membership function li,, related to the adjacent edges 

If the angle is less than 90° it is assumed the edges are perpendicular; the edges 
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are assigned to two different axes and pa = 0. In the range [90,180] degrees the 

function fta is assumed to increase linearly. The function reaches a similarity equal 

to 1 at. 180° rnearlirig t Trat tlhc edges are parallel; ie. they are assigned to the sariie 

axis. 

For a pair of adjacent edges denoted A and B the algorithm first uses FL to 

determine which of the coordinate axes the edge B should be assigned to. when the 

edge A is assumed to be fixed. Each subsequent edge that bounds the object is taken 

in sequence, in each case, assuming that the previous edge is fixed (ie. assigned to 

a coordinate axis). The FL calculation is based on a set of rules, which are created 

by making three observations: 

1. that the edge B can be assigned to one of the coordinate directions (either 
.c 

or yý, 

?. that the edge A can be assigned to one of the coordinate directions (either d- 

or y), and 

3. therefore edges A and B will be either at right angles or parallel. 

All theoretical combinations for the orientation of the edges A and B in relation to 

the above observations will now be considered: 

1. AE x-axis AND BE x-axis AND A 11 B \/ 

2. AE x-axis AND BE y-axis AND AIB/ 

3. AE x-axis AND BE x-axis AND AIB 

4. AE x-axis AND BE y-axis AND A1B 

5. AE Y-axis AND BE x-axis AND A 11 B 

6. AE y-axis AND BE y-axis AND AIB 

7E y-axis AND BE I-axis A\ D _4 1B ý/ 
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8. AE y-axis AND BE y-axis AND AB/ 

Consideration of these combinations enables the elimination of half of them as these 

are impossible in practice. For example, if both edges are assigned to the same axis 

they cannot be perpendicular. Hence the conditions 3 to 6 above are untrue and 

have not therefore been marked with a tick (/). The. four true cases, marked with a 

tick (ý, /) are presented in Figure 3.14 and are used as the basis to create fuzzy rules 

for the problem. These cases (1,2,7 and 8) correspond to Figure 3.14 (a), (b). (c) 

and (d). 

Y 

BaA 
XB XA 

A ý-X and B-X 

and A 11 B 

(a) combination 1 

Y 

XB A 

XA 
ýX and B tiY 
and ALB 

XA X 

(b) combination 2 

Y 
A 

A ---Y and B -,, Y 

B and A IIB 

IIIir4 XA 

AMY and B ýX 
X 

XB 

and AIB 

B 

(c) combination 7 

Y 

A 

XA 

X 

(d) combination 8 

Figure 3.14: Four possible positions of the adjacent edges A and B in 2D 

To determine the relative position of the two edges. it is difficult to define when 
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the edges are parallel or perpendicular. To aid this evaluation it has been assumed 

that two edges are perpendicular if the value of the function u is less than 0.5 
(Situation I) and parallel if the same value is greater than 0.5 (Situation II). 

There are two possible situations regarding the relative orientation of the edges A 

AND B after the edges have been assigned to the axes. The first (Situation I) is 

when the edges that are assigned are perpendicular and the second (Situation II) is 

when the axes to which they are assigned are parallel. 

Situation I 

For µ,, < 0.5 there are two possible situations: 

AE x-axis AND BE y-axis (3.8) 

OR 

AE y-axis AND BE x-axis (3.9) 

In the situation described by the expression (3.8) the edge B is assigned to the y- 

axis. Consequently the assignment similarity µo(B) to the x-axis of edge B must 

decrease. The assignment similarity to the y-axis is calculated as a complement of 

the assignment similarity to the x-axis and equals (1 - IC, ý(B)). The operator AND 

is computed by multiplying the appropriate membership values of the two elements 

of the rule [28]. Hence the variation of the assignment similarity of edge B to the 

x-axis is defined by: 

6 1µ�(B) _ -(0.5 - µa) po(A) (1 µo(B)) (3.10) 

where: (0.5 - µu) is the weight calculated using the a 

by /i <0.5. 

cut threshold [7] expressed 

In the situation described by the expression (3.9) the edge B is assigned to the x 

axis as a result the assignment similarity µ6(B) to the x-axis must increase. In this 
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case the edge A is assigned to the y-axis. Consequently, the assignment similarity 

of the edge A is calculated from the expression (1 - iii, (A)) 
; which is a complement 

of the atssigimierit similarity to the x-axis [28]. 

62µo (B) - -f-(0.5 - p, ) (1 -p (A)) p 9(B) 

Situation II 

Similarly, for p,, > 0.5 there are two possible situations: 

AEx-axis 

AEy-axis 

AND BE x-axis 

OR 

AND BE y-axis 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

(3.13) 

In expression (3.12) the assignment similarity 'Co (B) to the ; r-axis of the edge B 

must increase hence: 

63m 
y, 

(B) =+ (iia - 0.5) µo (A) po(B) (3.14) 

Expression (3.13) suggests that the edge B is assigned to the y-axis hence the as- 

signment similarity go(B) to the x-axis must decrease. The assignment similarity 

for both edges is calculated as a complement (1- µu) because the edges are assigned 

to the y-axis. 

ö4µ,, (B) = -(p, - 0.5) (1 - pm (A)) (1 - pp (B)) (3.15) 

In both situations for p, < 0.5 and 'Ca > 0.5 the rules presented are linked by 

t11( logical opclator OR. The fuzzy OR is colriputeci from the ýl)etwcoll 

the sum of the two membership values and the product of the membership values. 

However, in this case a simple summation is used and the two rules are obtained 

using the following equations: 

öý, 
ý 

(B) = ölµß(B) + ö2, ýý(B) for , uQ < O.. T (3.16) 
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ýýýý (B) = ä31 (B) + ä4ýýý (B) for µ, > 0.5 (3.1. 

As discussed previously, it is a variation of the assignment similarity that is calcu- 

lated. Thus, to obtain a new value of the assignment similarity the variation must 

be added to the old value of the assignment similarity [28]. The new value of the 

assignment similarity to the x-axis of the edge B is calculated using (3.18). 

EL (B)new = pd, (B) 
old + 6, (B) (3.18) 

Before the next edge is analysed the membership functions are used to calculate 

new values of angles between the edge B and the axes. The new angles between the 

e(Ige B and adjacent edges are then computed and verified urizig the geometrical 

connections. The process terminates when all the edges have been assigned to one 

of the axes. 

At this point it is important to explain why the expressions (3.16), (3.17) and 

(3.18) were calculated while omitting the FL operations for the logic operators OR. 

The reason is that 64,,,, (B) has a negative. value. At this moniert, the value call- 

not represent a value of the membership function. which values are always within 

the range [0,1] as a consequence the fuzzy operation should not be used. Now, 

the summation should be justified. The value of the angles cbB is calculated from 

53(B), 64,,, (B) and lto,, (B) using the membership function µ¢. The angles are 

denoted by 63 (B), 64,5 (B) and pold(B), respectively. Of course, the angle S4, (B) 

has a negative value so to calculate the change or variation of the angle the values 

must be added. 

66(B) - S30 (B) + a46(B) (3.19) 

Then a new value of the angle can be found 

Q, ýF ýý (B) _ otd(B) + 60(B) (3.20) 

The l lew value of the jungle cý�t, ý,, 
(B) can be greater than 90° or less then 0°. such 
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values are not covered by the domain of the membership function 
1u . 

Some assump- 

tions were made because of this. If the value is greater than 90° the value is adjusted 

to 90°, and similarly if the value is less than 0° it is adjusted to 0°. Such assuinptioiis 

reduce the possible movement of any edge to ensure that the movement is within the 

quadrant of the Cartesian system to which the edge belonged in the original model. 
Knowing the value of the new angle, the value of the membership function can be 

easily calculated. The analyses that were made show that all the calculation of the 

angles can be omitted because results obtained in this way are the same as using 

equations (3.16), (3.17) and (3.18). Consequently. further calculations are made by 

operating on the membership functions only, without the need for re-calculation of 

the values of the angles. 

3.2.3 Calculation of new lengths and the positions of the 

edges 

The method of calculating the new lengths of edges in the transformed model is based 

on the strategy presented by Takahashi and Shimizu, [28). The edges bounding a 

surface are organized in a counter-clockwise direction. The edges are classified into 

four groups based on the assignment to the four directions (x+, x-, y+, y-). Next, 

the total length of the edges inside each group (denoted by S) is calculated using 

Ni 

S2 = sij, (3.21) 
j=0 

where: i is the number of the group (x+, x-, y+, y-). 

Ni is a number of edges in the ith group and 

s2j is the length of the jth edge in the ith group. 

The total length of the edges for each coordinate direction in the transformed 

model is denoted by Ti. The important property of this value is that TT+ is equal 

to Tx_ and Ty+ is equal to Ty_. To keep the new model as similar as possible to the 
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original model the 5' values are used to obtain the new lengths of the edges 

Tx+ = Tx- = (S.. + + SS- )/2 (3.22) 

Ty+ = Ty- = (Sy+ + Sy- )/2 (3.23) 

The length of each edge, tip . can be obtained using simple proportion 

Sij 
tij = Ti 

Si 
(3.24) 

Evers though the assignment toi the axes and iicw lelig; tu s of the edges ill the t, raui-- 

formed model are calculated. the location of the edges in the coordinate system is, 

still unknown. This is not a significant problem if only one two-dimensional object 

is analysed because the position does not have any influence on further analyses. 

However, this is problematic if more than one surface, or a solid object. is analysed. 

It is es, 1)ccially crucial for tllrec-(1i1_Yidll ional transformations in which all the trans- 

formed surfaces have to be adjusted together to create a solid similar to that of the 

original model. In this situation the position of the surface in the coordinate system 

is important. The method of consolidation of the model is described in Section 3.3.9 
. 

3.3 Transformation for three dimensional models 

Dealing with three-dimensional geometry is always more complicated than with 

two-dimensional geometry. Three axes describe the three-dimensional coordinate 

system. Similarly, three angles are used in the transformation algorithm to describe 

the position of edges in relation to the three axes. The difficult- is that the angles 

are not directly dependent on each other. The relationship between the three angles 

is controlled by a trigonometric rule. Moreover. two of the angles in the relationship 

are independent. The third angle has to satisfy the trigonometric rule. The traiis- 

formation algorithm calculates each of the angles independently. Consequently. it 
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is unlikely that the angles satisfy the trigonometric rule and further describe the 

position of edges uniquely during the transformation process that is an iteration 

process. Only when the iterations are completed and edges are assigned to the axes 

is the position of the edges described uniquely. 

Other variables used in the algorithm are angles between adjacent edges. As before, 

trigonometric rules must be used to calculate these angles. Moreover the angles can 

be calculated only if the position of the edges is a unique. As already explained, this 

situation takes place at the beginning of the process and again after the process is 

completed. Consequently, the values of the angles between the adjacent edges are 

calculated once as initial values and carried on through the whole process with no 

changes. 

Contrary to two-dimensional surfaces, each edge in the three-dimensional solid 

has more than one edge connected to each end of the edge. Generally there is no 

restriction on the number of edges sharing a vertex in a solid model. However, this 

transformation imposes a limitation on the number of edges connected in one vertex 

to ensure the validity of the process and correctness of the orthogonal model. In 

order not to lose any surface from a non-orthogonal model when transformed into 

an orthogonal model no more than six edges can share one vertex. 

3.3.1 Algorithm sequence 

An overview of the FL transformation algorithm is as follows: 

1. Rotate the original model in such a way so as to adjust the surface composed 

from the largest number of edges to one of the planes and assign the longest 

edge belonging to the surface to one of the axes. 

2. ]ansform the surface bounded by the greatest number of edges into an or- 

thogonal surface. Subsequently adjacent surfaces are taken for transformation. 

The adjacent surfaces have edges common to those already transformed. 
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3. The transformation process is carried out surface by surface using the following 

steps: 

(a) Calculate the values of the angles between edges and dues and value; of 

assignment similarity (membership function) to the axes. 

(b) Find adjacent edges. 

(c) Apply FL to calculate new assignment similarity of the edges in the s ur- 

face. 

(d) Calculate the new edge lengths after transformation. 

4. Compute new values of coordinates for a transformed model. This calculation 

proceeds surface by surface in the same order as they were transformed. 

At the beginning of Section 3.3 the difference between the calculated variables in 

two- and three-dimensional models was described. Based on this information the 

algorithm that transforms 3D non-orthogonal models into orthogonal models must 

be modified. 

The position of each edge relating to the axes is described by three angles. Like the 

2D problem, the membership function presented in Figure 3.12 is used to calculate 

the assignment similarity to each of the axes. The values of the assignment similarity 

(Jinx, JLpy, fLoz) are calculated independently for each angle. 

It was also mentioned that many edges could be connected to each end of a single 

edge. Figure 3.15 shows edge B and many other edges sharing the vertices at the 

ends of edge B. As well as this the figure shows that the edge B is shared by two 

faces denoted by L and R. The edges connected with edge B, which share one of 

the faces L or R, are considered to be adjacent edges. The transformation from 

a non-orthogonal model into orthogonal model is undertaken surface by surface. 

Exactly as it «-as in the two-dimensional case each surface is bounded by a number 

of edges that are closed in an ordered loop. Further, as with the 2D transformation. 

adjacent edges connected to one end of the examined edge are taken into account. 
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edges adjacent to 

the edge B 

Figure 3.15: An edge in the 3D model 

In the 3D case there are two such adjacent edges. Figure 3.16 shows an example of 

a 3D model. Assuming that the face L is being transformed, the edges Al and A2 

are adjacent to the edge B. 

Figure 3.16: Edges used in the 3D transformation 

However, only one of them, Al, belongs to the surface that is being transformed. 

Consequently, two values of assignment similarity are calculated from the member- 

ship fiction /t,, which is illustrated in Figure 3.13. m 

The values of the function are denoted bfr /C,, i and 11a2 to show clearly that they 

are calculated for the two edges Al and A2. It was decided to use the same ap- 
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proach as for the 2D models although assignment to each of the axes is computed 

independently. Additionally. two adjacent edges now require cises to be analysed 

for preparation of the FL rules. The cases above are c1 c .t ed by values of the mtiein- 

bership functions icai and µ. 2. As in the 2D case the separating value is settled at 

0.5 and a variation of the assignment similarity to the axes of the edge B is sought. 

First. the two situations represented by adjacent edges Al and B are investigated. 

Situation I 

Forµcl <0.5 

Al E x-axis AND 

OR, 

Al x-axis AND 

B x-axis 

BEx-axis 

(3.25) 

(3.26) 

from which 

611µy (B) = -(0.5 - p, 1) pox(A1) (1 - ft, x(B)) 

612p9, 
Y 

(B) = (0.5 - fcal) (1 - fc6X(A1)) pox (B) 

(3.27) 

(3.28) 

The variation of assignment similarity is finally calculated, using expressions (3.25) 

and (3.26), as 

61 j,, px 
(B) _ 6111,4_Y (B) + 6121,,,, (B) 

Situation II 

For [tal > 0.5 

Al E x-axis AND 

OR 

Al ý i-axis AND 

BE x-axis 

B i-axis 

(3.29) 

(3.30) 

(3.31) 
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In an analogous manner to the Situation I the rules from (3.30) and (3.31) give: 

ýl lµmx ýB) = (µaß - 0.5) loh (A1) �x(B) 

6121-LoX (B) = -(pal - 0.5) (1 - pox(A1)) (1 - poxýB)) 

and therefore: 

ö 1, 
-toX 

(B) = 61 1µoX (B) + 512µtx (B) 

(3.32) 

(3.33) 

(3.34) 

It is worth noting that the variation for equations (3.29) and (3.34) is denoted using 

the same symbol ö1, (B). This is because the situations cannot occur together 

and the term can only take one of the values. 

Now, the same two cases are presented for edges A2 and B, without further com- 

ment as a result of the similarity of the process. 

Situation I 

For µa2 < 0.5 

A2 E x-axis 

A2 x-axis 

A\ DBý x-axis 

OR 

AND BE x-axis 

(3.35) 

(3.36) 

Then 

621µ, 
o _, ((B) _ -(0.5 - /ýýx2) pox(A2) (I - pox (B)) 

ö22µox(B) _ (0.5 - µa2) (l - pox (A2)) pox (B) 

(3.37) 

(3.38) 
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Situation II 

FOI'/-ßa2>0.5 

A2 E x-axis 

A2 x-axis 

AND BE x-axis 

Oß 

A\ DBý x-axis 

(3.39) 

(3. -10) 

Then 

a21µ,, (B)) = (µa2 - 0.5) pox (A2) µ¢X (B) 
6221lox (B)) _ -(P 2-0.5) (1 - µ0X (A2)) (1 - pox (B)) 

The variation in both situations is calculated from: 

ä21t 
fit 

(B) = 62 1µ4v (B) + 622ýb. 
v 

(B) 

(3.41) 

(3.42) 

(3.43) 

Eventually, the total value of the variation and a new value of the assignment sim- 

ilarity of the edge B can be computed. The situations created by the two pair of 

adjacent edges appear together and consequently they are connected by the logical 

operator AND which is computed as a multiplication. The final form of the variation 

1s: 

61tox (B) = 61, (B) d 21,,, (B), (3.44) 

and then the new similarity is: 

btX (B)neu = pox (B) 
old 

+ aµq, 
X 

(B), (3.45) 

Exactly the same algorithm is created to calculate the variations and the assignment 

similarities to the rj-axis and --axis. All the three algorithms are independently 

processed als long as the analysed edge is assigned to one of the axes. 
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3.3.2 Amalgamation of the surfaces - calculation of new 

coordinates 

The new edge lengths are determined in an analogous manner to the 2D case. As 

for 2D models, each surface can be treated independently, which means that the 

same edge can have slightly different lengths in surface A and surface B. In this 

step all the surfaces must be assembled as in the original solid model by calculating 

the unified length and position of the edges. 

The algorithm needs some basis to start with. It was decided to start from the 

"largest" surface known before the commencement of the transformation. The sur- 

face is fixed on the plane keeping the calculated length of the edges. To keep the 

position of the surface as close as possible to the position of the original surface a 

new variable was introduced. The variable defines the centre of the bounding box 

of the surface. It was decided to locate the centre of the bounding box of the trans- 

formed model at the same position. Following this, subsequent surfaces are analysed 

by traversing adjacent surfaces. First, the algorithm checks to see to which plane 

the surface is assigned. Then, an edge, which was already been fixed in position, is 

selected. Such an edge always exists as a, result of ordering the surface-, accordingly 

and the "largest" surface was already located. 

Assuming that the surface being considered lies in the ab-plane. Then the value of 

the third coordinate, c, describing a vertex at the end of the starting edge remains 

the same for all the vertices in the surface. The only values that have to be calculated 

are the coordinates a and b of the vertices. The procedure is enclosed within a loop. 

The starting point is at the end of the selected edge. Next, knowing an orientation 

and a new length of the subsequent edge, the coordinates of the following vertex are 

calculated. However, it must be noted that the next vertex is also the end of the 

edge and the beginning of the next edge in the loop. For that reason two cases must 

be taken into account. As an example. two edges (k) and (k + 1) are considered. 

The first possibility is that the next edge (A-+1) was not previoiis]v fixed in position 
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ik 
(da, db) i+1 ,- 

(a, b) ? 

ik 
(da, db) 

(a1, b) 

?9 i+2 

k+1 

-4 i+1 
(a1,1) 

? i+2 

k+l 

? i+1 

Figure 3.17: Calculating the coordinates of the vertex i+1 using the edge length 

because it did not belong to any of the surfaces considered before. In this case the 

coordinates of the vertex (i + 1) are calculated by adding the length of the edge (k) 

according to the orientation of the edge (da, db) to the coordinates of vertex ia 

showil ire Figure 3 . 17. 

a, +1 = al. + da (3.46) 

bz+l = bi + db (3.47) 

The coordinates of the second end of edge k are used or adopted as the coordinates 

of the first end of edge (k + 1) 
. 

The second possibility is that the next edge (k + 1) was already fixed in it,, final 

position because it does belong to one of the surfaces previously considered. In such 

a situation, as shown in Figure 3.18, the new vertex (i + 1) is not calculated and the 

fixed position niest he accepted. In riiariy cases this changes the length of Ili(' edge 

being considered (da, db) -* (da + ö, db + ä). 

Finally, if the length of one of the edges is changed then a problem can be expected 

at the end of the surface loop. An example of this is shown in Figure 3.19. 

If such a situation occurs then none of the above approaches can be used due toi 
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i+2 (a 
1 2, 

b) 

h1 
ii 

(da, db) 
i+i 

bi) 
i+2 } 1 aryl, L+2) 

k (daö. dh4 5) AL ýh- 

41 

i+10 bij. ) 

Figure 3.18: Adaptation of the edge length according to the coordinates ofthe next 

vertex 

M-1 N-1 

N 

M 

M-2 

Figure 3.19: Problem that can appear with the last edge 

the consequences illustrated in Figure 3.20. 

The coordinates of the last vertex (Al - 1) must be calculated in reversed order 

starting from the vertex M at the beginning of the selected "starting'' edge (0). For 

ilStali(c, the finial edge N is as igzie(l w-itfi the b-axis flieh the coordinates of the 

(M- 1) vertex are: 

a ,,, -1 =a1, (: 3.48) 

bnr-I = b, 11-2 (3.49) 

as shown in Figure 3.21. 
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M-1 

ýM 
2e. 

\ 
.M 

W_1 

v 

M-2 

(a) The result of using the method illus- 

trated in Figure 3.17 

M-1 N-1 M-2 

(b) The result of using the method illus- 

trated at Figure 3.18 

Figure 3.20: Problems with closing the boundary of the surfaces 

M-1 M-1 
M-2 

Figure 3.21: Position of the last vertex M-1 

3.4 Degree of similarity 

In the introduction to this chapter it was stated that orthogonal models obtained 

as a result of the FL transformation should be as similar as possible to the original 

models. Similarity is a very complex problem and has recently been widely explore 

for instance for the purpose of the geometry- searching engines. There are many 

different approaches to measure the similarity between objects using convex hull. 

areas/volumes of the convex hull of objects, distances from the centre of the objects 

and so on [32,33] 
. 

In the work presented the degree of similarity is measured using 

the most basic definition of sinlilaritý-. In mathematics similarity is defined as a 

transformation that takes figures to similar figures. After Coxeter and Greitzer [34] 
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"two figures are said to be similar when all corresponding angles are equal and all 
distances are increased (or decreased) in the same ratio". Following this description 

two similar figures are shown in Figure 3.22. 

J\ 
C 

1z 
/_ 

_______________________________ 

/b--- 
-----------------ý --------------- 

Figure 3.22: Similar figures 

The set of Equations 3.50 refers to Figure 3.22. Two figures are similar according 

to the mathematical definition of similarity [34] if the Equations 3.50 are satisfied. 

a. 
_bcd AB CD 

Lda- = ZDA 

Z a, b = LAB (3.: ýO) 

Zbc=ZBC 

Lcd= LCD 

The definition of similarity in the form shown above cannot be applied to the work 

presented. The purpose of the orthogonal transformation is to modify the object 

in such way as to obtain an orthogonal model from a non-orthogonal model. As 

a. consequence, the transformation angles describing the non-orthogonal model are 

modified. Nevertheless, the idea of the orthogonal transformation is to obtain an or- 

thogonal model which is as similar as possible to the original non-orthogonal model. 

Additionally the orthogonal transformation is not meant to scale the object. Con- 

sequently, the ratio by which all the distances (edges) are increased (or decreased) 
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should be roughly equal to 1. In the next step a measure is introduced to calcu- 

late a degree of similarity between the two models. As stated before. there are 

two clerrrcntS that deterrnirie the similarity; angles and edges. To nicasiu eI he dc- 

gree of similarity of angles the difference between values of corresponding angles is 

calculated as follows: 

Sangle(i) 
= Qn-ortho(1) - aortho(l) 

where: i= {0, 
.. 7N- 1} is a number of angles in the model, 

N is a total number of angles in the model. 

(n-ortho is a measure of an angle in the non-orthogonal model, 

cxortho is a measure of an angle in the orthogonal model after transformation. 

However, it is difficult to interpret the degree of similarity using the measure 

defined in Equation 3.51. The degree of similarity between the corresponding angles 

(3.51) 

in both models is further normalised for better understanding its value. 

Snorangle(ý) =1- 
Gn-ortho (1) 

- aortho (? ) 

(3.52) 
180 

As shown in Equation 3.52 the normalisation is performed by dividing the difference 

by 180, which is the maximum difference that can be obtained. After such an oper- 

ation the normalised variation is in the range [0,1]. This value is again subtracted 

from 1. The degree of similarity equals to 1 if the models are identical and decreases 

for less similar models. 

Finally, an average degree of similarity of angles is calculated for the whole model. 

The normalised measure is used as follows: 

IN S(P)angle = , ýT 
Snorangle(i) 

i=1 

where: P stays for polvg; oll. which is a two-dimensional model and 

(3.53) 
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N is a number of angles in the polygon P. 

The second feature taken into account when measuring similarity is polygon edges. 
For an ideal similarity the corresponding edges have the same length. To control the 

situation the ratio by which all the edges are increased (or decreased) is calculated 

as follows. 

I ln-org(i) 

Sedge (7 )= 
forth (2 

forth (2) 

ln-org(2) 

In-arg (i) 

if 
lortn (i) <1 

if 
In-oº'9 (i) 

1 
lath (Z) > 

(3.54) 

Such a definition of the degree of similarity of edges guarantees that the value is 

within the range [0,1], which does not need further normalisation. If the corre- 

sponding edges have the same length the value of Sedge (i) is equal to 1 and decreases 

otherwise as shown in Figure 3.23. 

S 
edge 

1 

1 
n-ortho 

_11 
n-ortho 

1 ortho 
1 ortho 

Figure 3.23: Degree of similarity calculated for edges 

As with the angle similarity in the final step an average degree of similarity of 

edges is calculated 
S(P)edge =1E NSedge(2) 

N 
i=1 

(3.55) 

where, as before, P stays for polygon and N is a number of angles in the polygon. 

Finally, degrees of similarity calculated for edges and angles have to be combined 

into one value, which defines the degree of similarity between two models; non- 

orthogonal and orthogonal models. The degree of similarity is calculated as an 
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average value as follows. 

S(P) =1 (S(p)angle + S(P)edge ) 
2 (3.56) 

where S(P) defines the degree of similarity. which is equal to 1 if the two models 

are identical. 

This value characterises the degree of similarity in regards to a shape of the rnodel 

compared. The topological similarity is not an issue that needs to be measured. 

Both models are topologically equivalent, because the orthogonal transformation iý 

defined in such a way to keep the same topology for both models. The degree of 

similarity is calculated and presented together with figures showing all the models 

examined in this chapter. 

In the same way the degree of similarity of solids is measured. First, the degree of 

similarity of each face (polygon) bounding the solid is calculated. Then the average 

value is taken, which defines the degree of similarity between solids as shown below: 

N 

S(S) =1 S(P)ýl) 
N 

i=1 

where: N is the number of faces in the solid. 

3.5 Test Examples 

(3.57) 

Figures 3.24 to 3.29 show test results of the transformation for two-dimensional 

models. The original models shown on the left in Figures 3.24 and 3.25 are convex 

inO(le1, with a regular shape. They were transformed into rectangular orthogonal 

models as shown on the right of each figure. 

Models shown in Figures 3.26 and 3.27 are more complex than the previous models. 

The increased complexity of the original models clearly demonstrates the success of 

the transformation process. Note the similarit between the original non-orthogonal 

and transformed orthogonal models. 
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7 
0 

0 
3 

®1O ®` 1o 

Figure 3.25: Example 2. S(P) = 0.695 

Figure 3.26: Example 3. S(P) = 0.824 

O3 

0 
4 

30 

The next model presented in Figure 3.28 has a very sensitive feature. which is the 

exterior angle created by edges (6) and (4) u-, iif point 7 moves further within 

the surface, becomes smaller. The smaller this exterior angle becomes then the more 
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Figure 3.24: Example 1. S(P) = 0.697 
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Figure 3.27: Example 4. S(P) = 0.759 

likely it is that the transformation may not be successful. 

n 

0 
Figure 3.28: Example 5. S(P) = 0.684 

O 

The model shown in Figure 3.29 is a more complicated concave polygon and it was 

anticipated that the algorithm would not manage to transform this geometry. This 

model is an example that demonstrates the influence of the starting edge on the ro- 

business of the algorithm. The transformation succeeds only because it commences 

from the longest edge number (7) and the model is rotated so that the x-axis coin- 

tides with edge (7). If the algorithm was forced to commence with edge (3) then the 

transformation fails. This indicates the importance of rotating the model to align 

the longest edge in the x axis direction. 

The example shown in Figure 3.30(a) looks very simple to transform from a human 

point of view. However, a sequence of narrow angles between subsequent edges 
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Figure 3.29: Example 6. S(P) 

0 

(a) 

Figure 3.30: Example 7, S(P) 

0.797 

(b) 

U. 8 

creates problems for the algorithm . 
If a 1riodcl Eias a sequence of angles I )etweeti 

edges that are small then the FL algorithm is not always capable of recognising the 

full features of the non-orthogonal model to transform them into the orthogonal 

model. 

Again the examples shown in Figure 3.30(a) and 3.31 (a) look very simple to 

transform from a human point of view. In fact, they look very similar to each 

other. However, a sequence of narrow angles between subsequent edges may create 

problems for the algorithm. If a model has a sequence of angles between edges 

that are small then the FL algorithm is not always capable of recognising the full 
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0 
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8 O 
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6 

(b) 

Figure 3.31: Example 8. S(P) = 0.736 

(a) Original model (b) Set of orthogonal surfaces 

Figure 3.32: Example 9, S(S) = 0.848 

(c) 

(c) Orthogonal model 

features oof tlic non-ortliogo iial niod 1 toi transform them into the ortliogoiial model. 

The difference between a, model that is easily transformed and one that is not can 

Figures 3.30(b) and 3.31(b) show models obtained be marginal in geometric terms . 

after the FL transformation from very similar original models. 

As shown in Figure 3.31(b) the model is not completely transformed by FL as a 

number of edges reverse onto the path of previous edges. However, if the model in 

Figure 3.31(b) is post-processed by changing the assigninent of selected edges to the 

axes the result obtained is satisfactory as is shown in Figure 3.31(c). 

14 

13 
12 

11 
14 

O 

15 

16 

3 

4 
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(a) Original model (b) Set of orthogonal surfaces 

Figure 3.33: Example 10, S(S) = 0.962 

(a) Original model (b) Set of orthogonal surfaces 

Figure 3.34: Example 11, S(S) = 0.936 

(c) Orthogonal model 

(c) Orthogonal model 

In post-processing the pairs of subsequent edges are examined. If a pair of edges 

is assigned to the same axis but with opposite direction the assignment of one of 

the edges must be changed assuming that two subsequent edges i and i+1 are 

assigned to the maxis with opposite directions. The first attempt is to assign the 

edge i+1 to the x-axis. This is not possible if this edge was parallel to the y-axis 

in the original model. In such a situation the previous edge (i) is assigned to the 

z=a, is. When post-processing is required. this indicates that the transformed model 

is sigiiificaýitly changed in comparison to the original model. However. the iludified 

edge post-processing preserves the original classification described in Section 3.3 and 
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does not change the shape too radically. 
Figures 3.32 to 3.34 show the stages of the transformation of the three-dimensional 

models. The original models are shown in Figures 3.32(a), 3.33(a) and 3.34(a). Next, 

Figures 3.32(b), 3.33(b) and 3.34(b) illustrate sets of transformed surfaces obtained 

from the transformation. The surfaces were treated individually and as a conse- 

quence they are not connected as one solid object, but each surface is independently 

located in the space. The final orthogonal polyhedra are shown in Figures 3.32(c), 

3.33(c) and 3.34(c). All the surfaces presented before are now connected both along 

the common edges and at the vertices. 

3.6 Conclusions 

Some examples of transformation for 2D and 3D models were presented in this 

chapter. Unfortunately, the method is not a universal method for transforming 

non-orthogonal models into orthogonal models. In certain cases the method may 

fail to provide an orthogonal model that is similar to the original non-orthogonal 

model. This is obvious when an orthogonal model as in the case of a triangle cannot 

represent the non-orthogonal model. In order to improve the robustness of the 

transformation it is necessary to classify models into groups that can or cannot be 

successfully transformed. 

The group of non-orthogonal models that contain triangular faces such as tetrahe- 

dra or pyramids cannot be successfully recognized using this method. This algorithm 

fails to transform these types of object because to do so requires modification of the 

structure of the model. It appears that only when the edges are divided into pieces 

and the sharp angles are smoothed can the method be successfully applied. 

The method of applying Fuzzy Logic to the transformation of non-orthogonal mod- 

els into orthogonal models has been described. Even though the method cannot be 

applied to all geometric models many successful examples for 2D and 3D transfor- 

mation have been presented. Orthogonal models with the same topology. which 
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make them easier to describe, are obtained. This transformation makes it possible 

to apply simple algorithms to orthogonal models enabling the solution of complex 

problems usually requiring non-orthogonal models. 
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Chapter 4 

Orthogonal transformations using 

Genetic Algorithms 

The application of Fuzzy Logic to orthogonal transformation problems has been 

shown to be a very promising approach. However, there are examples of models in 

Section 3.5 that were not transformed correctly without the use of post-processing. 

A number of figures are shown in the Chapter 3 that illustrate these cases. There is 

mit common aspect that causes the (lifficlzltics with all the models shown in Figure 

3.31. This is a problem with edges that reverse onto the path of the previous edge 

as described in Section 3.5. 

Summarising the FL transformation described in Chapter 3 established two key 

steps. In the first step each edge of a model is assigned to one of the coordinate 

axes. In the second step new coordinates of the vertices are calculated. The two-step 

method creates the reversing edges if the model is not recognized properly. After 

the development of the FL transformation the possibility of applying a different ap- 

proach to the transformation became apparent. This approach is concentrated on a 

colt rolled change in the coordinates of the vertices and at the same time preserving 

all topological connections between the model entities. A Genetic Algorithm (GA) 

method appeared to be appropriate to implement this approach. The next sections 

describe the G_A method used for the orthogonal transformation. The following sec- 
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tion applies the GA algorithm to the two-dimensional transformations. The chapter 

concludes by comparing the FL and GA orthogonal transformation presented in 

Chapter 3 and the prescrit, chapter. 

4.1 Genetic Algorithms: An overview 

A GA is a searching method based on the concept of natural selection and genetics. 

The basic genetic algorithm was proposed in 1975 by Holland. In 1979 Goldberg 

extended the early work to optimisation and machine learning [35,36,37.38.39]. 

Genetic Algorithms are different from most of the deterministic optimisation meth- 

ods in many fundamental aspects. Starting from the fact that the GA operates 

on coded parameters not the parameters themselves. In addition the algorithm 

searches from a population of points using an objective function. Finally, the GA 

applies probabilistic rules instead of deterministic rules. As with any other optimisa- 

tion methods the GA requires an optimisation problem to be described by objective 

functions. In the GA technique all the objective functions and constraints are in- 

corporated in one function called a fitness function. This is a function of many 

variables which returns a single scalar value. The GA problem is formulated as 

a maximisation problem. The values of the design variables with the best fitness 

function are assumed to be the best solution of the optimisation problem. 

As indicated above the GA operates on coded parameters or variables. These 

variables are coded into finite length binary strings that are called chroinosoiiies. 

To show how the binary string is generated first the most common decimal system 

is presented. In the decimal system a number x of j-digits can be thought as 

0 

.1_a; 10z, where a; _ 
i=1 

9 

(4.1) 
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Finally, the string (aj aß_1 ... a2 al) is the decimal representation of the number x 
[38]. In the same way the binary string is created. It is not so intuitive because the 

binary system is not commonly used in daily life. However, following the example 

presented the decimal representation of the number x is represented in the binary 

system as 

0 
x=: bi 2i, where bi = 

i=O 1 
and j= int(log2x). (4.2) 

The string (bj bß_1 
... 

bl b0) is a binary representation of the number x [24,35,36, 

38,37,39]. If it is assumed that the vector X= {x1, x2i x3} represents parameters 

of the optimisation problem each of the elements of the vector has to be coded into 

a binary string. All of the strings together represent a chromosome as shown in 

expression 4.3 

(blj blj_1 
... 

b10 b2j b2j_1 
... 

b20 b33 b3j_1 
... 

b30) (4.3) 

XI x2 xg 

Each 0-1 element of a chromosome is denoted as a bit. The GA operates on a 

number of chromosomes. A group of the chromosomes is called a population of 

chromosomes. An initial population is created randomly. Each subsequent popu- 

lation is obtained through natural selection and manipulation of the chromosomes 

[24,35,36,38,37,39]. The GA uses three operators; reproduction, crossover and 

mutation to operate on the population of chromosomes. The operators use prob- 

abilistic rules, randomness and values of the fitness function. The first of the op- 

erators, reproduction, simulates a process of natural selection. It copies individual 

strings according to the fitness-value of the fitness function. 

A crossover operates on pairs of randomly selected chromosomes. For each pair of 

chromosomes a cross site is randomly chosen. This is a place in a chromosome where 

the crossover is undertaken. Swapping the portions cut from the chromosomes in 

the selected pairs creates new strings. Figure 4.1 illustrates the process. 
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/VV\/-Lj-l-l 
chromc new chromosome 1 

, ---I , _F~ chromosome 2 new chromosome 2 

Figure 4.1: Crossover of a pair of chromosomes 

The third operator, imitation, operates on a single selected chromosome. Mutation 

changes a value of one randomly selected bit inside the chromosome. For instance, 

by inserting a1 instead of a0 in a bit. Figure 4.2 shows a, chromosome before and 

after mutation. 

bit selected for 
mutation after mutation 

Figure 4.2: Chromosome before and after mutation 

Figure 4.3 illustrates the whole iterative process that is undertaken by the GA. 

4.2 Genetic Algorithms for two-dimensional trans- 

formations 

The application of the GA to the orthogonal transformation of two-dimensional 

models is described and discussed in this section. 

This strategy represents a very different approach to compared with the Fuzzy 

Logic method presented in Chapter 3. A model, specifically a boundary of the 

model, is treated as a disconnected entity. The model can be imagined as a number of 
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population of 
chromosomes 

operators: 

reproduction 

crossover 

mutation 

fitness control 

Figure 4.3: Schema of the GA method using five individuals 

straight and stiff bars (edges) connected with joints (vertices). Hence only elements 

of the model that are mobile are the vertices. The vertices can be moved within a 

limited range in the twc)-(1iIue11sional co<ýr(iiuate system. A inoýveinelit of the vertices 

implies changes in the positions of the edges. The process is illustrated in Figure 

4.4. 

a range of possible 

. new positions of the vertex vi 

Figure 4.4: Transformation using changes in the coordinates of the vertices 
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The model to be obtained by moving the vertices is an orthogonal transformed 

model. Additionally, a. new shape of the model should be gis similar as possible to 

the original shape of the mnodel. The elernezits that have to be design(, d for the 

GA are the variables, which are coded into chromosomes and a fitness function 

that describes the optimisation problem. The function can be composed from a 

number of objective functions and variables. There is no limitation to the number 

of variables and objectives, however. it must be remembered that the fitness fi_lnction 

is a scaldtr function. In such cases, a large number of variable and ol)j(, ctivcs (10 not 

necessarily improve reliability of the function. This is why it was decided to build the 

function gradually starting from very limited aspects, which means a small number 

of objectives. It is worth emphasising that the way the variables are defined and 

coded also has a strong influence on the behaviour of the fitness function. 

4.2.1 Variables coding 

The coded variables are the coordinates of the vertices of the model. Vertices in a 

two-dimensional model are described by two coordinates (x, y), which are considered 

to be independent in all aspects of the further calculations. Consequently, the 

number of variables describing the 2D model is double when compared to the number 

of vertices in the model. 

In the GA method each of the variables is described by three parameters shown in 

Table 4.1. Two of the parameters define minimum and maximum values that can 

parameter :z y 

nb_bits 4 4 

min-value X min , min 

max-value 'max Yma. r 

Table 4.1: Coding parameters 

be assigned to the coded coordinates. The third value determines how many bits 
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should be used to code the value of the coordinates. The number of bits (genes) 

corresponds to the precision or resolution of the values. In the example above both 

variables (x, y) are coded irn 4 bits. This gives 24 = 16 values that could be written 

into this string. The GA operates on discrete values. Assuming that the value 

of variable k is in the range [krn, in,; kr, 
ax] using 4 bits for the variable coding the 

variable can be assigned one of the following sixteen values: 

{krnini (kmin + d), (krnin + 2d), 
... ' 

(kmin + 14c1), (k, 
rn. i, + 15d) = ; ýna. r}, 

(4.4) 

where d= The number of bits, in which the x and y coordinates are (24_1) 

coded refers to the precision of the results finally obtained. 

The remaining parameters describing the variables, minimum, and inaxim. utmn, 

depend on two factors in the evaluated transformation problem. The first factor is 

an original position of the vertices in the model. The second factor is a range for the 

movement of the vertices. The range of movements describes the region around the 

vertices where the vertices can be relocated during the transformation. The region 

is measured according to positions of the neighbouring vertices. An example of the 

range of movements in each direction in 2D is shown in Figure 4.5. 

Y 

A 
0 

0 

0 

C 

X 

Figure 4.5: A ranige of possible riioýveniciits of t11( vertex B 

The range of movements is calculated independently for each vertex. Moreover. 

the values of maximal movements of a vertex may be different in each of the four 

. 
0.... 
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directions (x-, x+, y-, y+). The values depend on the original values of coordinates 

of the vertex for which the range of co-ordinate changes are calculated and the 

origiuctl values of coordinates of the a(ljacýýýit výýrticeý. Figure 4.5 shows the lau ge 

of coordinate changes calculated for a vertex, denoted B. Vertices A and C in the 

figure are vertices adjacent to the vertex B. Referring further to Figure 4.5, four 

maximal distances defining a range of possible changes to the position of the vertex 

B are calculated as follows: 

1_ (A,, -B., ) 
2 

2- (C;, -B, ") 
2 (4.5) 

0y1 _ 
(Ay 

2 
Býj) 

2 

L. y2 = 
(C 2 By) 

where: (A; 
r, 

A, 
j), 

(Br, By) and (C, G) are the coordinates of the vertices A, B 

and C respectively. However, depending on the position of the adjacent vertices 

ill 1(1dtiO 11 to the wrtex B. the segincrits are defiled ill Equation 4.5 and shown in 

Figure 4.5 and can have different locations and length as shown in Figure 4.6. 

X 

Figure 4.6: Various ranges of possible new positions of the vertex B in respect 

to a position of adjacent edges 

Consequently, taking into account all the possible positions of the segments Ax'. 
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0x2, Ay'. Ay' new values Ax-. Ox+. Ay 
. 

0y+ have to be defined. 

Ox- = max{fix` A: a; ' < 0,1 

Ax+ = min{0x2 Ox' > 0, i 

1,2}orA =0. 
(4.6) 

1,2}orAx+=O 

The values Ay- and Ay+ are defined respectively. Values obtained frort Equation 

4.5, together with the original coordinates of the vertex B= (B1, By), are used to 

calculate the parameters minimum and maximum. Finally, the new selected vari- 

ables, Ox-, Ox+. Ay-, Ay+, are used to calculate the mi, ni7nurn and the maximum 

values of the coordinates of the vertex B as follows: 

lini, n = B, + AX 
, 

x)170: 
1' =B. + Ax+ 

(4.7) 
ýrrti. rz = By + Ay 

, 

By 
--- , 

AV+. 

The range of the possible co-ordinate changes defined as above might need to be 

further reduced. Hence, we must ensure that none of the raffiges defined for non- 

adjacent vertices are overlapping. If overlapping ranges of changes are detected, as 

shown in Figure 4.7, they have to be modified. 

ý. . 

, vei 

after 
modification 

Figure 4.7: Overlapping ranges of possible movements 
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The range of possible coordinate changes that overlap are proportionally decreased 

until they cease to cross each other. In such a way the edges are prevented from 

crossing each other. Additionally, the parameters minimum and maximum keep 

the shape of a model after transformation as similar as possible to the original 

shape. The similarity between an original non-orthogonal model and transformed 

orthogonal model is measured using the definition presented in Chapter 3. The 

degree of similarity S(P) is described by Equation 3.57 and calculated for all the 

examples shown later in this chapter. 

4.2.2 Fitness functions 

As a result of the scalar character of the fitness function it was decided not to 

overload the function with too many objectives. Assuming the range of coordinate 

changes defined for each vertex within the model control the similarity of models 

before and after transformation, the fitness function is only responsible for the or- 

thogonal character of the transformed model obtained. The orthogonal character of 

the model is measured by the values of angles between adjacent edges in the model. 

Following this reasoning the fitness function F is defined by an objective function 

Fl : 
N 

F=Fl=ýf(0i)--> max, (4.8) 

where N is the number of vertices in the model and f (0j) is a function depending on 

a particular angle Oi between two adjacent edges. The function f (02) is described 

below. 

Since the GA searches for a maximum value of the fitness function F, the function 

f (0j) must be defined. The fitness function should reach a maximum value if the 

angle /i is equal to 90,180 or 270 degrees, which means the model is orthogonal. 

At the same time the values of the function should be very small in between the 

maximum values. Moreover, the function should be very steep to identify a sig- 
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riificant difference once the angles are close to the determined values. When the 

value of the function f (0j) is small the GA algorithm moves the vertex i within the 

(ief1II((1 talge of possible j)OSitiOýii5, to modify the angle ci increasing the value of 

the function. The shape of the function is shown in Figure 4.8. 

1" - -------- ------------------- ----- -------------------------- 

0 45 90 135 180 225 270 315 360 0° 

Figure 4.8: Visualisation of the function f (0i) 

As shown in the Figure 4.8, the whole domain in the range [0,360] of the function is 

divided into eight sub-domains, each with an interval of 45 degrees; [0,45], [45,90]. 

[90,135], [135,180], [180,225], [225,270]. [270.315] and [315,360]. W'e'ithin 

each of the sub-domains a different function is defined to obtain the maximum and 

minimum values as described above. Different functions were examined starting 

with a simple linear function. Interestingly, the linear function appeared not to be 

steep enough. The values of the function near the angles 45,135,225 and 315 

increase too fast forcing the GA to orthogonalise the angles. Other attempts were 

made using second and third order polynomials. 

Finally, a fourth order polynomial was used to define the function. As an argument 

of the function a, riorznalised angle is used. The angle ¢5 is normalised within each 

s 11)-(iorrian1 range [ai; bz] as follows: 

i- Ri 
G [01 

bi - ai 
(4.9) 

As a result of the normalisation, the normalised angle qj is equal to 0 if o; = az and 

equal to 1 if ¢, = bi. Once the angles are normalised the function fn(gj) is defined and 

used instead of the function f (0) in the fitness function. The normalised function 
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is defined below: 

fn(gi) 
- 

0 for aT E [0; 45] 

(4.10) 

(qj)4 for 

(1 - q; )4 for 

ol E [45; 90] 

(i7z E [90; 135] 

(q2)4 for /i E [135; 180] 

(1 - q2)4 for (2 E [180; 225] 

(q2)4 for qi E [225; 270] 

(1 - qi)4 for 1. L E [270; 315] 

0 for cp, E [315; 360] 

Using the normalised angles the values of the function f, (q; ) oscillates between the 

values 0 and 1. 

4.2.3 Crossover and mutation ratio 

Generally the Genetic Algorithm is sensitive to crossover and mutation ratios, there- 

fore an experiment was performed to determine an optimal values for these param- 

eters. Four different examples were analysed. Each of the examples was run 45 

times with various mutation and crossover ratios and the mean values of the fitness 

function obtained were compared. The mutation ratio considered varied from 0.01 

to 0.1 and the crossover ratio varied from 0.5 to 1.0. 

Figure 4.9 shows mean values of the fitness functions as a function of mutation 

ratio for each of the examples with fixed crossover ratios. An average values of all 

the fitness functions were calculated and a polynomial function was fitted into the 

results influenced by the mutation ratio to indicate a fitness function's trend. The 

maximum of the polynomial function is obtained for the mutation ratio equal to 

0.03. 

Next Figure 4.10 shows consequently mean values of the fitness functions as a 
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function of crossover ratio for each of the examples with fixed mutation ratios. As 

before an average values of the fitness functions were computed and polynomial 

function was fitted into it. It can be seen that the crossover ratio does not have 

a significant influence on the behaviour of the fitness function. In order to verify 

the results a statistical simulation has been performed using program STATA. The 

results confirmed that crossover ratio has insignificant control over the values of the 

fitness function. Nevertheless, a crossover ratio equal to 0.75 has been selected for 

which the polynomial function obtains the maximum values. 

4.2.4 Orthogonality 

The normalised angles are used to create an additional function to perform an 

assessment of a model which will be called "orthogonality". The function is locally 

linear within the sub-domains defined above. Each angle ¢t between two adjacent 

edges ill a iriodel is described by a weight wi. The weights sui calculated using the 

normalised angle qj, defined in Equation 4.9 as follows: 

2lli = 

0 for 07 E [0; 45] 

qý for (p, E [45; 90] 

1- qi for oi E [90; 135 

qi for cZ E [135; 180] 

1- qi for zE [180; 225] 

q. 1 for (pi c [225; 270] 

1- qi for o; E [270; 315] 

0 for ö; E [315; 360] 

(4.11) 

Once the weights u'1 are assigned to the edges the orthogonality of a model O(P), 
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which is a polygon, maybe calculated. 

O(P) 
I 

z=1 

(4.12) 

where N is the number of angles in the polygon. A fully orthogonal model is defined 

by orthogonality O(P) = 1. The orthogonality is calculated for each model before 

and after the transformation. 

Apart from the orthogonality another characteristic of the transformation is mea- 

sured that is called the degree of similarity. This is measured by comparing the 

original non-orthogonal model with the transformed model. The degree of similLn- 

ity is calculated using Equation 3.57 introduced and discussed in Section 3.4. The 

value of the degree of similarity S(P) is presented together with the value of the 

orthogonality for each transformation executed in this chapter. 

The results obtained for orthogonalisation of models using the fitness function 

defined are very promising although they are not fully satisfactory. It seems the 

definition of the fitness function defined in Equation 4.10 is too simple and the 

results could be improve by introducing more objectives. All the results obtained 

and their comparison are presented in Section 4.2.7. 

There are various methods to deal with multiobjective problem as described in Sec- 

tion 4.4. However, in order to prove the concept that the results could be improved 

by additional objectives the same weighted sum method is used in this work. 

4.2.5 The second objective function 

The results show that the use of only one objective function does not introduce suffi- 

cient information to finalize the transformation to determine orthogonal models. In 

the next step the fitness function is enriched with an additional objective function. 

This additional objective function compares angles between two adjacent edges in 

the original and transformed models. The absolute difference between respective 



angles in both models should be as small as possible. Consequently, the objec- 

tive function is minimised. This function is designed to minimise changes between 

corresponding angles, which are created during the transformation. 

The modified fitness function F is now composed of two functions Fl and F2. The 

objective function Fl is as defined in Equation 4.8 and the second function F2 is 

defined as follows: 
N 

F2= g(0j) --+ min 
2-1 

(4.13) 

where g(oj) is a function that calculates the difference between corresponding angles 

in the models before and after transformation. 

g (ý) =I /original - 
calculated 

l 21 4ýa i (4.14) 

To be consistent with the previous definition of the objective function the normalised 

function is used when defining the function F2. The value of the function g(oj) is 

divided by 180 (Equation 4.15). This is the maximal expected difference between 

the original and calculated angles. Consequently, the normalised function g, z (O ) 

obtains values from a range [0,1]. 

9n (qi 9(oi) 

180 
(4.15) 

To use the objective function F2 in the fitness function the minimisation problem 

has to be converted into a maximisation problem. In the GA the conversion is un- 

dertaken by multiplying the objective function by a negative coefficient and adding 

a large constant value, which ensures the fitness function is non-negative. 

Finally, the fitness function is defined as a combination of the objective function Fl 

and converted function F2 as follows: 

F=C+aF1+, 3F2--max, (4.16) 

where C is a constant value and a and ,Q are weight coefficients. As already pointed 

out. ß is always negative because it describes the function F2. The C value guar- 

antees that the function F is non-negative. Application of the normalised angles 
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is beneficial to the calculation of the value of C. The negative values are obtained 

from the function F2. which is multiplied by a negative weight. Assuming that 

Ow function obtains a maximal value equal to 1 for each angle in the model the 

maximum value of the function F2 equals to the number of angles in the model. 

Multiplying the number of angles, which is equal to the number of vertices in the 

models examined, by the positive value of the weight ,3 the constant value C is cal- 

culated C= 1131 " "number of vertices in a model". As a result of the application of 

the normalised angles the calculated C value ensures that the fiinctioü F is always 

non-negative. 

In order to identify a value of the ß coefficient that gives the best results three 

models were analysed. In the experiment the value of the /3 coefficient has been 

changing while the value of the a coefficient remained constant and equal to 100. 

Each example has been run 45 times for each set of different coefficient values. 

For each of the run a value of the fitness function has been calculated and than 

compared with corresponding absolute maximum value of the fitness function to 

create a relative fitness value; 

fitness f unction value 
absolute maximum of fitness function value 

Results of the experiment are presented in Figure 4.11. Values on the horizontal 

axes correspond to values of the 101 coefficient used while the vertical axes shows 

average values of fitness functions. The average values of the fitness functions are 

shown for each of the model independently. 

The results presented indicate an optimal value of the 0 coefficient equal to -400 

that gives the best fitness values for all the examples examined. Additionally. ap- 

proximation polynomials has been defined for each of the models. which supports 

the solution selected as shown in Figure 4.11. 

Furthermore, average orthogonality values as a function of the 0 coefficient has 
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been calculated for each of the models analysed. The results obtained for the or- 

thogonality strengthen the decision that has been made regarding the value of the 

ß coefficient as shown in Figure 4.12. 

Equation 4.17 shows the final form of the second fitness function used consequently 

to analyse all the models. 

F= 400"nbvert+100"F1-400"F2-max (4.17) 

where nbvert is a number of vertices in a model. 

Results obtained using this function are presented in Section 4.2.7 on page 96 to- 

gether with previous results. 

4.2.6 The third fitness function 

Comparing the constraints created for the fitness functions with the rules created 

the FL approach one significant difference can be identified. The main target for the 

FL approach was to assigns each edge to one of the coor(linatc saxes. Whereas the 

fitness functions defined for the GA do not consider the position of the edges in the 

coordinate system. It was assumed that the location of the model in the coordinate 

system does not influence the GA approach. However. adding information in the 

form of a term in the objective function that refers to the assignment of the edges 

to the acs should make the fitiies" function more stable. 

Consequently, the fitness function F is further enlarged with the introduction of 

another objective function F3. This function is responsible for assignment of the 

edges to the coordinate axes and is defined as follows: 

n-1 

F3 =ý h( u; ) « max. ( 4.18) 
i-o 

vt-llerc is an angle between an edge (i) and the . z=axis. The angles between an 

edge and both axes linearly depend on each other in the 2-dimensional system. 

That i why it is enough to operate further with one of the angle. The angle cz i,, 
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normalised in the same way as the angle ci. The angle i is normalised within each 

of the sub-domain range [a2; bi] as follows: 

ý2ai 
A=E [0; 1] (4.19) bi - ai 

In the result of the normalisation the normalised angle pi is equal to 0 if V)i = aZ 

and equals to 1 if Vii = bi. Consequently, the function h uses the normalised angle 

pi defined in each sub-domain (using Equation 4.19) instead of the angle q. 

(1 - pi)4 for ')j E [0; 45] 

(pi)4 

(1 _ pi)4 

h- (pi) 
(pi)4 

(l _ pi)4 

(pi)4 

(1_pi)4 

(p, )4 

for 'Z E [45; 90] 

for 'i/, 2 E [90; 135] 

fori E [135; 180] 
(4.20) 

for 'L' E [180; 225] 

for 'I-'i c [225; 270] 

for '%'Z E [270; 315] 

for OZ E [315; 360] 

The maximal values of the function occur for t equal either to 0,90,180 or 360 

degrees. Such values of the angle 'j indicate that the edge is assigned to one of the 

axes. Once the final objective function is considered the fitness function has a form: 

F=C+a F, +ßF2-+--y F3. (4.21) 

To make the algorithm work satisfactory the optimal values of the weight coefficients 

a, ,3 and 7 must be found. The value of the 0 coefficient has been established in 

Section 4.2.5, in a similar test the ry coefficient has been identified. Therefore, the 

same three examples were used to calculate values of the fitness function with various 
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y coefficients while the cx and the 0 coefficients remain constant equal to 100 and 

400 respectively. Each of the examples was run 45 times and resulting average 

values of the normalised fitness function and orthogonality are shown in Figures 

4.13 and 4.14. 

fitness function as a function of third objective coefficients 
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Figure 4.13: Fitliess function values dcpendezit on the third coefficient (-y) 

From the Figure 4.13 can be seen that each of the example analysed respond 

differently to -y coefficient values. However, there is a clear trend that is an increase 

of the fitness values with significantly higher values of -y for all the examples. The 

graph analyses enabled the identification of ^/ = 700 as an optimal value for the 

third objective coefficient. Figure 4.14 represents the orthogonality as a function of 

various -y values. The graph does not strengthen the selection made as strongly as it 

was in the case of the 0 coefficient presented in the previous Section. Nevertheless, 

the orthogonality reaches its maximum for each of the examples when 'v = 700. 

The final unknown factor in the Equation 4.21 is the C value, which guarantees 
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Figure 4.14: Orthogonality values dependent on the third coefficient (1-,,, ) 

that the fitness function is non-negative. Since ß is the only negative coefficient in 

the equation the C value remains the same as it has been defined for the previously 

discussed function with two objectives. Hence the final form of the fitness function 

is: 

F=400"nbvert+100"F1-400"F2+700"F3 (4.22) 

where nbvert is a number of vertices in a model. 

Comparing the values of the weight parameters describing each of the three func- 

Lions F1, F2, F3 the influence of each of the functions on the final results is observed. 

The first function F1, responsible for the orthogonal form of the model, is found not 

to be the most influential. It is surprising because the function was expected to be 

powerful enough for the process. The second function F2 appears to play a more 

significant role in the transformation. This is confirmed by the observation that 

when this function was added to the fitness function the results improved signifi- 

cantly as shown for the examples presented in the next Section. The final function 
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F3 responsible for the location of the model in the coordinate system is controlled 

by the largest coefficient. The function F3 brought further significant modification 

to the results. 

4.2.7 Results 

The three fitness functions discussed in the previous Sections have been applied 

to analyse a number of models as presented below. Additionally, for each of the 

functions a 4,8, and 16 bit coding system has been applied. Consequently, there 

were nine cases in total to be applied to each of the model as followed: 

1. the fitness function with one objective function (Equation 4.8) where 4 bit coding 

has been applied; 

2. the fitness function with one objective function (Equation 4.8) where 8 bit coding 

has been applied; 

3. the fitness function with one objective function (Equation 4.8) where 16 bit 

coding has been applied; 

4. the fitness function with two objective functions (Equation 4.17) where 4 bit 

coding has been applied; 

5. the fitness function with two objective functions (Equation 4.17) where 8 bit 

coding has been applied; 

6. the fitness function with two objective functions (Equation 4.17) where 16 bit 

coding has been applied; 

7. the fitness function with three objective functions (Equation 4.22) where 4 bit 

coding has been applied; 

8. the fitness function with three objective functions (Equation 4.22) where 8 bit 

coding has been applied; 

9. the fitness function with three objective functions (Equation 4.22) where 16 bit 

coding has been applied; 

As already stated the algorithm has been run 45 times for each of the cases and 
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each of the models. Therefore simple statistics has been adapted in order to present 

the results obtained for each of the nine cases and all the models. Subsequent figures 

show the maximum, the minimum, the arithmetic mean, and the standard deviation 

calculated for the normalised fitness functions, the orthogonality and the similarity. 

The arithmetic mean and standard deviation are defined as follows: 

E y' the arithmetic mean (4.23) 
n 

s, = 
St 

- the standard deviation (4.24) 
n-1 

where St is the total sum of the squares of the residuals between the data points 

and the mean expressed in Equation 4.25. 

St=E(Yi )2 (4.25) 

For each of the models examined an influence of the objectives added to the fitness 

function and three different coding parameters on the orthogonal transformation is 

presented (Figures 4.16-4.46) and compared. 
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Figure 4.15: Example 1 
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Figure 4.19: Example 2 
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example - orthogonalness 
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of the orthogonality obtained for the Example 2 
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Figure 4.28: Comparison of the fitness function values obtained for the Example 4 
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Figure 4.29: Comparison of the orthogonality obtained for the Example 4 
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Figure 4.30: Comparison of the similarity obtained for the Example 4 
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Figure 4.32: Comparison of the fitness function values obtained for the Example 5 
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Figure 4.33: Comparison of the orthogonality obtained for the Example 5 
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Figure 4.34: Comparison of the similarity obtained for the Example 5 
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Figure 4.35: Example 6 
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of' the fitness function values obtained for the Example 6 
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Figure 4.37: Comparison of the orthogonality obtained for the Example 6 
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Figure 4.38: Comparison of the similarity obtained for the Example 6 
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Figure 4.39: Example 7 
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Figure 4.40: Comparison of the fitness function values obtained for the Example 7 
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Figure 4.41: Comparison of the orthogonality obtained for the Example 7 
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Figure 4.42: Comparison of the similarity obtained for the Example 7 
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Figure 4.43: Example 8 
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Figure 4.44: Comparison of the fitness function values obtained for the Example 8 
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Figure 4.45: Comparison of the orthogonality obtained for the Example 8 
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Figure 4.46: Comparison of the similarity obtained for the Example 8 
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Summary of the results 

highest mean fitness --ý lowest standard deviation -ý 

corresponding standard deviation corresponding mean fitness 

Example 1 0.937 -* 0.027 0.015 -> 0.922 

third function, 16bits second function, 16bits 

Example 2 0.968 -* 0.022 0.017 - 0.908 

third function, 16bits second function, 161 its 

Example 3 0.868 -* 0.004 0.004 -* 0.868 

second function, 16bits second function, 16bits 

Example 4 0.966 -* 0.000 0.000 -* 0.966 

third function third flumictlOI1 

Example 5 0.866 -* 0.036 0.011 -+ 0.871 

third function, 16bits second function, 16bits 

Example 6 0.846 -* 0.008 0.008 -ý 0.846 

Second function, l6bits second function 16bit s 

Example 7 0.903 -* 0.048 0.006 -> 0.870 

third function, 16bits second function. 8bits 

Example 8 0.907 - 0.025 0.006 -* 0.861 

third function, 16bits second function, 16bits 

Table 4.2: N orinalisedl fitness function - surninarv of they zrnean values and stan(lar(l 

deviation 

The Tables 4.2 and 4.3 summarise the best mean values for the normalised fit- 

ness function and the orthogonality calculated for the models examined. The third 

fitness function 4.22 with 16 bit coding can be almost unambiguously identified to 

give the highest values of the normalised fitness function for most of the examples 

(six out of eight). Nevertheless, the corresponding standard deviation values are not 
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highest mean orthogonality -ý lowest standard deviation 

corresponding standard deviation corresponding mean orthogonality 

Example 1 0.971 - 0.026 0.025 - 0.959 

third fizzictioýn, 16bits secot1d fiinction. 16bits 

Example 2 0.994 -* 0.024 0.024 -> 0.994 

third function, 16bits third function, 16bits 

Example 3 0.869 -* 0.060 0.022 -ý 0.786 

first functions, 4bits se((>nd fiiiictioii, 161)its 

Example 4 1.00 -* 0.00 0.00 -ý 1.00 

third function third function 

Example 5 0.924 --ý 0.056 0.039 -> 0.820 

third finictiozi, 16bits second function, Obits 

Example 6 0.846 -* 0.058 0.032 - 0.828 

first function, 4bits first function, 8bits 

Example 7 0.912 -> 0.086 0.024 -* 0.867 

third function, 16bits first function. obits 

Example 8 0.970 -* 0.012 0.011 -* 0.968 

first function, 16bits first function, Obits 

Table 4.3: Orthogonality - summary of the mean values and standard deviation 

the lowest. It seems that the second fitness function 4.17 gives better values for the 

standard deviation, which could suggest the second fitness function has the most 

stable definition of the orthogonalisation process. 

It is understood that better orthogonality is associated with poorer similarity since 

these two processes exclude each other. Therefore, when the best fitness and or- 

thogonality is reached the similarity is decreased. Graphs representing the similarity 

(Figures 4.18,4.22,4.26,4.30,4.34,4.38,4.42, and 4.46) show that in most of the 

cases the highest similarity is obtained for the second fitness function, and decreased 
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for the third fitness function, when higher orthogonality is enforced. 

In conclusion, the second objective function seems to be the best balance between 

the orthogonality and the similarity. Nevertheless the aim of this experiment is to 

transform non-orthogonal models into orthogonal models. Hence, it is agreed to 

compromise on the similarity in order to obtain fully orthogonal model, keeping 

however the similarity under control. 

4.2.8 Comparison of the computation time 

The final comparison addresses the computing time of the calculation dependent 

on the coding number of bits used (4 bits, 8 bits and 16 bits). Figures 4.2.8,4.48, 

and 4.49 show the computing time for first, second and third objective function 

respectively. Each of the diagram is composed of two parts. The upper graphs show 

the real computing time calculated for each of the examples for a duration of 5000 

iterations using 4,8 and 16 coding bits. 

The computing time strongly depends on the size of the model specifically a number 

of vertices in the model which location has to be optimised. Moreover it can be easily 

noticed that the time increases with increasing number of coding bits. The influence 

of the number of coding bits on the computing time is presented in the lower graphs 

in Figures 4.2.8,4.48, and 4.49 referring to the time required by the 8 bit coding 

algorithm for each of the examples respectively. The values presented are calculated 

as follows: 

for Obits --+ 
t(4bits) - t(8bits) 

t (8bits) 

for l6bits --ý 
t(l6bits) - t(8bits) 

t(8bits) 

The three figures show that there is no significant if any influence of the objective 

functions on the real computing time. 
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Figure 4.47: Comparison of computing time for the first objective function 
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Figure 4.48: Comparison of computing time for the second objective function 
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Figure 4.49: Comparison of computing time for the third objective function 

4.2.9 Post-processing 

Some results obtained by the FL approach required post-processing. Only then 

is the final model genuinely orthogonal. Although the transformation that is un- 

dertaken by the GA has a different philosophy, the results obtained also require 

post-processing. In the FL approach the post-processing identified reversed edges in 

the transformed model. The post-processing changed the direction of the reversing 

edges and calculated new coordinates of the vertices. This time in the GA transfor- 

ination the post-processing is used to recalculate the coordinates. even though all 

the edges are connected. The reason for the post-processing is the nature of the GA. 

As it is shown in Figures 4.51-4.58 (b) the results obtained are generally closer to 

orthogonal. but some additional processing is required to ensure that they are ex- 

actly orthogonal. Consequently. it was decided to apply a post-processing technique 

to improve the final results. 
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First, the post-processing examines the model obtained, by calculating angles be- 

tween edges and the coordinate axes. Then all the edges are classified according to 

the angles measured whether they should be assigned to the x-axis or to the y-axis. 

The group of models that were classified as containing narrow-angles requires ad- 

ditional modification which is performed after the GA transformation and before 

the post-processing. These models are likely to satisfy the condition related to the 

angles between adjacent edges rather than the condition about assigning the edges 

to the axes (Figure 4.58(b) ). Applying the post-processing to a model where the 

angles between edges and coordinate axes are large deforms the proportions of the 

lengths of model's edges in the final model obtained. That is why the model is 

first assigned to one of the axes. Similarly to the pre-processing applied in the FL 

transformation, the longest edge is selected in the transformed model. Then, angles 

between the selected edge and both axes (x-axis and y-axis) are calculated. Finally, 

the model is rotated through the smaller of the angles calculated about the centre of 

the coordinate system. As a result of this adaptation one of the edges of the model 

is assigned to one of the axes and generally all the angles between the edges and the 

axes are reduced so that the further coordinate changes are minimised. Finally the 

last step of the pre-processing is carried out in a closed and oriented loop of vertices 

and edges and the new coordinates of vertices are calculated. 

(i+l) 

ii+2) 

Figure 4.50: A loop of edges 

The process is very simple and is described below. Assume vertex (i) is a beginning 

of the edge j as shown in Figure 4.50. If the edge j is assigned to the x-axis than 

the coordinates of vertex (i + 1), which is at the end of the edge, are calculated as 
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follows: 

'i+1 = x; +i - sloes not clzomige 
(4.26) 

Yi+i = Ui 

Assuming the next edge j+1 is assigned to the tt-axis, the coordinates of the vertex 

(i + 2) at, the end of the edge j+1 are assigned as follows: 

Yi+2 = Yi+2 - does not change 
(4.27) 

xi+2 = xi+1 

Figures 4.51-4.58(c) show the models after the post-processing was completed. 
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Figure 4.51: Example 1 obtained fron fitness function described in Equation 4.22 
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O(P) = 0.: 333 O(P) = 1.000, S(P) = 0.590 O(P) = 1.000. S(P) = 0.590 

Figure 4.55: Example 5 obtained from fitness functions described in Equation 4.22 
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(a) (b) (c) 
Original model Transformed model Model after post-processing 

O(P) = 0.266 O(P) = 0.818, S(P) = 0.561 O(P) = 1.000. S(P) = 0.549 

Figure 4.53: Example 3 obtained from fitness function described in Equation 4.22 
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(h) (c) 
Original model Transformed model Model after post-processing 

O(P) = 0.181 O(P) = 0.825, S(P) = 0.686 O(P) = 1.000, S(P) = 0.637 

Figure 4.54: Example 4 obtained from fitness function described in Equation 4.22 
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(a) 
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Original model Transformed model Model after post-processing 
O(P) = 0.352 O(P) = 0.958, S(P) = 0.706 O(P) = 1.000. S(P) = 0.704 

Figure 4.56: Example 6 obtained from fitness function described in Equation 4.22 

(a) 
Original model 

O(P) = 0.568 

0 

,ý 0 

(b) 
Transformed model 

O(P) = 0.996, S(P) = 0.782 

0 

c 

(c) 

Model after post-processing 

0(P) = 1.000, S(P) = 0.781 

Figure 4.57: Example 7 obtained from fitness function described in Equation 4.22 

In a number of simple cases the post-processing procedure alone may he used to 

transform the model without the use of the GA. However, the majority of models are 

too complicated to be transformed without rules or algorithms such as FL or GA. 

Moreover, applying only 1)oost-1>i-O(e-siiig as as transformation rtlctlio(l vVUýul(l cause 

greater distortion and coordinate changes to the model. 
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(c) 

Model after post-processing 

O(P) = 1.000, S(P) = 0.772 

Figure 4.58: Example 8 obtained from fitiie function described in Equation 4.22 

4.3 Conclusions: Comparison between FL and GA 

transformation 

The examples presented in Section 4.2.7 show that two-dimensional icon-orthogonal 

models can be successfully transformed into orthogonal models using the weighted 

sum GA. The exercise has been repeated using three different fitness functions com- 

posed of one (Equation 4.8), two (Equation 4.13), and three (Equation 4.18) ob- 

jectives. Although the weighted sum method is not a multiobjective optimisation 

method the fitness values and orthogonality measured for each model indicate en- 

hancement of the transformation once additional objectives have been introduced 

to the fitness function. Despite of the successful improvement almost all the models 

required post-processing in order to obtain an ideal orthogonal form as presented in 

the previous section. 

As explained earlier in this Chapter the additional objectives have been built based 

on the concept applied to t lie FL transformation presented in Chapter 3. However, 

models transformed using the FL method are more in scale compared to the models 

transformed using the GA method. Additionally. the FL method is faster. in the 

sense of the computing time, than the GA method. Finally, both methods require 
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post-processing to refine the models obtained. However. post-processing plays more 

of an important role for the FL method because it calculates the coordinates of 

verticcs and amalgamates all edges. Without the pest-Pr0c('ssiIig the results ßl1( not 

really meaningful. In the case of the GA method the post-processing is used mainly 

to improve the results obtained, which might also be improved by increasing the 

number of coding bits. 

In addition, together with the orthogonality a degree of similarity was measured 

for all the models. It is noticeable that they (legrec of similarity decrcas s when 

the orthogonality increases. This observation seems to be justifiable, because of 

the nature of the transformation. The transformation is designed in such a way 

to change the shape of the original non-orthogonal model and form an orthogonal 

model. 

The degree of similarity is a parameter, wlii(}1 was measured between the original 

non-orthogonal and the transformed orthogonal models using two transformation 

methods; the GA method and the FL method. Table 4.4 compares the values 

of the degree of similarity calculated for the same models using both methods of 

transformation. 

Examination of the results does not show unambiguously that Orte of the methods 

always creates orthogonal models with a. higher similarity than the other method. 

On the contrary, the degree of similarity is comparable for both methods. which 

indicates that the models obtained are possibly the best orthogonal models that can 

be transformed frone the given original models. 
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Table 4.4: Degrees of similarity obtained for the same models using two different 

tiali, sfoýi-iriatioii znct. l1Oý<ls (FL and GA) 
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4.4 Review of multiobjective genetic algorithms 

The orthogonalisation problem presented in this Chapter was approached by appli- 

cation of the weighted-sum genetic algorithm. The experiment had shown that the 

single fitness function is not robust enough to obtain most satisfactory results and 

required additional objectives to be introduced into the fitness function. As in most 

of the problems in nature the orthogonalisation problem consists of several objec- 

tives, which are often conflicting. In the case of the orthogonalisation one of the 

objectives is to obtain a polygonal shape of a transformed model, while the other 

objective is to keep the shape of the orthogonal model as close as possible to its 

original shape. 

Although many problems are treated as single-objective optimisation problems by 

transforming all but one objective into constraints as it has been done initially with 

the orthogonalisation problem, there are many techniques for dealing with a Multi- 

objective Optimisation Problem (MOP). 

A solution of the Multiobjective Optimisation Problem (MOP) is a vector of decision 

variables which satisfies constraints and optimises a vector of objective functions. 

These functions describe a performance criteria which are often conflicting. There- 

fore, the optimisation means finding such a solution which would give the values of 

all the objective functions acceptable to the decision maker. 

After Coello Coello [40] : 

"The general Multiobjective Optimisation Problem can be formally defined as: 

Find the vector x [x1, x2, ... , xn]T which will satisfy the m inequality constraints: 

gi(x) <0 i=1,2,..., m (4.28) 

the p equality constrains 

hi(x)=0 i=1,2,..., p (4.29) 

and will optimise the vector function 

fx)= ýfl(x ), X+)),... ,A 
)]T (430) 
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The optimisation is not longer related to finding the best single solution but a good 

compromise. This notion of "optimum" was generalised by Pareto known since as 
the Pareto optimum and defined as follows: 

a vector of decision variables -x--'* EF is Pareto optimal if there does not exist 

another 7EF such that f2 (x) < f2 (-x>*) for all i=1, 
... ,k and fj (x) < fj (x *) 

for at least one j. 

Evolutionary algorithms (EA) dealing with a set of possible solutions sirnultalle- 

ously (population) seem to be particularly suitable to solve multiobjective optimisa- 

tion problems [40,41]. EAs enable several members of the Pareto set to be found in 

a single run, for which traditional mathematical algorithms need several runs. Most 

common EAs solving multiobjective optimisation problems such as multiobjective 

Genetic Algorithm (MOGA), Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithms (NSGA I 

and NSGA II), and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithms (SPEA1 and SPEA2) 

are presented further in this Chapter. 

4.4.1 multiobjective Genetic Algorithm (MOGA) 

The inultiobjective Genetic Algorithrn (MOGA) had been proposed by Foseca and 

Fleming (1993) [42]. The approach introduces a ranking in which each individual 

in the population is ranked based on how many other points dominate them. All 

the nondominated individuals in the population are assigned to the same rank and 

obtain the same fitness. Therefore they all have the same probability of being 

selected. The method uses a niche-formation method to divert the population b 

computing sharing factor required to determine the radius of each niche [42.40,41]. 

The method is efficient and easy to implement. The performance of MOGA depends 

on an appropriate selection of the sharing factor. 

The MOGA method has been successfully applied to the following problems gis 

listed in [40.41] : 

" Marcu in 1997 - fault diagnosis. 
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" Chipperfield in 1995, Whidborne in 1995 and Duarte in 2000 - control system 

design, 

" Thompson in 2001 - design of antennas, 

" Dick in 1998 - system-level synthesis, 

" Cheung in 2003 - rehabilitation of a water distribution system. 

4.4.2 Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) 

The Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm (NSGA) had been proposed by Srini- 

vas and Deb (1994) [43]. The method is based on nondominated classification of 

the individuals in a population. A current nondozninated subset of the popula- 

tion is assigned rank 0 and temporarly removed from the population. The remaining 

population is evaluated in order to determine another nondominated subset in the 

population. The selected subset is assigned rank 1 and consequently temporarly 

removed from the population. The process is repeated until the entire population 

has been ranked. The classified individuals are shared with their dummy fitness 

values in order to maintain the diversity of the population. 

The method is relatively easy to implement but seems to be sensitive to the value 

of the sharing factor. "In some comparative studies from the mid-1990s, the NSGA 

was normally outperformed both by MOGA and by the N PGA" after Carlos Coello 

Coello [40] 

A number of applications of the NSGA are listed in [40,41] as follows: 

" Red et. al. in 2001 - water quality control, 

9 Blumel in 2001 - design of control systems, 

" Mason in 1999 - constellation design, 

" Marco in 1999 - computational fluid dynamics. 
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4.4.3 Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA- 

II) 

The Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II) had been proposed by 

Deb, Pratap, Agarwal, and Meyarivan [44] as a new version of NSGA, which is more 

efficient by introducing elitism and a crowded comparison operator to keep diversity 

without specifying additional parameters. Elitism can prevent loss of good solution 

[45] and speed up the computation. 

The NSGA-II has following advantages over the NSGA [46]: 

1. Lower computational complexity of nondominated sorting 

2. Results show that elitism can speed up the performance of the GA significantly 

and can help prevent the loss of good solutions [45] 

3. A parameterless diversity mechanism significantly improves the algorithm per- 

formance, which has been effected by specification of the sharing parameter 

Examples of the NSGA-II applications have been listed in [40,41]: 

" Deb in 2001 - shape optimisation, 

9 Greiner in 2003 - safety systems design, 

" Gaspar-Cunha in 2003 - polymer extrusion, 

" Dorn in 2003 - water quality management, 

" Lahanas in 2003 - intensity modulated beam radiation therapy. 

4.4.4 Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) 

The Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) had been introduced by Zit- 

zier and Thiele (1999) [47]. The method stores the Pareto-optimal solutions found 

so far externally. A similar to ranking value used by ýIOGA a strength values is 
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computed to assign fitness values to individuals. And then a clustering technique is 

used to eliminate redundant nondominated solutions without destroying the char- 

acteristics of the Pareto-optimal front. 

A new unique aspect of SPEA is the fact that the fitness of individual is determined 

from the archive of nondominated solutions, whether members of the population 

dominate each other is irrelevant [46]. Moreover all solutions in the archive partici- 

pate in selection. 

The following applications of SPEA are listed in [40,41] : 

41 Zitzler in 1999 - exploration of trade-offs of software implementations for DSP 

algorithms, 

" Petrovski in 2001 - treatment planning, 

" Lahanas in 2001 - allocation in radiological facilities, 

" De Toro in 2003 - atrial disease diagnosis, 

" Cheung in 2003 - rehabilitation of a water distribution system. 

4.4.5 The Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm 2 (SPEA2) 

A revised version of SPEA called SPEA2 has been proposed by Zitzler, Laumanns, 

and Thiele [48]. SPEA2 has three main differences with respect to its predecessor 

SPEA [40,46] : 

1. incorporates a fine-grained fitness assignment strategy which takes into ac- 

count for each individual the number of individuals that dominate it and the 

number of individuals by which it is dominated by 

2. uses a nearest neighbour density estimation technique which guides the search 

more efficiently increasing diversity 
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3. has an enhanced archive truncation method that guarantees the preservation 

of boundary solutions 

Coello Coello [40,41] mentioned two applications of the SPEA2 method: 

" Bleuler in 2001 - control code size and reduce bloat in genetic programming, 

" Willmes in 2003 - airfoil design. 
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Chapter 5 

Decomposition of orthogonal 

models 

A decomposition method applied to three-dimensional orthogonal models is de- 

scribed in this chapter. The decomposition is performed by cutting the model along 

threes orthogonal directions. The cutting directions are defined by the orthogonal 

axes x, y and A. As a result of the cutting along the three directions six cutting se- 

quences are defined: xyz, xzy, yxz, yzx, zxy, zyx. Hence, decomposition according 

to each of the cutting sequences produces another set of sub-domains of primitive 

elements, which specifies an orthogonal decomposed model. Consequently, six or- 

t}rogonal decomposed iiiodels arcs obtained from one orthogonal model, as a result 

of defining six various patterns for the decomposition. 

Nevertheless, not all orthogonal three-dimensional models can be decomposed us- 

ing the method described in this chapter. Models that can be decomposed are 

defined in the first section. The following section describes a transformation of the 

properly defined models into extreme vertices models. This transformation does not 

change the geometry of the models, but introduces new elements which create the 

model. The new elements are special types of edges called brinks. A characteristic 

of the brinks makes the decomposition easier auld faster for computing. 

The main decomposing process is described, followed by cXdunples. 
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5.1 Orthogonal (Pseudo) Polyhedra 

1VIo(lels that can be decomposed using the Illet'llo(l dcscribcdl are presented in this 

section. A model to be decomposed has to satisfy a number of conditions. First of 

all the models have to be identifiable as a solid. As described in Section 2.1 a solid is 

a three-dimensional object whose boundary is a collection of faces "glued" together. 

The boundary of the solid forms a closed " skin" around the solid. Furthermore. 

taking into account the topology of objects, a solid is a three-dimension manifold. 

which means that each surface bounding the solid is a two-dimension manifold (Sec- 

tioli 2.1). Finally, the solid has to be orthogonal in order to be decomposed. 

An object satisfying the conditions described above was classified by Aguilera [49, 

50,51,52] as an orthogonal polyhedra (OP). Aguilera [50] defined an orthogonal 

polyhedra as a solid with all its edges and faces oriented in three orthogonal di- 

rections. Polyhedra are three-dimension manifolds, which means all the edges are 

adjacent to exactly two faces. 

Figure 5.1: A non-manifold solid. The non-manifold edge and vertex are iiiarked 

[3]. 

However, the decomposition can be also applied to models created by a group 

of polyhedra joined at edges and/or vertices. Such models are called by Aguilera, 

orthogonal pseudo polyhedra (OPP). The edges connecting two polyhedra are non- 

manifold edges and they are adjacent to exactly four faces. By analogy the vertices 

connecting two polyhedra are non-manifold vertices and they are the apexes of 
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two cones of faces [50]. The OPP is a non-manifold solid because it contains non- 

manifold elements (edges and/or vertices). Figure 5.1 shows an OPP with non- 

manifold elernelits marked. The two terms orthogonal polyhedra and orthogonal 

pseudo polyhedra describe models that can be further processed. 

5.2 Extreme vertex model 

The decomposition method applied is based on extreme vertex models for orthogonal 
(i)scudo) polyhedra introduced by Aguilcra [50]. To create all extreme V erte'x model 
Aguilera implemented a classification of vertices that emanates from a, classification 

of the nodes in the matching cube algorithm. Based on the classification of vertices 

Aguilera introduced new elements called brinks. 

"A brink is a notion defined as a longest uninterrupted segment, built out of a se- 

quence of collinear and contiguous manifold edges of an OP or OPP" [49,50,51,52J. 

5.2.1 Modification to the brink's definition 

The process of creating the extreme vertex model and brinks as presented in this 

thesis differs from the original process. First of all Aguilera [50] created brinks 

based on the extreme vertices selected in the model. In this work, on the contrary, 

first the brinks are created in the model and then based on the brinks the extreme 

vertices are determined. Additionally, it is necessary to modify the brinks definition 

introduced by Aguilera in order to preserve the feature of the original models from 

which the orthogonal models are created. 

The process presented in this thesis, unlike the Aguilera's work, does not require a 

differentiation between non-manifold edges and manifold edges when the brinks are 

created. Consequently, the brinks consist of the non-manifold edges together with 

the manifold edges. The major change in the brinks definition is the introduction 
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of two types of brinks based on the classification of edges, which are slip into two 

groups. The edges are classified into groups according to the coplanarity of two faces 

connected by the edges. Edges sharing coplanar faces are classified in one group and 

are denoted as class one edges. By analogy, edges sharing non-coplanar faces are 

classified in a second group and denoted as class two edges. Following the edge 

classification the definition of brinks introduced at the beginning of this section by 

Aguilera is modified. In this thesis the brink is not only the longest uninterrupted 

segment, built out of a sequence of collinear and contiguous edges, but in addition the 

edges have to belong to the same class. As a result of this new definition two types 

of brinks are determined; class one brinks built from class one edges and class two 

brinks built from class two edges. An additional feature of the brink is a consistent 

orientation. All the brinks are oriented according to positive orientation of the axis, 

to which the brinks are assigned. 

The classification of brinks is necessary because the orthogonal models are created 

from the original models which are not orthogonal. Moreover, after the decompo i- 

tioll. they decomposed niodels are transformed back into non-orthogonal decorriposcdl 

models. Consequently. faces that are coplanar in the orthogonal models are not nec- 

essarily coplanar in the original models. Introducing the two types of brinks ensures 

that adjacent coplanar faces are not merged during the decomposition. It is impor- 

taut to differentiate between the faces because of the next process, which maps the 

decomposed models into they original shape. It, is important to riete that the faces 

are not preserved if Aguilera's definition of brinks is applied. 

5.2.2 Creation of two types of brinks in a model 

The solid model of Figure 5.2(a) is used to show how the brinks are built. Figure 

5.2(b) shows the edges and vertices of the models. However, only a few edges used 

in the following description are numbered in the example so as not to clutter the 

picture with too many numbers. 
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(a) solid 
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Z2 

Z1 
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X1 X2 X3 X4 X5 X6 

(b) frame 

Figure 5.2: Example of 3D orthogonal model 

At the beginning of the process lists of vertices and edges that define the model 

are made. Next, lists of coordinates in each direction are extracted from the list of 

vertices and ordered increasingly from a minimal to maximal value in each of the 

three directions independently. Based on the lists of coordinates and the list of edges 

the brinks are created. The example presented is described by six coordinates in 

the x-direction (x1, x2, x3i x4, x5 and x6), three coordinates in the y-direction (yi, 

Y2 and y3) and two coordinates in the ti-direction (z1 and z2). When searching for 

brinks along the coordinates in one direction the coordinates in the two remaining 

directions have to be fixed. Assuming that the y and z coordinates are fixed and 

equal to yj and z1 respectively. Then the list of coordinates in the x-direction and 

the list of edges are examined to create brinks. The brinks created along the x- 

direction are called i-brinks. The algorithm examines the i-coordinates from 
. ri 
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to x6 and matches them with the listed edges. The first edge found is edge 5, the 

next is the edge 6 (Figure 5.2 (b)). The two edges are attached to each other and 

both of there belong to a class two edges. In such a situation the two edges build 

one x-brink, which belongs to the same class as the two edges. Moreover the origin 

of the x-brink is defined by vertex (xl, yi, zi) and a destination of the x-brink is 

defined by vertex (16, y1, zi). The vertices that end the x-brink are the extreme 

vertices. Once all the brinks within the model have been determined the extreme 

vertices model is created. 

Because the last coordinate x6 was reached, the process starts again after changing 

the established values of y and z. However, to determine all the brinks within the 

model a strategy of changing the y and z values has to be applied. Then, while 

searching for x-brinks, the z value is kept unchanged and the y value is altered. 

Once all the y values have been explored the z value is changed and the process is 

repeated. 

Returning to the example, in the next step the z value still equals zl and the y 

value is now equal to y2. The first two edges are found, the edge 1 and the edge 2, 

are connected and both of them belong to class two. The next edge, edge 3, is also 

connected to the previous edges but it belongs to class one. The edge 3 shares two 

coplanar faces. In such a case all the three edges cannot create an x-brink. The edges 

1 and 2 create an x-brink with an origin with vertex (xl, Y2, zi) and a destination 

with vertex (x3i Y2, z1). The edge 3 starts a subsequent x-brink with an origin with 

vertex (x3.. y21 Z1)- Searching further along the x-direction edge 4 is found. The 

edge 4 is connected to the edge 3, but again it belongs to a different class. The 

vertex (x5, y2, z1), where the edges 3 and 4 connect, defines the destination of one 

x-brink and the origin of the next one. Following the same algorithm all the edges 

are converted into brinks with their classes preserved. By analogy the procedure is 

executed to build y-brinks and z-brinks. 

The difference between edges and brinks is significant. First of all brinks are 
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oriented according to the positive direction of the axis to which they are assigned. 

Secondly, brinks do not contain vertices that do not introduce geometrical changes 

along they brinks ill r1Or1c of the iflodels, the orthogonal iriodel or the original Tiiýýdcl. 

Finally, once the brinks are built, the extreme vertices are determined. The vertices 

together with the brinks create the extreme vertex model. The model prepared as 

described above is now ready to be decomposed. 

0 

Zi 

0Z -0 
Z-Z 0 

ZI 

jj 
Figure 5.3: Extreme vertices model obtained from the model shown in Figure 5.2 

Figure 5.3 shows the model built from brinks. Comparing this model with the 

initial irioýdel (Figure 5.2) w(, call notice that some vertices wcrc rdtno ve<1 fl-()iii the 

model because they did not introduce any geometrical changes. The dashed lines in 

the figure identify brinks belonging to class 1, which would not exist in the brink 

representation introduced by Aguilera. 

5.3 The process of decomposition 

The extreme vertices models are cut along three orthogonal directions according to 

six patterns as described at the beginning of this chapter. As mentioned earlier the 

decomposition is a sequential process undertaken in three steps. Each of the steps 

creates a set of sub-models, which are decomposed further until all the three steps 

are completed. Figure 5.4 shows a schedule of the decomposition process in the 

form of a tree. The root of the tree represents an orthogonal iiiodel and the leaves 

represent the six final decomposed models. 
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step I 

step II 

step III 

X 
model 

XY XZ 
model bmodel 

XYZ F XZY 
model J Lmodel 

r orthogonal 
(pseudo) polyhedra 

y 

model 

YX YZ 
model model 

YXZ YZX 
model J bmodel 

Z 

model 

ZX ZY 
model JL model 

ZXY ZYX 
model JL model 

Figure 5.4: Tree representing the decomposition process 

After this introduction the main cutting procedure is described. Following one of 

the branches in the tree, a method of obtaining the xyz model is presented as an 

example. The model shown in Figure 5.5 is used for this purpose. To obtain the 

Xyz (lecOrripositioii the 111odcl lies toi be cut, in order aloiig the tlii ee directioýzls; x, 

y and z. Consequently, the process starts with cutting along the x-direction, called 

further x-cutting. The x-cutting is carried out by a cutting plane, whose normal 

vector is determined in the positive x-direction as shown in Figure 5.5 (b). The 

cutting plane moves through all the x-coordinates stored in a list starting from the 

rrliriirnum value and finishing at the rii . xirniurrr value. 

It is important to note that the (pseudo) polyhedra that is decomposed is treated 

as a frame model for the decomposition purpose. The frame model consists of 

brinks and extreme vertices. Faces bounding the model are omitted during the 

decomposition but are reconstructed once the whole process is completed. 

Assuming now that the cutting plane is located at x= x2 as shown in Figure 5.6(a). 

This cutting plane splits tue model into two parts; a left sub-model and a riht sub- Z-) 

model. During cutting some of the brinks creating the model are cut into two 

parts creating new brinks and new vertices. Other brinks can be split between the 
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X1 x X3 X4 

(a) solid model (b) frame model with a cutting plane 

Figure 5.5: Example model and a cutting I)lalle rliuviing along z-axis 

X 

sub-models. In addition new brinks have to be created as well on the cutting plane. 

Starting from x-brinks, which are perpendicular to the cutting plane in the exam- 

pie examined. First of all x-brinks, which are not cut are separated and assigned to 

a proper sub-model. The separation is based on the value of coordinates. Conse- 

quently, x-brinks that start before the cutting plane and finish on the plane belong 

to the side left model. These x-brinks that start on the cutting plane or on the 

right side of the cutting plane constitute the right sub-model. The separation of the 

brinks is simplified as a result of the consequent orientation of the brinks defined 

in Section 5.2. The orientation of the brinks is assigned to the positive axes of the 

coordinate system. 

Some of the x-brinks are cut because they cross the cutting plane thereby creating 

two new brinks. Points, where the i-brinks are cut define new extreme vertices which 

are duplicated in both sub-models. Consequently, the vertices created in the left 

sub-model define destinations of the new x-brinks in this sub-model. Analogically. 

the vertices created in the right sub-model define origins of the new x-brinks in 

the right, Sub-model. Once the process of separating and cutting of the . i-brinks is 
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(a) x-cutting at x2 (b) x-cutting at x; j 

Figure 5.6: A cutting plane moving along x-axis 

completed the brinks on the cutting plane are reconstructed. 

The y-brinks and the z-brinks which are not on the cutting plane are not modified. 

The hi-inks, which are 011 they left side Of tll(' cutting i>laiic are assigned to the left sub- 

model and the brinks, which are on the right side of the cutting plane are assigned to 

the right sub-model respectively. Only brinks closing the sub-models on the cutting 

plane are further examined. At this point of the decomposition there are no brinks 

oil the cutting plane but two sets of extreme vertices as a result of operation on the 

x-brinks. One grmi of vertices belongs to each sui)-moc1cl as sIioýwii in Figure 5.7. 

Based on the extreme vertices the y-brinks and the z-brinks are created. 

However, before the next step is performed it must be remembered that there are 

two types of brinks defining the model namely, brinks class one and brinks class two. 

Consequently, the extreme vertices located on the cutting plane are connected to 

x-brinks class two or class one. Furthermore, only these vertices that are attached 

to the x-brinks class two are taken into account while the brinks on the cutting 

plane ore built. 

Assuming that there are four collinear extreme veF'ticcs lýýc ýlte(l a-1Oilg ()ii(, Oft the 
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Figure 5.7: Extreme vertices located on the cutting plane 

axes as shown in Figures 5.7 and 5.8(a). A vertex determined by the smallest 

value of coordinates defines an origin of the first brink. The second vertex along 

the line defines a destination of the brink. Because the vertices are the extreme 

vertices a single brink can contain only two such vertices, one on each end of the 

brink. Furthermore, the definition of brinks states that the brink is the longest 

uninterrupted segment built out of a sequence of collinear and contiguous edges. 

Such a definition excludes the possibility that two brinks are contiguous. Figures 

5.8(b) and (c) show incorrectly defined brinks. Consequently, after examining the 

situation, the third vertex is identified as the origin of the next brink. Finally, the 

fourth vertex is the destination of the second brink. Moreover, as a result of the 

definition of brinks, and the fact that only the extreme vertices are in the model as 

shown in Figure 5.8(d), there is no brink between the second and the third vertex. 

Assume for a moment that a brink is created between second and third vertices. 

Then, there are three collinear and contiguous brinks in the model consist of vertices 

olle, two, three and four. According to the definition of brinks the three brinks should 
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a) 0 -0 -0 -0 ------> 
1 extreme vertices 234 

the brink does not bý 
"""" contain two of the 
1234 extreme vertices 

c) """" the three brinks are 
1234 contiguous 

all the vertices are d) 
"""" included in the brinks 
1234 and the brinks are 

not contiguous 

Figure 5.8: Reconstruction of brinks from the extreme vertices 

he merged into one brink. However, these particular three brinks cannot be merged 

because the extreme vertices cannot be removed from the model. As the result of 

the (lefiriitio»i of brinks it is clear that t11( brink zriust riot he created 1)etwe ('11 the 

second and third -vertices. It can be seen on this example that the definition of 

brinks and extreme vertices enable unambiguous reconstruction of the model. 

Continuing the process as described above, all the y-brinks and the z-brinks be- 

longing to class two are constructed on the cutting plane. Nevertheless, brinks class 

one cannot be forgotten. Consequently, if any of the y-brinks or z-brinks class one 

arc lowatc(l 011 the cutting plane they have toi be taken into cmisi(lcrati0ýii and in- 

eluded in the sub-models. However note that, as a result of cutting, the brink class 

two might already be included in the sub-models as a new brink class two. In this 

case the brink class two is left in the model and corresponding brink class one is 

omitted. 

Once both sub-models are completed the cutting plane is moved to the next ex- 

treme vertex along the x-axis. The sub-model described as the left sub-model is no 
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longer decomposed in the x-direction after the cutting plane is moved. The right 

sub-model is now treated as an original model and further decomposed into sub- 

sc(i1 eld, left and right siib-niodcls. The process of creating sub-models Is shown fil 

Figure 5.9. 

X1 X2 x3 
... 

orthogonal (pseudo) 
polyhedra 

N 
x1 cutting plane 

r right 
sub-model 

x2 cutting plane 

r left right 
sub-model sub-model 

x3 cutting plane 

r left right 
sub-model sub-model 

XN_1 XN 

.* 

left 
sub-model 

X 

cutting plane 

xN cutting plane 

X 
N-I 

r left right 
sub-model sub-model 

Figure 5.9: The process of creating the left, suJ)-1Iiociels during along 

the x-axis 

Once the decomposition along the x-direction is completed a set of left sub-model, 

is obtained. The 5.10 shows the final sub-models obtained for the example presented 

in the Figure 5.5. In the next step each of the left sub-models is decomposed along 

the y-direction creating an even larger set of sub-models. Furthermore. dec'onlpo- 
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Figure 5.10: Sub-models obtained after decomposition along i-direction from the 

111( lcl presented ill Figure . 5.5 

sition along the z-direction is performed for each of the sub-models obtained after 

y-(llttitlg. Finally, a 5(, t of blocks is cicatc(l that defines the xyz (lc< o»h1h)osc(l or- 

thogonal model. More precisely, at this point of the process each block is defined 

by eight vertices and twelve brinks without faces. 

Figure 5.11: Numbering and orientation of faces in a block 

Subsequently, the faces defining the boundary of each block have to be defined. 

The aim is to perform this operation in an automatic way and consequently keep 

the same definition with respect to the numbering and orientatioli of the faces for 

each block within the model. For this purpose it, is convenient to operate on edges 
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instead of brinks in order to be able to use edges together and their symmetry {231 

while creating the faces. The edges have the same orientation as the brinks from 

which they are created. Figure x. 11 shows the numbering and orieiitati0 11 (00flV(lti0ýii 

defined for faces within each block creating a decomposed model. 

The orientation of faces is defined in a counterclockwise direction while looking from 

outside of the block. Consequently, in Figure 5.11 the faces shown from outside 

have a counterclockwise orientation and faces shown from inside have clockwise 

orientation. 

The subsequent Figures 5.12(a) to (f) show numbering and orientation of edges 

defining the faces within a block. Each edge defining the block belongs to exactly 

two faces. However, the edge has a positive orientation only once and it has a 

negative orientation once with respect to the coordinate axes. The edge with a 

negative orientation is denoted **SVIII" als it is a symmetrical c(1g(. 

Once the faces for each block within a decomposed model are defined the process of 

decomposition is completed. Each of the decomposed orthogonal models is composed 

from a number of solid blocks. Figure 5.13 shows the xyz decomposed orthogonal 

model which is a result of the xyti decomposition used in the process description 

applied to tIli iiiodel in Figure 5.2. 
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(a) Face 1 

(h) Face 2 
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(c) Face 3 

i; 
(d) Face 4 

L 
(e) Face 5 

r ýI(5) 

(f) Face 6 

Figure 5.12: Subsequent faces 

1)oou11(huig a block 

Face 1 lies in the x-y plane. The face is 

bounded by the edges numbered: 1.4,3 and 2. 

The orientation of these ((1geS is defined 

Lively as follows: symx, y.: z. symy. 

Face 2 lies in the y-z plane. The face is bounded 

by edges numbered: 2.10,6 and 9. The orien- 

tation of' these edges is defined respectively as 

follows: y, z, syrny, syniz. 

Face 3 lies in the -x plane. The face is, bounded 

by edges numbered: 3,11,7 and 10. The orien- 

tatioll of these edges is defined respectively as 

follows: SyT nX, z, X, syrnti. 

Face 4 lies in the y-z plane. The face is bounded 

by edges numbered: 4,12,8 and 11. The orien- 

tation of these edges is defined respectively as 

follows: s ym y, Z. zy, s ymz. 

Face 5 lies in the 2-x plane. The face is bounded 

by edges numbered: 1.9.5 and 12. The orien- 

tatioli of theses edges is (lcfilic(l as 

follows: x, Z, symx, symti. 

Face 6 lies in the r-y plane. The face is bounded 

by edges numbered: 5,6.7 and 8. The orien- 

tation of these edges is defined respeý tip elý gis 

follows: i, t1.. S /ox, .S y>>1 t/. 
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L 

Figure 5.13: xyz decomposed orthogonal model 

5.4 Examples 

Five models with their decomposed forms are presented in this section. Six decoin- 

posed models were created from each orthogonal model as a result of the decompo- 

sition. 

The model shown in Figure 5.14 is very simple. Distances between extreme vertices 

(in other words length of the brinks) are comparable in each direction within the 

Ir1Oý(lel. This feature <leteriziirics the iminber and size of blocks in the (Ie(o»tipose(1 

models. The decomposed models are built from 6 to 8 blocks. It is apparent that 

the sizes of the blocks do not differ much within each decomposed model and also 

between models. 

The model shown in Figure 5.15 is perhaps a good example to illustrate the ne- 

cessity of introducing two types of brinks in the model before decomposition. The 

edges located on the upper part of the model belong to the class one: they share 

coplanar faces. Without introducing these two class of edges and brinks the edges 

described would not be included in the model, thereby reducing the number of block 
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obtained. 

The model presented in Figure 5.16 shows how very different decompositions can 

1)( obtained frorrr they same model. DistrLii(('s between vertices in c»ie of t he rlirc(t ions 

are much smaller than the distances in the other directions. As a result of decompo- 

sition, which cuts first along the direction with high density of vertices, many small 

blocks are obtained. Cutting first along the direction with a lower density of vertices 

virtually reduces the density in the other direction. This is because the vertices be- 

longing to sub-models are taken into account for further cutting. Consequent lv. the 

number of blocks obtained is smaller. 

The `-pyramid" shown in Figure 5.17 is another example for which various number 

of blocks are obtained for each decomposition pattern. Additionally it can be seen 

that some of the decomposed models are identical as a result of the sviiiiiietrica1 

character of the orthogonal model. 

The model shown in Figure 5.18 has a different decomposed model for each se- 

quence. At the bottom right corner of the model is a high concentration of the 

vertices compared to other parts of the model. Consequently. the size of blocks 

obtained in the decomposed models are not even. 
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(b) xzy decomposed niodel 

9911 
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(c) yxz decomposed model 

idols 

L 
(e) zxy decomposed model 

(d) yzx decomposed model 

3 
La 

(f) zyx decomposed model 

Figure 5.14: Example 1- six decomposed orthogonal models 
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(a) xyz decomposed model 

i 

(c) yxz decomposed model 

(b) xzy decomposed model 

4 

(d) yzx decomposed model 

4i4 

(e) zxy decomposed model (f) zyx decomposed model 

Figure 5.15: Example 2- six decomposed orthogonal models 
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(a) xyz decomposed model 

i 

Iý 

(c) yxz decomposed model 

- --- ---------- 

(h) xzy decomposed model 

it 

(d) yzx decomposed model 

(e) zxy decomposed model (f) zyx decomposed model 

Figure 5.16: Example 3- six decomposed orthogonal models 
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(a) xyz decomposed model 

ý9w 

(c) yxz decomposed model 

iý 

(h) xzy decomposed model 

2 

(d) yzx decomposed model 

(e) zxy decomposed model (f) zyx decomposed model 

Figure 5.17: Example 4- six decomposed orthogonal models 
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(a) xyz decomposed model 

(c) yxz decomposed model 

(b) xzy decomposed model 

(d) yzx decomposed inodel 

(e) zxy decomposed model (f) zyx decomposed model 

Figure 5.18: Example 5- six decomposed orthogonal models 
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5.5 Concluding remarks 

The (lee(»riJ)osition method described in this chapter is 1)ds(d on an idea originally 

presented by Aguilera [49,50,51,52]. The decomposition is applied to objects 

defined as orthogonal (pseudo) polyhedra. However, the orthogonal models «-ere 

created from the original non-orthogonal models. During the orthogonal transfo ýr- 

mation the shape of the model changed and some characteristic for the original 

model features do not exist irr the orthogonal model. For example, e(Iges that are 

non-collinear in the original model became collinear in the orthogonal model. It is 

important to differentiate the originally non-collinear edges also in the orthogonal 

model in order to be able to reconstruct the original shape of the model after the 

decomposition. This is why the Aguilera's method had to be modified. The mod- 

ificatioii was perforrfe(l by introducing two types of edges and brinks defining the 

decomposed models. 

The elements called brinks play a special role in the decomposition. First of all 

they introduce an orientation to the edges. The orientation corresponds to the 

orientation of the coordinates system. Secondly, brinks inaximise the decomposed 

elements by defining cutting planes only in places where the shape of the object 

changes. 
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Chapter 6 

Domain decomposition - graph 

partitioning 

The efficient use of parallel processing architecture requires allocation and scheduling 

of tasks between processors. This partitioning problem is known to be combinatori- 

cally difficult, and consequently there is no single algorithm capable of producing the 

"best" result for all tasks. The partitioning problem can be modelled da graph par- 

titioning problem. In this work a Genetic Algorithm (GA) is applied to the graph 

partitioning carried out on a geometric model rather than a finite element mesh. 

This approach has many advantages particularly when the analysis is to be part of 

an iterative design or optimisation process. The major contribution of this chapter 

is, to study the well-known partitiOiiing, problem in relation to geometric models and 

to provide a technique which may be used to decompose geometric models rather 

than finite element meshes. 

6.1 Introduction 

In this chapter the model is decomposed into small parallelepipeds or blocks gis 

described in Chapter 5. In each block of the model the number of finite element 

111(, slics can be predicted or actually calculated for structured unedles. The next 
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section describes how the mesh is designed for each block in the decomposed model. 

Furthermore, each model of parallelepiped blocks can be transformed into a graph, 

which is created in such a way that the nodes of the graph represent blocks and 

the edges represent connections between the blocks. The graph is a weighted graph, 

whose weights are defined based on the number of mesh elements and nodes that 

may be generated within the block. 

The partitioning of these graphs has to satisfy two conditions: 

1. the number of mesh elements assigned to each processor has to be approximately 

equal; 

2. the communication between processors has to be minimised. 

Because the number of mesh elements can be different for each block and the block 

cannot be divided into smaller elements, in many cases it is impossible to fully satisfy 

these two conditions. 

The following sections describe the graph partitioning using the GA. The graph 

is partitioned into two sub-graphs using two different "plane" and "bit- methods. 

Furthermore, partitioning into three sub-graphs is described using the "bit" method 

and the "combined" method. Finally, a comparison of the results of the partitioning 

obtained by using the two different methods is presented. 

6.2 Mesh design 

A finite mesh has to be designed to calculate weights of a graph, which is further 

partitioned. It was decided to use a structural grid mesh because this is the most 

natural structure for the orthogonal models. Location of the mesh nodes depends on 

the position of the extreme vertices and density of the mesh. The extreme vertices 

are defined in the previous chapter. Projection of the extreme vertices on each 

direction x, y and z define coordinates of the basic nodes. These nodes have their 

positions fixed and cannot be moved since they describe a geometry of the modes. 

In Figure 6.1 the projection of extreme vertices and basic mesh nodes are shown for 
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a 2D model. 

Figure 6.1: Extreme vertices projection on the x and the y-direction 

Other nodes calculated according to the required density have to be located be- 

tween the basic nodes. Because of the fixed position of the basic nodes the density 

might not be uniform throughout the whole model. However, it has to ensure that 

the 111( h (tensity is uriiforlrl within each of the decomposed blocks. Moreover, the 

density of the mesh in each block has to be as close as possible to the required value. 

First, the nodes are created on the projections in each direction x, y and z. All 

the nodes define a net of mesh nodes for the whole model. Figure 6.2 shows a two- 

dimensional example of the mesh-net. The green dots mark the nodes derived from 

the extreme vertices and the yellow nodes are created according to the mesh density 

requirement. 

- 

Y 

------------------------- 

- --- --- --- --- --- -------------- 

- --- - -- - --- ---- 

------ --- --- --- ---- 

X 

Figure 6.2: Example of the net of mesh nodes 

The net covers each of the decomposed blocks. It is important that the nodes on 
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the faces that connect neighbouring blocks have the same location. Consequently. 

the communication between processors is easier and it does not enforce any approx- 

irnation method to match results obtained during analysis on the boundary of' the 

blocks. Figure 6.3 shows a 2D mesh for each of the decomposed sub-models. Nodes 

lying on adjacent edges of the sub-models are marked by dots. 

I 

III1 

1II1 

__J_1IIIIIII 

ii 

III11 

_J_1II 
I 

Figure 6.3: Decomposition of a, two-dimensional object with the nodes connecting 

blocks area iiiarked 

For each block the number of mesh elements is calculated based on the number 

of nodes in the grid nlesh. The mesh is created using hexahedral elements. The 

number of mesh elements in a block is calculated by multiplying the number of 

divisions in each direction x, y and z in the block. Assuming that a block contains 

N mesh nodes in each of the direction the number of divisions equals N-1. In 

this case the number of mesh hexahedral elements in this block that can be created 

is (N - 1) (N - 1) (N - 1). The elements of the mesh are not created at this 

point as they are not required to create the graph and perform the partitioning. 

Nevertheless, the exact number of nodes of the mesh between adjacent blocks and 

the number of mesh elements within each of the blocks is known and it enables the 

graph creation and partitioning. 

6.3 GA and graph partitioning 

The decomposed orthogonal model is further represented by a graph. The graph is 

created in such a way that nodes of the graph represent blocks and the graph e(lhes 
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represent connections between blocks. The term '-node" has been used earlier to 

refer to the nodes of the mesh. To avoid misunderstanding the nodes of the graph 

arg, called further :: g-nodes". Similarly toi the nodes, the "e(1ges caii refer 1) 0tfi to 

the geometry of the model as well as to the graph. A term "g-edge" is used further 

When referring to the graph. 

Once the mesh is created the number of mesh elements in each block of the 

decomposed model as well as a number of nodes connecting adjacent blocks are 

known. Therefore, the graph created for the decomposed model is in fact a geomet- 

ric weighted graph representing the decomposed model and the mesh. The weights 

of the g-nodes are equal to the number of iiiesh elements in the (block and the weights 

of the g-edges correspond to the number of mesh nodes that are common between 

the connected blocks. The geometry of the graph is defined by coordinates of the 

g-nodes located in the centre of the blocks represented to the g-nodes. As a result 

of the fact, that the blocks have the form of parallelepipeds there is an easy rule 

which enables the calculation of the centre of gravity of such objects. 

The calculations require two vertices belonging to the block to be selected. The first 

vertex is taken to be the one with the smallest values of coordinates within the block 

Ym, zn, z,,,, zn) and the second vertex is chosen to he the one with the largest 

values of the coordinates within the block (x, 
ax, y. m, a, x. Zm, ax). 

These two vertices 

arc located on the opposite eiids of the diagonal of the block. Once the vertic e als 

described above are selected then the centre of gravity is calculated from: 

node =X 
min 

+ Xmax 
ý6.1) 

2 

Ymin + Ymax 

nodes = 
(6.2) 

Znnin 
+ zmnx 

node _ (6.3) 
2 

where flo(/«., -. uode, nodez represent the centre of gravity. 
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Figure 6.4 shows the graph created for six decomposed forms of the model in Figure 

5.5(a) 

(a) xvz-decomposition (h) xzv-decornijpositiori (c) vY%-decoii1po ition 

(d) yzx-decomposition (e) zxy-decomposition (f) zyx-decomposition 

Figure 6.4: Graphs representing the six decomposed forms of the model shown in 

Figure 5.5(a) 

To achieve the best results for graph partitioning it was proposed to use genetic 

algorithms ([35,36,38,37,39,53,54]) which is an optimisation method based on the 

concept of natural selection and genetics as described in Section 4.1 on page 75. The 

GA has been applied to the graph partitioning problem by several other researchers 

[55,56,57,58,59,60,61.62,63.64,15,65,66,67,68] whose work will be referred to 

iri due course. The GA is all optimisation method based on the concept of natural 

selection and genetics as described in Section 4.1 on page 75. 
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6.3.1 Fitness function 

The partitioning has to satisfy the two conditions already described in Section 6.1. 

The exact meaning of these conditions in this particular case «will be reviewed in 

this section. 

According to the first condition the number of mesh elements in each sub-stet must 

be equal. The elements that are taken into account define the weights of the g-nodes. 

This means that the sum of the weights of the g-nodes must be the same in each 

sub-graph. 

The second condition states that the communication between sub-sets must be 

minimised. The communication is represented by g-edges that connect g-nodes. 

The sums of weights of these g-edges which join different sub-graplis iriust be as 

small as possible. 

These conditions must be included in the objective function that is to be optimised 

by the GA. Below equations are presented which enable calculations of the fitness 

function for the bi-partitioning problem. 

First, the difference I etweeri the number of mesh elements irr t11(' sub-graphs is 

minimised: 

F_ ((elem_set(-i)) - (elern_set(j))) ---> min. (6., 4) 
i=1, j=1, ij 

where N is the total number of sub-graphs.. Clem-set(i) is the rilziriher of muesli 

elements in the i- th sub-graph and elem_set(j) is the number of mesh elements in 

the j- th, sub-graph. 

Second, the number of common mesh nodes condition should be minimised: 

N 

F**=E nb-common _nodes 
(ij) - limn. (6.5) 

i=1, j=1, ioj 

wlieic A' is the total number of sub-graphs and uuzb_cont»nonn_nodes(i j) is the number 

of mesh nodes between the i- tu and j- th sub-graphs. 
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Because the GA is an algorithm searching for a maximum value, the function must 

be modified. In this study the following two alternative functions were used for the 

analysis 

Fl =C- (aF*+i3F**) Amax. 

F2=C/(a F*+3F**+1) - max, 

where C is a constant value while cx and ,3 are weight parameters. 

6.4 Bi-partitioning 

(6.6) 

(6.7) 

Two different methods for bi-partitioning were applied - the "plane" and ``hit" meth- 

ods, which are described in this section. 

The fitness functions described in general in the previous section were implemented 

in both methods. It is very important to find such values of the oz and 0 coefficients 

that allows the best result of the fitness function to be obtained, which defines the 

optimisation problem. One of the methods to identify the coefficient is through a set 

of experiments in order to select the optimal values. However, due to a large number 

of tests that would have to be performed another approach has been adapted, which 

will be verified based on the final results obtained. 

Each of the sub-graphs obtained through the bi-partitioning is aimed to have a half 

of the g-nodes weights of the whole graph and minimal value of the g-edge weights 

that connects the two sub-graphs. Since there is no clear reason to make one of the 

objectives more important that the other the same coefficient value was applied to 

each of them. Moreover the C constant value has been defined as (Nt + Et), which 

guarantees the fitness function always remains positive. 

Finally, the functions applied to the bi-partitioning are 

Fl = (A -t Er) 
Et 

21+JEB 
Et 
,ý . B-1N (f3. ß) 
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F2 = 
(A7t + Et) 

Et Et 
(EA- 

2 
+IEB 

2 
+] AB+NBA+l) 

where 

Et is the iiiiinber of mesh clement s in the whole model 

Ei, i=A, B is the number of m esfi eleinerits in the i- th sub-graph 

Nt is the number of mesh nodes in the whole model 

(6.9) 

is the rilzrnber of tiicsli nodes belonging to sub-graph A and connecting both 

sub-graphs A and B 

NBA is the number of mesh nodes belonging to sub-graph B and connecting 

both sub-graphs A and B 

NAB = NBA. 

A similar approach to build the fitness function is presented in [69,65,57] and 

[67]. An assumption has been made in all these references that the weights in the 

fitness function are equal "1" 

6.4.1 The "plane" partitioning method 

The "plane" method enables division of the graph into two sub-graphs using a plane. 

A position of the plane determines the graph bisection into A sub-graph and B sub- 

graph. Algebraically the equation of a plane P(x, y, ý) in 3D space takes the form: 

P(i, y, z) =nx (x-px)+ny (y-py)+nz (Z - pz) (6.10) 

where n= (n: 
r .ny, 11 z) is a normal vector to the plane and p= (p, py. pz) is a 

point on the plane. 

G-nodes located on one side of the plane belong to sub-graph A and g -nodes located 

on the other side of the plane belong to sub-graph B [67 
. 

The following rules are 
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used to decide which particular g-node of the graph belongs to which sub-graph: 

A= {y - nodes : P(node,;, nodes, node, ) < 0}; (6.11) 

B= {g - nodes : P(nodex, nodes, node, ) > 0}. (6.12) 

The values mode,, node,, and node, define a centre of gravity of a block which is 

I( 1)1(ßs( I1te(l by the g-zio(le. 

\ 

\ 

(x, y, z) 

(n�, n�n 

lane 

min' 
min) \ 

max' 
}max 

bounding box 

Figure 6.5: Graph bi-partitioning made by a plane (2D example) 

Equation 6.10 contains six coefficients which define the plane. Three of them 

describe coordinates of a point (p) lying on the plane and three define a normal 

vector (n) of the plane. All six coefficients are controlled and optimised by the 

GA. Each of the variables is described in the GA by three values; two of them are 

the minimal and maximal value the variables can take, and the third one determines 

in how many bits the variable should be coded. Table 6.4.1 shows the coded variables 

used by the ``plane" method. Each variable from the table is described by 4 bits. 

The bit coding was described in detail in Section 4.1 on page 75. Considering the 

"plane" method of partitioning, the size of chromosomes does not depend on the 

size of the graph. The only element that determines the size of the chromosome 

is the number of genes (bits) in which the variables are coded as shown in Table 
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6.4.1. The 4 bit coding enables each of the 6 parameters defining the plane to be 

x y z nX ny nZ 

nb_bits 4 4 4 4 4 4 

min-value ini,, ymin zmin -1 -1 -1 

max-value Xmax Yr. ax 
Zmax 1 1 1 

Table 6.1: Coded variables used by the "plane" method 

assigned one of 24 = 16 different values. It means that 166 = 16777216 planes can be 

described. Although the number does not define unique planes there are 163 = 4096 

unique points defined on the plane with 4 bit coding. The discrimination of the 

graph domain is fine enough compared to the size of the graphs. 

6.4.2 Sub-Domain Generation Method (SGM) 

The application of a plane to the partitioning problem was inspired by the Sub- 

Domain Generation Method (SGM) which is a mesh partitioning model developed by 

Topping, Sziveri and Khan [4] for two-dimensional convex and non-convex objects. 

The method uses the GA to search for a dividing vector to split the mesh domain 

into two subsets. The vector is described by three parameters: two coordinates of 

a point belonging to the vector and an angle. 

The SGM operates on a coarse background nlesh. Information about the nodal 

parameters that control the mesh density enables the prediction of the number 

of final mesh elements. The initial coarse mesh is re-meshed after division into 

sub-doinains in such a waxy that the interconnecting boundaries are compatible. 

The SGM method and the "plane" method apply the same mechanism to parti- 

tioning. Moreover, both tunet hods use the same algebraic variables to be optimised. 

The main difference is that the SGM1 operates on 2-dimensional coarse iu 'shvs and 

the --plane" method operates on 3-dimensional graphs. However. both metllO(IS re- 

quire the number of elements in the final mesh to be known in advý e to obtain 
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Figure 6.6: Vector generated to bisect the FE domain [4] 

the best, result. As (described in Section 6.4.1 in the case of the "1>1auie" method 

the number of mesh elements is known before the partitioning is executed. On the 

contrary, in the case of the SGM'I the final mesh is created after partitioning and 

only the predicted number of mesh elements is known. 

In this work the mesh permanently corresponds with blocks and the blocks. as 

geometrical objects, are split into groups. During partitioning the blocks are not 

cut any more and this introduces some limitation on the partitioning process. 

The SGM works on a mesh, which describes the geometry. The number of mesh 

elements even when it is a coarse mesh, is larger than the number of blocks obtained 

after decomposition in the work presented. As a consequence there are more ways 

to split the mesh domain into sub-domains than there are to split the graph into 

sub-graphs. Simply on the same area there are more mesh edges than graph edges 

which mark out the cut boundary. 

On the other hand, the restrictions on graph partitioning are consequences of the as- 

sumptions that were made for the whole process. The assumption was that the whole 

decomposition is carried out before the partitioning, and splitting into smaller blocks 

is not allowed during partitioning. The blocks are likely to represent some physi- 

cal object that was extracted from a boundary represeiitaltioil of a whole Strllc'tllI( 

during the decomposition process. 
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6.4.3 The "bit" partitioning method 

The second method applied to the bi-partitioning problem is the "bit" method. 

In this method each g-node is represented in a chromosome by one only bit. The 

position of the hit iri the ehroinosoine is associated with a g-node 1nnh1Tbers that time 

bit represents. Each bit representing a g-node can only be one of two values "0" or 

13579 11 13 15 17 19 

I 
2468 10 12 14 16 18 

Figure 6.7: Graph and corresponding chromosome representation 

"1" as a result of the character of the bit representation. Nevertheless the single bit 

coding is enough to perform the bi-Partitioning. Consequently, g-nodes described 

by a bit with value "0" belong to one sub-graph - sub-graph A, and those with value 

"1" belong to second sub-graph - sub-graph B. 

An important aspect of the "bit" method is the selection of an initial population. 

In the initial chromosome the number of "0" bits should be equal to the number of 

"1" bits +1 in the case where the length of the chromosome is odd. 

This method enables the user to control the location of some nodes in a specific 

sui)-graph aiid inhibits their changes. In general the user has a greater influence oil 

the partitioning pattern. 
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6.5 Bi-partitioning - results 

The two partitioning methods, described in Section 6.4.1 and Section 6.4.3, are used 

for the bi-partitioiiizig problem which divides graphs into twos sub-graphs. The H llie 

fitness functions defined in Equations 6.6 and 6.7 on page 163 have been applied to 

both methods to enable comparison of the results obtained. 

In the case of the "plane" method the number of GA variables is constant and do 

not depend on the size of the graph. Conversely, the size of the graph defines the 

iiliixiher of variables in the "lit" rzictllo(l and colise(iuezltly the size of the 

some. This means that in most cases the "bit" method operates on larger chromo- 

somes than the "plane" method and consequently requires a larger population of 

chromosomes. 

The work done on graph partitioning shows different values selected for the popu- 

lation size. There are different values and methods to calculate the population size: 

Bui et. al. [66] sets up the size to 50, von Laszewski [56] determined 64 as the 

size of the population for graphs up to 64 nodes and H ohn and Reeves [60] set the 

population size to 50 and 100 for 5000 runs. Talbi [68] indicates that for a given 

number of generation, the quality improves with an increase of the population size. 

With too small population a premature convergence may occur and the optimal 

solution will not be ever reached. 

Typically, a range of population sizes is tried before finally setting a size. Gotshall 

and Rylander [70] made an attempt to determine the optimum population size for 

a GA as a function of the instance size that causes the quickest convergence. The 

research does not define how to calculate the population size for a problem, but 

shows how to determine the optimum value from many trials. Although accuracy 

increases with population size, there is a tradeoff with how many generations the 

population needs to converge. The authors show that the number of generations to 

convergence grows as a third order polynomial with respect to the population size. 

Considering that size of the graphs analysed in this work varies from 10 to 140 
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with wide range of different weights assigned to the nodes and edges it has been 

decided to associate the populations size with the size of the graph. In the current 

experiment the size of population is setup twice as big as a size of the chromosome 

used to code variables describing a problem for 5000 generations. 

distribution of fitness values as a function of crossover ratio for various mutation ratio 
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Figure 6.8: Influence of the crossover ratio on the fitness function (Fl) value for 

various mutation ratios using bipartitioning method 

The experiments showed that the `-bite method is very sensitive to the value of the 

crossover rate and mutation rate. This is well understandable taking into account 

the character of the coding of the variables. A single bit might significantly change 

the results obtained from the GA. The --plane" method is huch more resistant to 

different values of these parameters. Results of the experiments defined to select the 

best crossover and mutation ratios for the "bit" method are presented in Figures 6.8 

and 6.9. The Figures represent an influence of various crossover and mutation ratios 

on the average fitness function value calculated for analysed examples. Finally, the 

crOsso vci* rate du(l tlu liilitatioii rate were adjusted to 0.8 and 0.02 respectively. 

Many researchers modify the crossover technique used in the GA. Bui and Moon 
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distribution of fitness values as a function of mutation ratio for various crossover ratios 
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Figure 6.9: Influence of the mutation ratio on the fitness function (Fl) value for 

various crossover rations using bipartitioning method 

[66] suggest the introduction of two and more point crossover with various results. 

The notified advantage of such approach is introduction of higher disruptivity which 

makes it particularly difficult for GAs to converge to a local optima. The disruptiv- 

ity is observed to be beneficial in the later stages of the search when the population 

is more homogeneous. However, the authors point out that the multi-point crossover 

should require empirical studies to identify situation when this approach is benefi- 

cial. 

Similarly, Maini et. al. [65] introduced multipoint crossover. They went even fur- 

ther proposing new crossover operators a knowledge based nonuniform crossover 

operator KNUX and its dynamic version DKNUX. The KNUX operator takes into 

account information about the fitness of various individuals. 

In order to influence selection of the parents, Allenson [63] and Rejeb et. al. [59] 

propose to add one bit to each chromosome, which defines the gender of the chromo- 

some. Only chromosomes with opposite genders can produce offspring. Although 

  

--- - --- ----- -- 

interpolation 
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promising results have been obtained further research is recommended before final 

conclusions can be drawn. Also Von Laszewski [56] modified the crossover operator 

and copies the whole partition from one solution to another. 

Nevertheless, many researchers [68] use a classic single point crossover operator 

for the graph partitioning problem as it is applied in this work. The reason for such 

a choice is that it is expected that application of the more advanced crossover oper- 

ator to the weighted graph partitioning should require additional study to identify 

benefits. It is not an aim of this research to modify the Genetic Algorithm but to 

present and compare its different applications two the graph partitioning problem. 

Later in this section the results of the bi-partitioning of six models are presented. 

Each of the models has six decomposed forms (as defined in Chapter 5) as that in 

total 36 graphs have been partitioned. 

First, the analysis concentrates on two parameters; a number of mesh elements in 

sub-graphs and a number of mesh nodes connecting the sub-graphs. The general 

results obtained by the 45 runs of the algorithm for each case examined consist 

of maximum, minimum, average, and standard deviation values as defined in Sec- 

tion 4.2.7 on page 96. Secondly, the computation time is compared. The results 

obtained are presented and discussed further. 
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Example 1 
Figure 6.10 shows the first model examined. 

The model has a foriri of two coiiiiected pyra- 

mids. Each of the pyramids contains 230 

mesh elements and only 3 mesh nodes con- 

nect the pyramids. Bi-partitioning of the 

model performed along the three nodes con- 

I1N fing the two I)yrarrii(l" i's the hest sollitiori 

which can be easily identified by a. human eye. 

However, the algorithms have to deal with 

graphs, which represent decomposed forms of 

ý1 

Figure 6.10: Example 1 

the model. As described in Section 6.3 on page 159 the weights of the graphs refer 

toi riuinber's of rn(Sh clczilerits aU1(1 numbers of inesli nodes. 

The decomposed models are composed from 82,50,82,50,10 and 10 blocks. 

The number of blocks defines the number of g-nodes in the graphs representing 

the decomposed models. The total number of mesh element equals 460 for each 

decomposed model. However, the number of mesh nodes varies as a result of a 

(1ift(reIIt IlllmI)cr of duplicated 11O(1es which (OI1lle(t adjacent blocks. 

The following Figures 6.11-6.14 show the results of the bi-partitioning obtained for 

the six decomposed forms of the Example 1 while using two partitioning methods and 

two fitness functions defined. As presented in the figures a maximum, a minimum, 

an average, and a standard deviation values were calculated using 45 runs of the 

algorithm for each case. 

The best, extremely consistent results where the standard deviation equals 0 were 

obtained for the "plane" method with the function Fl (6.8). The algorithms found 

the optimal partitioning, described above, for each of the decomposed forms. Each 

of the sub-graphs contains 230 mesh elements. which is exactly half of the total 

number of mesh elements. The number of connecting nodes is 3. This is the min- 
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imal connection that can be found while dividing the graphs into two sub-graphs. 

Application of the "bit" method with the function Fl gives a larger distribution 

of the results, however 110 significantly poor results were noticed since all the fit- 

ness function values are above 80%. This example shows that both methods can be 

successfully applied to the graph bi-partitioning problem. 

The function F2 (6.9) also performs better with the "plane" method. Although 

the values of the fitness function are generally much lower, which is expected due 

to the character of the fitness function, the number of mesh elements is the same in 

each sub-graph and number of connections equals 3 when the maximum fitness is 

obtained for each of the decomposed models. 

examplel-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F1 

1.000 1.000 

0.900 0 900 

0.800 i 0800 

0.700 0 700 

0.600 - 0 600 

0.500 0.500 

0.400 0.400 

0.300 0.300 

0.200 0.200 

0.100 - 0.100 

0.000 0.000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy Zyx 

 min 0.794 0.856 0.813 0.863 0.866 0.866 

 max 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.992 0.992 

mean 0.862 0.959 0.899 0.948 0.967 0.967 

- stdev 0.081 0.059 0.077 0.068 0.057 0.057 

Figure 6.11: Example 1; Bi-partitioning results when using the bit method and the 

fitness function Fl (6.8) 
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example l-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F2 

0.1600 
0.1 600 

0.1400 --- --- 1400 

0.1200 - 0.1200 

0.1000 --- 0.1000 

0.0800 
0.0800 

0.0600 
0.0600 

0.0400 
0.0400 

0.0200 
--- ---- 0 0200 . 

0.0000 
0.0000 xYz xzY YXZ Yzx zxy z 

 min 0.0025 0.0032 0.0027 0.0032 0.0093 0.0093 
Amax 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 0.1429 

mean 0.0311 0.0654 0.0329 0.0871 0.1162 0.1162 
- 

stdev 0.0625 0.0712 0.0616 0.0763 0.0597 0.0597 

Figure 6.12: Example 1; Bi-partitioning results when using the bit method and the 

fitness function F2 (6.9) 

examplel-bipartitioning-planemethod-F1 

1.000 

0.900 

0.800 

0.700 

0.600 

0.500 

0.400 

0.300 

0.200 

0.100 

0.000 

 min 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.992 0.992 

  max 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.992 0.992 

mean 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.997 0.992 0.992 

stdev 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 

1.000 

0.900 

0.800 

0.700 

0.600 

0.500 

0.400 

0.300 

0.200 

0.100 

0.000 

Figure 6.13: Example 1; Bi-partitioning results when using the plane method and 

the fitness function Fl (6.8) 
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examplel -bipartit ioning-planemet hod-F2 

0.1800 

0.1600 

0.1400 

0.1200 

0.1000 

0.0800 

0.0600 

0.0400 - 

0.0200 

0 0000 . xyz xzy - yxz yzx 
 min 0.1426 0.1426 0.1426 0.1426 

®max 0.1667 0.1667 0.1667 0.1667 

mean 0.1507 0.1507 0.1507 0.1507 

-stdev 0.0138 0.0138 0.0138 0.0138 

0.1800 

0.1600 

0.1400 

0.1200 

0.1000 

0.0800 

0.0600 

0.0400 

0.0200 

J 0.0000 
zxy zyx 

0.1421 0.1421 

0.1667 0.1667 

0.1506 0.1506 

0.0140 0.0140 1 

Figure 6.14: Example 1; Bi-partitioning results when using the plane method and 

the fitness function F2 (6.9) 

Example 2 

The model shown in Figure 6.15 is syminet- 

rical according to three planes defining the 

coordinate system. As a result of the sym- 

inetry of each the six decomposed models is 

composed from the same number of blocks 

which equals 26. Consequently, it is expected 

that each graph representing the decomposed 

models should be partitioned into exactly the 

same sub-graphs using one of the partitioning 

methods although different methods can give 

different results. 

Figure 6.15: Example 2 
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example2-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F1 

1.000 
- - 1.000 

0.900 - 0.900 

0.800 
-- - -- j 0.800 

0.700 0.700 

0.600 - -- - 0.600 

0.500 
-- ý 0.500 

0.400 
--- 0.400 

0.300 -- ---- - 0.300 

0.200 0.200 

0.100 
- 0.100 

0.000 - 0.000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx I 

[ min 0.862 0.867 0.863 0.904 0.862 0.886 
Omax 0.947 0.947 0.917 0.936 0.917 0.936 

mean 0.908 0.918 0.900 0.916 0.891 0.911 
- stdev 0.031 0.033 0.021 0.013 0.027 0.018 

Figure 6.16: Example 2; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F1 (6.8) 

0.0180 0.0180 

0.0160 
---- 0.0160 

0140 0 
. 0.0140 

0.0120 - 0.0120 

0.0100 0.0100 

0.0080 0.0080 

0.0060 0.0060 

0.0040 0.0040 

0020 0 0.0020 . 

0000 0 . 0.0000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

 min 0.0064 0.0066 0.0065 0.0092 0.0064 0.0078 

 max 0.0164 0.0164 0.0105 0.0137 0.0105 0.0137 

mean 0.0105 0.0120 0.0091 0.0106 0.0084 0.0102 

- stdev 0.0037 0.0043 0.0016 0.0018 0.0019 0.0022 

Figure 6.17: Example 2; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F2 (6.9) 
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example2-bipartitioning-planemethod-F1 

1.000 1.000 

0.900 
- ------ 0.900 

0.800 0.800 

0.700 0.700 

0.600 - - --- 0.600 

0.500 0.500 

0.400 0.400 

0.300 - 0.300 

0.200 0.200 

0.100 - - - -- - 0.100 

0.000 -- - 0.000 xyz xzy yxz yzx I zxy zyx 
 min 

max 

0.947 

0.947 

0.936 

0.947 

0.917 

0.947 

0.892 
---0.947 

0.899 

0.917 

0.886 

0.918 

mean 0.947 0.941 0.932 0.919 0.908 0.902 
-stdev 0.000 0.008 0.021 0.039 0.013 0.023 

Figure 6.18: E xample 2; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness funct ion Fl (6.8) 

example2-bipartitioning-planemethod-F2 

0.0120 -- 0.0120 

0100 0 
. 0.0100 

0 0080 0 0080 . . 

0.0060 0.0060 

0.0040 0.0040 

0.0020 0.0020 

0 0000 0.0000 . xyz XZy yXZ 
- 
YZX Zxy zyx 

 min 
 max 

0.0087 0.0099 0.0099 0.0087 0.0099 0.0099 

0.0088 0.0100 0.0100 0.0099 1 0.0100 0.0100 

mean 0.0087 0.0099 0.0099 0.0091 0.0099 0.0099 

stdev 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0007 0.0001 0.0001 

Figure 6.19: Example 2; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F2 (6.9) 
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Figures 6.16-6.19 show the results of bi-partitioning for the Example 2. All the 

methods and functions applied gave similar results. 

The results of the bi-partitioning with the maximum fitness value are analysed 

further as presented in Table 6.2. Hence, "elem ratio" is a ratio between the number 

of mesh elements in the sub-graphs obtained, which is equal to 1 if number of mesh 

elements is equal in both sub-graphs. "Connection'' is a number of nodes common 
for both sub-graphs presented as well as a percentage of total nodes connecting 
decomposed blocks. 

The second parameter in the table; "connection" represents the number of mesh 

nodes connecting the both sub-graphs presented as well as a percentage (in the 

brackets) of total mesh nodes connecting decomposed blocks. 

"plane" meth. 

F1 

"plane" meth. 

F2 

"bit" meth. 

F1 

"bit" meth. 

F2 

xyz elem ratio 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.97 

form connection 56(16.14%) 56(16.14%) 25(7.20%) 25(7.20%) 

xzy elem ratio 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.96 

form connection 49(14.12%) 49(14.12%) 25(7.20%) 28(8.07%) 

yxz elem ratio 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.99 

form connection 49(14.12%) 49(14.12%) 25(7.20%) 45(12.97%) 

yzx elem ratio 0.99 0.99 0.97 0.99 

form connection 49(14.12%) 56(16.14%) 25(7.20%) 60(17.29%) 

zxy elem ratio 0.99 0.99 0.99 0.99 

form connection 49(14.12%) 49(14.12%) 45(12.97(7c) 56(16.14%) 

zyx elem ratio 0.99 0.99 1.00 0.9 cl, 

form connection 49(14.12%) 49(14.12%) 46(13.26%) 60(17.29%) 

Table 6.2: The bi-partitioning results of the model presented in Figure 6.17 

It can be seen in the table that it is very difficult to obtain an optimal result for 

the partitioning, which means the ,, dine number of mesh elements in each sub-graph 
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and a minimal number of connecting nodes. In the cases, where the number of 

connections between sub-graphs is the smallest the number of mesh elements is not 

((11a1 ill the, sub-graphs. In t11( contrary eases, whcrc the llurnhvr of i11('"11 ('lcllieiits 

in the sub-graphs are equal, the number of connections increases. However. the 

ratio describing the number of mesh elements in the sub-graphs does not allange 

significantly while the number of connections might even double. It can also be 

observed that the "bit" method in most of the cases gives a smaller nuinber of 

connecting nodes thiaii tIlc --plalic" method. At the sairie time the "I)lall(' 

always divides the graphs almost equally. 

Nevertheless, the differences between the results are not significant and all of them 

are considered to be satisfactory. 

Example 3 

The model shown in Figure 6.20 is the largest 

model for which the partitioning was under- 

taken. The number of g -nodes equals 60. 

98,60,96,142 and 140 respectively for the 

Xyz, xzy, Jxz, yzx zx y acid zyx decomposed 

forms. Each of the decomposed forms is corn- 

posed of 2322 mesh elements with various 

numbers of mesh nodes up to 4688 for the 

largest graph. 

7, p 

Figure 6.20: Example 3 

Figures 6.21-6.24 show the results obtained for all the decomposed forms of the 

model. It can be noticed that the "bit" method's results are more distributed and 

the "plane" method results. However, the differences are not significant. Further 

details of the results selected for the maximum fitness value are presented in Table 

6.3. 
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exam ple3-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F1 

1.000 
1.000 

0.900 
0.900 

0.800 
0.800 

0.700 
0.700 

0.600 - -- _. _- - { 0.600 

0.500 ---- - - -- -- j 0.500 

0.400 
0.400 

0.300 --- - 0.300 

0.200 --- --- - 0.200 

0.100 --- - - 0.100 

0.000 - 

 min 

®max 

xyz 

0.915 

0.972 

xzy 

0.859 

0.926 

yxz yzx 
0.915 0.855 

0.974 0.944 

zxy 
0.000 

zyx 
0.793 0.830 

0.943 0.938 
mean 0.941 0.901 0.941 0.910 0.889 0.883 

jstdev 1 0.026 0.027 0.024 0.037 0.057 0.051 

Figure 6.21: Example 3; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function Fl (6.8) 

exam ple3-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F2 

0.0120 --- -------- - --- - -- -- ------ --- -- 0.0120 

0.0100 0.0100 

0.0080 0.0080 

0.0060 0.0060 

0.0040 4 

0.0020 0.0020 

0 0000 - - ft lhý -, . 0.0000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

 min 0.0031 0.0014 0.0032 0.0014 0.0007 0.0009 
®max 0.0094 0.0026 0.0103 0.0036 0.0025 0.0025 

mean 0.0053 0.0021 0.0056 0.0026 0.0015 0.0016 
I- stdev 0.0027 0.0005 0.0029 

- 
0.0010 0.0007 0.0008 

Figure 6.22: Example 3; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F2 (6.9) 
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example3-bipartitioning-planemethod-F1 

1.000 
1.000 

0.900 
- 0.900 

0.800 
_- -- - { 0.800 

0.700 -- - - - 0.700 

0.600 --- 0.600 

0.500 -- 0.500 

0.400 
- 0.400 

0.300 --- -- --- - 0.300 

0.200 
-_ -- {. 0.200 

0.100 -- 0.100 

0.000 
0.000 

- 
xyz- Xzy yxz yzx zXY xy zyx 

0 94 min . 3 0.957 0.909 0.955 0.955 0.927 
Omax 0.955 0.959 0.964 0.958 0.971 0.984 

mean 0.949 0.958 0.937 0.957 0.963 0.955 
--- -stdev 0.009 0.002 

__0.039 
0.002 0.011 0.040 

Figure 6.23: Example 3; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F1 (6.8) 

0.0140 0.0140 

0.0120 - 0.0120 

0.0100 -- --- 0.0100 

0.0080 -- - 0.0080 

0.0060 -- - 0.0060 

0.0040 - 0.0040 

0.0020 0.0020 

0 0000 . 0.0000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

r min 0.0126 0.0126 0.0090 0.0039 0.0074 0.0032 
 max i 0.0128 0.0128 0.0091 0.0039 0.0075 0.0095 

mean 0.0127 0.0127 0.0090 0.0039 0.0074 0.0053 

- stdev 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0000 0.0000 0.0037 

Figure 6.24: Example 3; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F2 (6.9) 
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"plane" meth. 

Fl 

"plane" meth. 

F2 

"bit" meth. 

Fl 

"bit" meth. 

F2 

xyz elem ratio 0.98 0.98 1.00 0.99 

form connection 28(1.92%) 28(1.92%) 107(7.33%) 78(5.357c) 

xzy elem ratio 0.98 0.98 0.98 1.00 

form connection 28(0.97`/) 28(0.97%) 93(3.22%) 111(3.8-1%) 

yxz elem ratio 0.98 0.98 0.99 1.00 

form connection 44(3.37%) 44(3.37%) 62(4.75%) 164(12.5 7 , IX) 

yzx elem ratio 1.00 1.00 0.99 0.99 

form connection 127(4.89%) 127(4.89%) 108(4.16%) 100(3.85 (Yo ) 

zxy elem ratio 0.98 0.98 0.99 0.99 

form connection 56(1.19%) 56(1.19%) 152(3.24%) 99(2.11%) 

zyx elem ratio 0.99 1.00 0.99 1.00 

form connection 45(1.11%) 155(3.83%) 45(1.11%) 231(5.71%) 

Table 6.3: The bi-partitioning results of the model presented in Figure 6.20 

Examination of the results does not make it possible to identify any of the methods 

to be more effective than any other. In majority of cases the "plane method" gives 

significantly smaller number of connecting nodes between the sub-models than the 

number of nodes obtained using the "bit" methods. At the same time the -'bite 

method giv('s better results in t('rrii of the element ratio. The general tendclic v 

of the methods changes when comparing the previous example where the '`bit" 

method give better results in the sense of the number of connecting nodes between 

the sub-graphs. It is expected that the geometry of the graphs strongly influences 

the behaviour of the GA and consequently the final results are not consistent. 
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Example 4 

The model shown in Figure 6.25 is built from 

three cleirieIlts which are not coliriceted with 

each other even prior to further decomposi- 

tion. Consequently, graphs representing the 

decomposed forms of the model are created by 

three disconnected graphs. Since the graphs 

wcrc already separated the iriiiiiiiial (O11 leC- 

tion between two sub-graphs, which could be 

obtained after the partitioning equals zero Figure 6.25: Example 4 

However, if the connection is zero the number of mesh elements in the sub-graphs 

differs. 

Figures 6.26-6.29 do not show significant difference between results obtained for 

the function F1. Again, more variation can be observed when the function F2 has 

been used. 

Further analysis of the results obtained with maximum fitness value show that 

the solution described above is found by different methods for different decomposed 

forms in most of the cases. When the number of connecting nodes equals zero the 

elements ratio equals 0.68. Only in two cases, the "bit" method splits the graphs 

into two sub-graphs with the same number of mesh elements. Consequently, the 

number of connecting nodes is larger than before and in fact equals 25 mesh nodes 

which is more than 7% of all the nodes in the model. 

c 
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exam ple4-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F1 

1.000 --- ] 1.000 
0.900 

- ý 0.900 

0.800 - 0.800 

0.700 
- - 0.700 

0.600 0.600 

0.500 - 0.500 

0.400 0.400 

0.300 
- 0.300 

0.200 0.200 

0.100 0.100 

0.000 --- - 0.000 
xYZ 

-- 
Xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

 min 0.808 0.830 0.808 0.844 0.881 0.877 
El max 0.932 0.946 0.932 0.928 0.943 0.943 

mean 0.908 0.872 0.908 0.906 0.898 0.893 
-stdev 0.056 0.046 0056 0.036 0.025 0.028 J 

Figure 6.26: Example 4; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function Fl (6.8) 

example4-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F2 

0.0400 - -- - 0.0400 

0 0350 
. 0.0350 

0 0300 . - 0.0300 

0250 0 . 0.0250 

0200 0 0200 0 . . 

0.0150 0.0150 

0.0100 

i 

0.0100 

0.0050 

J 1 L t 

-L 

I 

0.0050 

0000 0 0.0000 . 

 min 
 max 

mean 

0.0133 0.0120 0.0133 0.0175 0.0182 0.0175 

0.0370 0.0370 0.0370 0.0370 0.0370 0.0370 

0.0323 0.0188 0.0323 0.0311 0.0227 0.0218 

- stdev 0.0106 0.0104 0.0106 0.0087 0.0081 0.0085 

Figure 6.27: Example 4; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F2 (6.9) 
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exam ple4-bipartitioning-planemethod-F1 

1.000 
-- _-- - --- _ -- ý1 . 000 

0.900 
0.900 

0.800 
-- _ { 0.800 

0.700 
- 0.700 

0.600 
--- _- 0.600 

0.500 
-- 0.500 

0.400 
-- - - 0.400 

0.300 
-- 0.300 

0.200 - 
- -- 0.200 

0.100 
- - 0.100 

0.000 - xyz xzy yxz 
yzx 

0.000 
zxy zyx 

0.932 0.884 0.932 0.928 0.890 0.943 
i 

2 

2 

v 0.000 0.044 0.000 0.000 0.037 0.000 

Figure 6.28: Example 4; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F1 (6.8) 

example4-bipartitioning-planemethod-F2 

0.0400 0.0400 

0.0350 0.0350 

0.0300 0.0300 

0.0250 0.0250 

0.0200 - 0 0200 . 

0.0150 0.0150 

0.0100 -- 0.0100 

0.0050 0.0050 

0 0000 . 0.0000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

 miý 0.0367 0.0367 0.0367 0.0366 0.0367 0.0367 

 max 0.0385 0.0385 0.0385 0.0385 0.0385 0.0385 

mean 0.0374 0.0374 0.0374 0.0374 0.0374 0.0374 

-stdev 0.0010 0.0009 0.0010 0.0010 0.0009 0.0009 

Figure 6.29: Example 4; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F2 (6.9) 
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Example 5 
Figure 6.30 shows a model composed of two 

(1iscoiituccte(l object"'. Corise(Iuer1tly, graphs 

created for each of the decomposed forms of 

this model, are already composed of two dis- 

connected parts. The algorithm is expected 

to recognise this situation, which means the 

created hrai)lis originally should remain as re- 

suits of the bi-partitioning. 

t 

Figures 6.31-6.34 show the results obtained. Figure 6.30: Example 5 

As expected, each partitioning method recognised the two separated graphs for each 

of the decomposed model. Therefore the number of connecting mesh nodes is zero 

and the ratio between the numbers of mesh elernetits in the sub-graphs equals 0.96 

for a maximum fitness value. 

example5-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F1 

1.000 

0.900 

0.800 

0.700 

0.600 

0.500 

0.400 

0.300 

0.200 

0.100 

0.000 

 min 

O max 

mean 

- stdev 

I- 

xyz xzy yxz nx zxy zyx 

0.987 0.738 0.987 0.987 0.725 0.988 

0.987 0.989 0.987 0.987 0.988 0.988 

0.987 0.890 0.987 0.987 0.839 0.988 

0.000 0.136 0.000 0.000 0.137 0.000 

1.000 

0.900 

0.800 

0.700 

0.600 

0.500 

0.400 

0.300 

0.200 

0.100 

0.000 

Figure 6.31: Example 5; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function Fl (6.8) 
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example5-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F2 

0.1200 0.1200 

0.1000 0.1000 

0.0800 - -- - -- 0.0800 

0.0600 - - 0.0600 

0.0400 0 0400 

0.0200 -- -- -- 0.0200 

0 0000 . xyz - xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 
0.0000 

 min 0.1111 0.0052 0.1111 0.1111 0.0054 0.1111 
Qmax 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 0.1111 

me 0.1111 0.0688 0.1111 0.1111 0.0479 0.1111 

-stdev0.0000 0.0580 0.0000 0.0000 0.0577 0.0000 

Figure 6.32: Example 5; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F2 (6.9) 

example5-bipartitioning-planemethod-F1 

1.000 1.000 

0.900 ---- 0.900 

0.800 0.800 

0.700 - -- 0.700 

0.600 0.600 

0.500 - 0.500 

400 0 0.400 . 

0.300 0.300 

0.200 - 0.200 

0.100 - 0.100 

0 000 0.000 ----- -- 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx . 

 min 0.987 0.989 0.987 0.955 0.988 0.988 

 max 0.987 0.989 0.987 0.987 0.988 0.988 
- 

mean 0.987 

-stdev ev 0.000 

0.989 

0.000 

0.987 

0.000 

0.971 

0.023 

0.988 0.988 

0.000 0.000 
00 

Figure 6.33: Example 5; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function Fl (6.8) 
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example5-bipartitioning-planemethod-F2 

0.1400 
- 0.1400 

0.1200 - 0.1200 

0.1000 --- 0.1000 

0.0800 -- 0.0800 

0.0600 ---- - 0.0600 

0.0400 - -- --- - - -- 0.0400 

0.0200 
-- 0.0200 

0 0000 . 

 min 

®max 

xyz 

0.1104 

0.1250 

xzy 

0.1105 

0.1250 

yxz 

0.1104 

0.1250 

0.0000 
yzx zxy zyx 

0.1104 01104 0.1105 

0.1250 0.1250 0.1250 

mean 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 0.1155 
- stdev 0.0082 0.0082 0.0082 0.0082 0.0082 0.0082 

Figure 6.34: Example 5; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F2 (6.9) 

Example 6 

The model shown in Figure 6.35 is a good 

example to highlight the advantages of using 

both methods. Figures 6.36(a) to (f) show 

the decomposed forms of the model, which are 

again represented by graphs for the purpose of 

the decomposition. Although the number of 

g -nodes is similar in each of the graphs (from - 

13 to 15), the results obtained are different 

because they also depend on the geometry of 

the graphs and their weighs. The weights of g- Figure 6.35: Example 6 

nodes, in the graphs representing the decomposed forms presented in Figures 6.36(a), 

(h) and (e), have similar values. In the contrast the graphs representing the decom- 
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posed forms presented in Figures 6.36(c), (d) and (f) have a very large weight con- 

centrated in a g-node in the centre of the graph. This large weight is almost equal 

to the total weight of the remaining g-no(les. The results of the bi-partitioning ob- 

taiiied for this model are presented in Table 6.4. 

(a) xyz form 

(c) yxz form 

(e) zxy form 

(b) xzy form 

(d) yzx form 

(f) zyx foriii 

Figure 6.36: Decomposed fortes of the model shown in Figure 6.35 
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It is easily noted that the geometry of the graphs representing the decomposed forms 

of the model and concentration of the weights in the g-nodes have significant influ- 

cris ýý on the results obtained. The following forms: xyz, xzy and zxy g-rio(lc 

with its largest weight located in the middle of the graph. In the results of such a 
localisation the g-node cannot be isolated by a plane in such a way as to create a 

sub-graph on its own. Consequently. the sub-graph containing the g-node with the 

largest weight also contains other g-nodes, which make this sub-graph larger than 

the Second sl1h-graph. 

Table 6.4 presents elements distribution in sub-graphs obtained with the maximum 

"plane" meth. 

Fl 

"plane" meth. 

F2 

"bit" meth. 

F1 

"bit" meth. 

F2 

xyz elem ratio 0.42 0.42 0.98 0.98 

form connection 117(20.21%) 117(20.21%) 180(31.09%: ) 207 (35.75%) 

xzy elem ratio 0.42 0.45 0.98 0.98 

form connection 87(16.83%) 102(19.73%) 160(30.95%) 190(36.75%) 

yxz elem ratio 0.96 0.83 0.72 0.99 

form connection 200(23.95%) 200(23.95%) 110(13.17%) 320(38.32%) 

yzx elem ratio 0.76 1.00 0.96 1.00 

form connection 125(16.80%) 234(31.45%) 183(24.60%) 253(34.01%) 

zxy elem ratio 0.45 0.42 0.98 0.98 

form connection 101(23.76%) 89(20.94%) 162(38.12%) 162(38.12%) 

zyx elem ratio 0.76 0.96 0.96 0.99 

form connection 122(21.11%) 183(31.66%) 183(31.66%) 195(33.74%) 

Table 6.4: The bi-partitioning results of the model presented in Figure 6.3.5 

fitness function. The element ratio obtained for the `-plane" method is equal 0. -42 

to 0.46. At the same time the number of connecting nodes is lower for the plane" 

method than for the '`bit- method. However. the -bit" method was enabled to di- 

vide the g-nodes more equally in the sense of the number of mesh elements between 
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the sub-graphs. The equal division of the mesh elements was possible because the 

"bit" method does not depend on the geometrical location of the g-nodes within the 

graph. 

The remaining decomposed forms (yxz, yzx and z yx) have more uniform concen- 

trations of weights within the graph representing these decomposed forms. Con- 

sequently, the results obtained for the bi-partitioning of these forms using both 

methods are comparable. 

The following Figures (6.37-6.40) show all the results obtained for the bi-partitioning 

of Example 6. 

example6-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F1 

1.000 1.000 

0 900 0 900 . . 

0.800 0.800 

0.700 0.700 

0.600 -- 0.600 

0.500 0.500 

0.400 0.400 

0.300 0.300 

0.200 0.200 

0.100 0.100 

-. 0 000 
. 0.000 

xyz XZy yxz yzx Zxy zyx 
7.  min 0.740 0.779 0.759 0.762 0.804 0.766 

l - Umax 0.812 0.827 0.810 0.817 0.816 0.798 

an 0.787 0.811 0.798 0.804 0.814 0.788 

stdev 0.029 0.023 0.022 0.023 0.005 0.014 

Figure 6.37: Example 6; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function Fl (6.8) 
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example6-bipartitioning-bitmethod-F2 

0.0035 0.0035 

0.0030 ----- 0.0030 

0.0025 0.0025 

0.0020 0.0020 

0.0015 - -- -- 0.0015 

0.0010 0.0010 

0.0005 ------ 0.0005 

0 0000 . 0.0000 
xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

 min 0.0019 0.0024 0.0019 0.0020 0.0028 0.0022 ; 
max 0.0027 0.0030 0.0023 0.0026 0.0030 0.0025 

mean 0.0024 0.0028 0.0022 0.0024 0.0029 0.0024 
L7 stdev 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0001 0.0002 

Figure 6.38: Example 6; Bi-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F2 (6.9) 

example6-bipartitioning-planemethod-F1 
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0.100 

0.000 
0.000 

xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

 min 0.785 

®max 0.812 

mean 0.799 

stdev 0.019 

0.796 
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0.022 
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0.800 
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0.817 
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0.039 

0.816 
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0.816 

0.000 

0.198 

0.802 

0.800 

0.003 

Figure 6.39: Example 6; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function Fl (6.8) 
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example6-bipartitioning-planemethod-F2 
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0.0020 

0.0015 
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 min 0.0012 

max 0.0012 

mean 0.0012 

-stdev 0.0000 

XZy yxz yzx zxy zyx 
0.001 

0.0014 

0.0019 

0.0023 

0.0021 
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0.0014 

0.0023 
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0.0014 0.0020 0.0022 0.0013 0.0025 
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0.0015 
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1 0.0000 

Figure 6.40: Example 6; Bi-partitioning results using the plane method and the 

fitness function F2 (6.9) 

6.5.1 Time comparison 

A very important parameter that has to be considered when the partitioning meth- 

ods are compared is computing time. Figure 6.41 shows the relation between the 

number of o--nodes in the graph and the computing time for 100 iterations for all 

the partitioning methods applied. It can be seen from the diagram, shown in Figure 

6.41, that the -plane" method is much faster than the -bit" method especially for 

large graphs. In the case of the "bit" method partitioning of the graphs larger than 

about 50 g-nodes takes too much time to be worth investing in this method. unless 

other parameters are more important and the "plane" method does not give satis- 

factory results. The same conclusion was formulated by Giotis and Giannakoglou 

[61], who applied multilevel bisection to graph partitioning representing triangular 

Tnesh. 

Summarising, although the `-plane" method is not computationally demanding and 

provides good results in a short time for bi-partitioning in most of the cases. There 
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Comparison between time of calculations using different GA approaches 
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Figure 6.41: Time. comparison for the bi-partitioning problem 

i5 nevertheless a strong, iütcrest ill developing the "hit" iiictllOý(l. The "hit method 

does not depend on the geometry of the graph and gives better results in cases where 

the weights of the g-nodes are strongly variable. This method enables partitioning 

in any number of sub-graphs unlike the "plane" method. 

6.6 Partitioning into three sub-graphs 

The "bite method enables partitioning of graphs that is not restricted to two sub- 

graphs. However, the k-way partitioning represents actually recursive bi-section, 

which means the total number of possible sub-graphs equals 2', where n is a number 

of repetitions. This kind of approach to the k-way partitioning is presented in 

[69,65,61,62] and [66]. In this research an attempt was made to partition the 

graphs into three sub-graphs. The same models that were selected for hi-partitioning 

are used for this analyses and the same models are selected to present the results 
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obtained. However, the coding system and the fitness functions have to be modified 

to perform the partitioning into three sub-graphs; A, B and C. As described in 

Section 6.4.3 on page 168 in the aase of the Li-partitioiiiiih each (; -noý(fc of a (; rapll is 

represented by only one bit in the chromosome. A bit can adapt only two values: "0" 

and "I", which is not enough for partitioning into three sub-graphs. In the binary 

system the number of values represented by Ti hits is defined as 2". It can be seen 

that it is impossible to find such a number of bits that can represent exactly three 

values. In such cases the srriallest iiiiin )er of bits that can rci)resdiit tIffei values is 

selected, and consequently two bits represent each g-node for this partitioning. Two 

bits can define four values by the following coding: "10" and -11". It 

was decided that g-liodes coded as "00" are assigned to A sub-graph, g-nodes coded 

as "Ol" are assigned to B sub-graph and remaining g-nodes are assigned to C sub- 

graph. Tlre(rret, ically, it is more likely that a g-iiode is assigrrc(1 toi tl1C C sub-graph 

because two values of the bits indicate so. However, the construction of the fitness 

function eliminates such a possibility. Figure 6.42 shows the two-bit representation 

of a graph divided into three sub-graphs. 

The values of GA's parameters that gave the best results for bi-partitioning were 

13579 11 13 15 17 19 

2468 10 12 14 16 18 

Figure 6.42: Graph and corresponding chromosome representation 

also applied to this problem. - evertheless, the size of the population has to be 

increased up to 10 times the size of chromosomes as a result of the two bit coding 
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system. 

The values of the two fitness functions applied to the bi-partitioning were anal- 

ysed. It is noticed that interpretation of the values of the fitness function F2 shown 
in Equations 6.9 on page 164 even for bipartitioning is difficult. Exceptionally good 

results in terms of the fulfilling the objectives give low fitness values in all the exam- 

ples analysed. The optimum solution is better identified using the fitness function 

F1 (Equations 6.8) and therefore a modified form of this function is used further 

for the tri-partitioning problem. However the function has to be modified in order 
to include three sub-graphs instead of two sub-graphs. Of course the function has 

to satisfy the same conditions described in Section 6.3.1 on page 162. Finally, the 

fitness function applied to partitioning into three sub-graphs is defined as follows: 

F= (Nt+Et)-(IEA- 
Et3 

I+IEB- 
Et3I Et 

3 I)-(NAB +NBC+NcA) (6.13) 

where Et is the number of mesh elements in the whole model 

EZ, i=A, B, C is the number of mesh elements in the i- th sub-graph 

Nt is the number of mesh nodes in the whole model 

NZZ, ij = AB, BC, CA is the number of mesh nodes connecting sub-graphs i 

and j. 

As a result of using quite time-expensive fitness functions which require signifi- 

cant searching through the graph connections, the calculation time is long for large 

graphs. The computing time as a function of number of nodes in the graphs grows 

much faster than the function used for the bi-partitioning as shown in Figure 6.41 

on page 195. The detailed results are presented later in this chapter. 

Comparison of the computing time obtained for the "plane" method and the "bit'' 

method applied to the bi-partitioning gives an idea how to combine these two meth- 

ods and apply them to partitioning into three sub-graphs. The "combined" method 

created in order to reduce the computing time is presented in the next section. 
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6.6.1 The "combined" method 

The "plane" method divides graphs into only two sub-graphs so it cannot be tiýý d 

explicitly for partitioning into three sub-graphs. However, it can be applied to re- 

duce the size of the graphs especially when the computing time necessary for this 

operation is very short. Many other studies has been done to modify the algorithm 

or its application in order to reduces size of graphs partitioned. Giotis and Gian- 

nakoglou [61] uses multilevel bisection technique reducing a size of the chromosomes 

in each level. Hendrickson and Kolda [64] present multilevel hypergraph approach 

to reduced initial size of the graph. Also coarsening and uncoarsening is a typical 

approach in partitioning of mesh represented by a graph as described by Gupta [62]. 

Therefore a hybrid method is proposed in this work called further a "combined" 

method, which includes the "plane" and the "bit'' methods as illustrated in 6. I3. 

The black dots represent g-nodes of the graph created for the decomposed form. In 

order to clearly picture the process, the g-edges are omitted from the figure. 

The "combined" method is composed of three steps as described below. 

Step I: A graph reim seating a (ccoiriposed foriil of the iiiodel is si)lit initially into 

two sub-graphs using the "plane" method. This is the same bi-partitioning 

process, which is described in Section 6.4.1. The separation is very fast and 

permits further work on the two smaller graphs A and B. 

Step II: In the next step the "bit" method, as described in Section 6.4.3. is applied 

to each of the graphs A and B independently. The graphs are partitioned into 

three parts and as a result sub-graphs A1. A2, A3 are obtained from the graph 

A, and sub-graphs Bi. B2, B3 are obtained frone the graph Ba shown in 

Figure 6.43. Once the second step is completed six graphs are created. 

Step III: A new graph is created in this step composed of six g-nodes. Each of 

the g-nodes represents a graph which was obtained from the previous step. 

The total weight of each of the graphs from previous step is ýtsýigned toi the 
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corresponding g-node in the new graph. The new graph is split into three 

sub-graphs using the "bit" method. Even though the `bit" method is applied 

the process is fast because it, operates on a very siiiall graph. At the eiid of this 

step three sub-graphs are created. Each of the sub-graphs contains g-nodes 

representing the decomposed forms from which the process started. 

I. 

0 

II. A2 

A3 

III. i ýý 
LS. 

0 

Br 
___ :. 

0 
B3 

"" 
7 

w 

" ýe 

"" 

r 

" 

Figure 6.43: Three step partitioning - the "comnbined method" 
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The most expensive, in the sense of computational time. is the second step. In 

this step the --bit" method operates twice on the largest graphs in the whole pro- 

cýýýý. However., overall the "corrrhirred" lIletIiý>d is -, ignificaritly faster tliair the . Tit.. 

method, especially for large graphs, due to reducing the size of the problem by 

applying the "plane" method. 

The comparison of the results obtained for both methods applied to partitioning 

into three sub-graphs is presented in the next section. 

6.7 Zvi-partitioning - results 

Results presented in this section illustrate partitioning of graphs into three sub- 

graphs. Two methods warf! used to perform this process as described ill I)rcVIW1 m 

sections. The results are presented in the form of diagrams with the objective of 

showing the comparison between the methods applied to each decomposed form of 

the model in a clear way. Each diagram shows six groups of results, which refer to 

six decomposed forms of the model. Each of the groups contains two results. which 

are obtained by applying two partitioning methods. The first result in each group 

is obtained by the "bit" method with the F fitness function, the second result is 

obtained by the "combined" method applying the same F fitness function. 

The same examples used for presentation of the bi-partitioning results were used 

in the graph tri-partitioning. 
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Example 1 
The first example can be divided fairly intuitively into 

two parts. It is more difficult to predict the best par- 

titioning in three parts. The best results produced by 

the GA are presented in Figures 6.45. The first four 

decomposed forms presented give comparable results 

taking into account the elements ratio. The mesh el- 

w 

Figure 6.44: Example 1 

cinents arc divided approximately c(Iually between the t111(ß sub-graphs, which is 
however restricted by the geometry. Interesting results are obtained for the number 

of connections between the sub-graphs. The "combined" method divides the graph 

in such a way that two pairs of sub-graphs are connected and two sub-graphs are 

disconnected. While in case of the "bit" method this is not the rule. 

(a) Connection between sub-graphs (b) Elements ratio 

Figure 6.45: Example 1 

The last two decomposed forms obtained less satisfactory results. This is justified 

by the number of g-nodes in the graphs. There are only 10 g-nodes in both forms 

described by significantly different weights. Moreover, the number of connections 

between the g-nodes is larger than in the graphs describing the first four decomposed 

forilis. Consequently, any partitioning gives a high number of coimectioiis between 

the sub-graphs. However, each of the methods found stich ýt pdi titio iIuln which 
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disconnects two of the sub-graphs. The ``bit" method gave better results in a sense 

of the element ratios, while the `'combined" method gave better results in the sense 

Of 1111111ber of (O ill iect ionS. 

The following two Figures (6.46 and 6.47) show a summary of the results obtained 

for the tri- partitioning of the model. The last two decomposed forms (zxy and zyx) 

have a larger distribution of the results than the four remaining decomposed forms. 

This is a consequence of the small number of g-nodes in these forms with large vari- 

ation of weights. 
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Figure 6.46: Example 1; Tri-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F (6.13) 
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Figure 6.47: Example 1; Tri-partitioning results using the combined method and 

the fitness function F (6.13) 

Example 2 

The second model analysed is shown in Figure 6.48. 

The best results obtained divide each of the graphs 

representing decomposed forms evenly into three sub- 

graphs with respect to the elements ratio using both 

methods as illustrated in Figure 6.49(b). The number 

of connections between the three sub-graphs obtained 
Figure 6.48: Example 2 

is different in each decomposed form for both methods applied as shown in Figure 

6.49(a). The number of connections between pairs of sub-graphs within one graph is 

not uniform either. However. the differences are not significant and the total number 

of connections within graphs varies not more than 10%. This example shows that 

in some cases various optimal solutions could be found by the GA. 

Total results for the tri-partitioning using both methods are presented in Figures 

6.50 and 6.51. 
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(a) Connection between sub-graphs 

Figure 6.49: Example 2 
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Figure 6.50: Example 2; Tri-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F (6.13) 

(b) Elements ratio 
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example2-tripartitioning-combinemethod 
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Figure 6.51: Example 2; Tri-partitioning results using the combined method and 

the fitness function F (6.13) 

Example 3 

The example presented in Figure 6.52 is represented 

by the largest graphs. All the results obtained are 

very satisfactory in the sense of elements ratio in sub- 

graphs. The best fitting results are shown in the dia, 

grain in Figure 6.53(b). A third of the total number Figure 6.52: Example 3 

of mesh elements is allocated in each of the three sub-graphs. 

However, the results describing numbers of connections between the sub-graphs 

differ as much as it was observed in Example 2. The results presented in diagramn 

in Figure 6.53(a) show again that computing the uniform and small number of 

connections between the sub-graphs is a difficult task. Nevertheless the differences 

between the results are acceptably- small. 

As shown in Figures 6.54 and 6.55 the variation of results for both methods applied 

is not significant. Additionally the average value of the normalised fitness function 
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(a) Connection between sub-graphs (b) Elements ratio 

Figure 6.53: Example 3 

is above 0.95 for all the cases examined when both methods were used. 
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Figure 6.54: Example 3; Tri-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F (6.13) 
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example3-tripartitioning-combinemethod 
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Figure 6.55: Example 3; Tri- partitioning results using the combined method and 

the fitness function F (6.13) 

Example 4 

The model shown in Figure 6.56 is composed from 

three disconnected objects. Ideally, it is expected that 

the three objects are recognised and each of them cre- 

ates a separated sub-graph as a result of the parti- 

tioning into three parts. An analogous situation was Figure 6.56: Example 4 

observed in the case of the bi-partitioning applied to Example 5. The results ob- 

tained are presented in Figures 6.58 and 6.59 for both the "bit" and "combined" 

partitioning methods respectively. 

However, to make this example a bit more complicated, each of the separated 

objects consists of a different number of mesh elements. Consequently, the elements 

ratio is not even if the connection between the sub-graphs equal zero. This is 

presented in diagrams in Figure 6.57(a) and (b). where the results with niaxiiiium 

fitness are presented. As shown in only four cases the GA found better values of the 
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element ratio despite of increased numbers of connections. However. for most of the 

cases the originally decomposed objects have been recognised. 
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(a) Connection between sub-graphs 

Figure 6.57: Example 4 
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(b) Elements ratio 
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Figure 6.58: Example 4; Tri-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F (6.13) 
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example4-tripartitioning-combinemethod 
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Figure 6.59: Example 4; Tri-partitioning results using the combined method and 

the fitness function F (6.13) 

Example 5 

As with the previous exanii)he. the m odlel shown in Fig- 

ure 6.60 is built from disconnected objects. However, 

there are only two objects in this example. Results ob- 

twined for the bi-partitioning of this model were very 

satisfactory as described in Section 6.5. Although, in 

the case of the partitioning of' this rnodel into tlir('(Figure 6.60: Example .5 

parts the disconnection of the two objects is not expected to be advantageous. Con- 

sequently, the results with the maximum fitness show that the disconnection of the 

objects was not recognised by the algorithm and the weights of graphs representing 

decomposed forms of the model are split equally between three(, sii )-gr1phs. This is 

. shown in Figure 6.62(b). 

Very interesting results were obtained in terms of the connection between sub- 

graphs. In the best results ana lysed the number of connections is quite large and 
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varies for different decomposed forms. The reason for this is that all the g -edge 

weight. are fairly high and similar to each other. However, the "combined" method 

Separated two of the sub-graphs, so only two pairs of gra )lip ýu ý(onhiýý t ('(1 t ", ýýýý I1 

other as shown in Figure 6.62(a). The global results presented in Figures 6.61 

and 6.63 are quite consistent. Although the "combined" method gives a little larger 

variation of results, which might be a result of the weight distribution in the g-nodes. 
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Figure 6.61: Example 5; Tri-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F (6.13) 
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(a) Connection between sub-graphs (b) Elements ratio 

Figure 6.62: Example 5 
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Figure 6.63: Example 5; Tri-partitioning results using the combined method and 

the fitness function F (6.13) 

Example 6 

This example gave interesting results for the bi- 

partitioning where the advantage of applying the "bit" 

method to geometrically complex graphs with various 

weights were discussed. As presented in Figure 6.36 

three decomposed forms, xyz, xzy and zxy have the 
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g-node with its largest weight located in the middle of the graph. During parti- 

tioning into three parts this g-node was selected to create a sub-graph on its own. 

Even thou gh this sub-graph is characterised by the biggest eleineiit attic) that (ann 

be observed in Figure 6.67(b). 
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Figure 6.65: Example 6; TIri-partitioning results using the bit method and the fitness 

function F (6.13) 

In most of the solutions obtained for these decomposed forms two of the sub-graphs 

stay disconnected. Even though, the number of connections is quite large as shown 

in Figure 6.67(a), which can be explained. The g-node described by the largest 

weight is isolated in one of sub-graphs. Consequently, if this sub-graph is connected 

with others all weight describing g -edges being associated with this sub-graphs are 

used for the connections. By isolating the largest, weight.. the number of connecting 

mesh nodes can no longer be controlled anymore. 

The number of connections describing remaining decomposed forms, yxz, yx and 

zy , 
have even higher value. This is because the weights describing the g-edges are 
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large. However, the graphs representing these form do not have concentrated weight 

and can be partitioned more uniformly in the sense of the elements ratio. 
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Figure 6.66: Example 6; Tri-partitioning results using the combined method and 

the fitness function F (6.13) 

(a) Connection between sub-graphs 

Figure 6.67: Example 6 

(b) Elements ratio 
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Finally, Figure 6.68 shows the computing time as a function of the graph size 

obtained for all the four methods applied to the partitioning into three sub-graphs. 

The computing time increases with the number (Anodes within a graph Iriuclr faster 

than was observed in the case of the bi-partitioning (Figure 6.41) for all the methods. 

However, merging the "plane"' and the "bit" methods into the "combined'' method 

appears to he very effective in reducing the computing time especially for larger 

graphs. 

Comparison between time of calculations using different GA approaches 
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Figure 6.68: Time coniparis<ýri for the tri-partit. ioýiiizi ; ý» ýýhieni 

6.8 Conclusion 

In the case of the bi-partitioning problem the "plane method" gives better results 

in most of the cases considered. The method is not as sensitive to mutation. and 

is less expensive in the sense of computational time and nieniorv. However, it only 

enables the splitting graphs into 211 sub-graphs. 
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The "`bit method" is a very expensive time wise and. as was shown in Figure 6. il 

there is a limited size of graph above which the calculation time is too long for 

m ethod to l)c lisc(l indicated by Giotis and Giannakoglou [61] for abi-pi rtitioning 

problem. The effectiveness of the "bit method" can be more significant in the case 

of some specific geometrical configuration of the graph. If one of the nodes has a 

noticeably greater weight than the rest of nodes and is located in the middle of the 

graph in the sense of geometry, then the "plane method" will not generally provide 

a good result, but the "bit method" c. an. 

Apart from such special cases the "plane method"' is clearly more effective for par- 

titioning into 27z numbers of sub-graphs. On the other hand, the "bit method" 

provides the possibility of dividing the graph into any numbers of sub-graphs. This 

means that if the number of processors is different from 2' it enables the use of all 

accessible processors and makes the final analysis snore effective in t ('rinn of the cost 

of more time consuming processing. Assuming that 15 processors will be used for 

final analyses, the "plane method" can divide the model into eight parts. As a con- 

sequence, seven out of 15 processors are not used. As was seen in Section 6.6 the --lit 

method" can be used successfully for partitioning into different than 2'2 sub-graphs. 

However, the size of graphs is limited - as it Was shown for bi-partitioiiilig. Be< arise 

of this restriction the "plane method" was used for specific kinds of clustering to 

reduce the size of a problem. The hybrid method. which connects "bit" and "plane 

methods" was called the "combined method"". This three-step method gives very 

good results in a shorter time than the simple "bit method" and has the advýlntages 

that it call be applied to larger graphs. 
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Chapter 7 

Mapping 

As a result of the decomposition, described in Chapter 5, decomposed orthogonal 

models are created. However, the finite element analysis will be performed on the 

decomposed original model. Therefore, a transformation between the two models, 

decomposed orthogonal model and decomposed original model, must be defined and 

performed. This means that the final model will have the same shape as the original 

model although it will be co»npo»ed of a number of sub-models. The llurrrber of 

sub-models from which the final model is composed is the same as the number of 

blocks (defined in the previous Chapter) in the decomposed orthogonal model. 

In the context of this thesis a mapping is applied as a method which transforms a 

model from one geometrical shape into another while preserving the topology of the 

model. 

There is no difficulty in mapping the external boundary of the model since the 

boundary was described in the original model when it was created. The difficult- 

is that during the decomposition of the orthogonal model into a number of block 

many new elements, such as faces, edges and vertices (FEV) were created. Hence. 

the target now is to map not only the external boundary but also the FEE created 

during the decomposition. The whole transformation process. starting from the 

original model as completed on the original decomposed model, is prey cited in 

Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1: Cycle of the transformation processes 

7.1 Numbering convention within a block 

The new elements (FEV) may or may not have a close correlation with the external 

boundary of the original model. However. during the decomposition all information 

about topological connections between the ir1O (1e1 - ('leirnezrt- (blocks, faces, edges 

and vertices) are specified. All the elements (FEV) in the orthogonal decomposed 

Llx 

Figure 7.2: Numbering of faces and edges in a single block 
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models are numbered in exactly the same way in each of the decomposed blocks 

as shown in Figure 7.2. Consequently, the algorithm that enables identification of 

the (: olinec: tioii" between blocks can be desio-ne(l. In the deeoill})(,, "cd 

model neighbouring blocks are connected by faces. Since all the elements in each of 

the blocks are numbered in the same order, six pairs of faces that will connect two 

adjacent blocks can be determined. Assuming two blocks, (? ') and (j), are attached 

to each other then the six possible connections between faces belonging to these two 

blocks (fi, J 'j) can be (lefine(l as follows: 

(fit f6j), (f2 
, 

f4.1), (. f 3i, f5j), (f4i, f2j). (f52, 
. 
f3j), (f 6i and f l. i). 
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(a) Face 6 (b) Face 1 

Figure 7.3: Faces lying in the xy plane 

LZ11-- 
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(a) Face 2 

a3 

(b) Face 4 

Figure 7.4: Faces lying in the yz plane 

Moreover, each of the faces and edges used in the decomposed orthogonal model has 

a well-defined orientation. Consequently, the same definition of faces and orientation 

applies to the faces in each of the blocks. The orientation of the faces is defined by a 

closed loop of four edges as shown in Figures 7.3 to 7.5. However, the faces shown in 

Figures 7.3(a). 7.4(a) and 7.5(a) are seen from outside of the block and from inside 
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Figure 7.5: Faces lying in the zx plane 

in Figures 7.3(b), 7.4(b) and 7.5(b). These Figures correspond to the block shown 

in Figure 7.2. 

Each edge bounding the faces in the Figures 7.3 to 7.5 is denoted by two numbers. 

Numbers marked on the edges define the orientation of the faces. Numbers in 

brackets refer to the global notation within a block. From the global notation it 

(-U1 he seen that each of the c(1ges oocc ur's ill two different faces in two, olifferelit 

orientations. 

The orientation of all the edges in the model is defined in the global coordinate 

system. A positive orientation of edges is associated with a positive orientation of 

axis to which the edges are assigned in the orthogonal decomposed model. The 

relationship's i(Ictitific(l between clernerits (FEV) within a block and hetweeii blocks, 

(the pairs of faces) enables further calculation of coordinates of vertices in the de- 

composed original model. 

7.2 Classification of vertices in decomposed 

models 

As was mentioned at the beginning of the previous section some of the elements 

describing the decomposed orthogonal model are closer then others to the original 

model. Examination of both the original model and the decomposed orthogonal 
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model enables classification of the vertices into three groups and calculation of the 
initial location of the vertices in the decomposed original model accordingly. 

The first group contains vertices that exist in both models; the decomposed or- 
thogonal model and the original model. These vertices have their position fixed in 

the decomposed original model and the location cannot be changed because they 

describe the external boundary of the original model. 

The second group consists of vertices that are located on edges bounding the 

original model. The vertices are originally created during the decomposition of the 

orthogonal model. The decomposition process is designed in such a way that the 

model is cut into two sub-models subsequently in each of the iterative steps as 

described in Chapter 5. As a result of the division of the model, bounding edges 

are cut into two parts and new vertices are created on the cut edges. The position 

of the new vertices can be described ill relation to the ends of the cut edges. Such 

a description enables the location of the vertices in the orthogonal model to be 

determined. Moreover, as long as the referred edges describe the boundary of the 

orthogonal model the corresponding edges can be identified on the boundary of the 

original model. 

The identification of the corresponding edges in both models. both the orthogonal 

and the original, is very simple because both models have the same topology. More- 

over, the orthogonal model was created from the original model as a result of the 

transformation described in Chapter 3. So, the relationships between corresponding 

elements in these models are precisely described. Thereafter, the position of the 

vertices frone the second group in the original model is calculated. 

bk v ek 
40 

bk v 
bk ek 

31- 

Figure 7.6: The edge k as cut in the orthogonal model 
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It is assumed that the corresponding edges are divided. by the newly created 

vertices, proportionally in both models - the orthogonal and the original. 

Using the edge k shown in Figure 7.6 a proportion referring to the end of the edge 

and position of the vertex in the orthogonal model is calculated as follows: 

bk v 

bk ek, 

where: bk ek; is the length of the edge k 

b/c v is the distance from the beginning of the edge k to the vertex i', 

p denotes the proportion defined for the orthogonal model. 

ýý 

/ 

ýý 

1> 
Figure 7.7: The corresi)oiidinr; edge K in the original m dcl 

(7.1) 

In the original model proportion P is defined in the same way for the corresponding 

edge IK shown in Figure 7.7. 

BKV 
P=i . z) 

BBL Eh 

where: BK Eh is a length of the edge K 

BK V is a distance from the beginning of the edge K to the vertex V 

Following the assumption that both corresponding edges. K and k, are divided 

pi-oportionall_y-, the proportions p and P have to be equal. Hence. knowing the value 
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of the proportion the position of the vertex V in the original model is calculated 

from Equation 7.2. Furthermore, all three coordinates of the vertex V in the original 

model are calculated using the same proportion as shown in Equations 7.3 to 7.5. 

BKx Vx 
p Vx (p BKx EKx) +BKx; (7.3) 

BK x EK x 

BKy Vy 
p BKy EKy 

Vx (P BKY EKY) + BKy, (7.4) 

BK, Z V, 
p= ---'V-- (pBK, zEK, )+BKz; (7.5) 

BK, z EKz 

In this way the initial position of the vertices from the second group is calculated 

in the original model. Modification of the initial positions of the vertices is possible 

but strictly limited. The vertices must always be located on the same edges on 

which they were created. This means that the vertices can only be moved along 

these edges. Otherwise, there is a danger that the shape of the original model could 

be altered. 

The final group of vertices contains vertices located inside the original model. 

However, as a result of the decomposition the vertices became a part of the surfaces 

of the decomposed model. These vertices do not have any direct connection with 

the edges bounding the original model. Although similar to the vertices from the 

previous group these vertices also are created on the edges, these edges do not 

exist in either the original or the orthogonal model. These edges exist only in the 

decomposed orthogonal model or only in a intermediate stage of the decomposition. 

Furthermore, vertices located at the ends of these edges usually exist only in the 

decomposed model. 

Such a description suggests that it is not easy to locate these edges in the original 

model since it is difficult to refer to the elements creating the original model. How- 

ever, the way that the process of decomposition is undertaken solves the problem 

sufficiently. As was mentioned before the decomposition is a multi-step process. 
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After each step. in which the model is cut into two sub-models. new vertices are 

created, as described above. Naturally, the decomposition commences with the cut- 

tire; of bounding edges and Ili( creation of vertices chl sified in the second group. 

The vertices from the second group take a part in defining edges which did not exist 

in the model before. In the next steps of the decomposition these edges are cut 

again creating vertices within the model and/or on the surface of the model. These 

vertices are classified in the third group. 

Consequently, the location of the third group of vertices in the original model is 

calculated in the same way as it was presented for the vertices from the second group 

by using a simple proportion. Still, the position of the vertices in the original model 

is indefinite and can be modified almost at will. 

Finally, the vertices classified in the three groups are used to create the decom- 

posed original model. It must be noted that the decomposed original model has to 

be homogeneous to the decomposed orthogonal model. The only difference between 

them is the coordinates of the vertices, which describe the geometry of the models. 

Consequently, the (1CCOrnl)Os(ý(l original model is (1(dt(ýd frone the dlcc. omi)ose(i 01- 

thogonal model by changing coordinates of vertices based on the values computed 

as described above for the three groups of vertices. Additionally, the relationships 

between elements in both decomposed models must be preserved. 

7.3 Identification of the significant relationship 

between blocks 

During the process of decomposition the initial mapping was executed. From the 

very beginning of this description the values of coordinates of the vertices located in 

the decomposed original model are noted als the initial values. These values give a 

very good estimation. based on which definite positions of vertices an be obtaiiied. 

after verification and modification of the present locations. Apart from the position 
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of the vertices from the first group, which location is fixed and definite, the position of 

the remaining vertices cannot, without further investigation, be considered as correct 

and definite. This is a consequence of the method used during the decomposition 

to calculate the position of the vertices in the original model. The reason is that 

the method refers only to edges on which the vertices are located. The method does 

not refer to any other adjacent elements FEV within a block to which the vertices 

belong, neither to other blocks in the newly created decomposed original model. If 

a location of a vertex in the iriodel is incorrect, than between adjacent blocks can 

appear an overlap or a gap. Moreover, a surface containing this vertex might not 

be a flat surface which is necessary for the surface to be defined correctly according 

to the original assumptions made when the original model was built. 

It is very complicated to verify a correctness of the decomposed original model 

once is created. There are many relationships between elements that can be defined 

in the decomposed orthogonal model do not have to exist in the decomposed orig- 

inal model simply because the model is not orthogonal. However, it is important 

to identify relationships which have to exist in both models in order to make the 

models topologically identical. A number of examples were analysed to identify the 

significant relationships within the models. 

The verification is a sequential process which is carried out for each block and each 

face within the block to verify and modify the position of each vertex belonging to 

the face. Although the position of the vertices is examined, the faces play a major 

role in the process. Verification and modification of the position of vertices in the 

decomposed original model is based on relationships between faces identified in the 

decomposed orthogonal model and conditions the faces have to satisfy. 

The first condition is that each face in the model has to be flat, which means that 

all the vertices belonging to that face have to be coplanar. The second condition 

refers to the relationship between faces within the model. Faces belonging to adja- 

cent blocks, which are coplanar in the decomposed orthogonal model, consequently 
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have to be coplanar in the decomposed original model. However, this coplanarity 

condition has to be applied only to intersecting faces. 

The mapping process is repeated for each face within a model using exactly the 

same algorithm. Because of this, one face from one of the decomposed blocks is 

selected to describe the methodology of the algorithm. As an example, a face de- 

noted Fl that belongs to a block BLl is selected. The algorithm operates on the 

decomposed orthogonal model to identify adjacent blocks, faces, and relationship 

that have to be carried over in the decomposed original model. Thanks to the mmm- 
bering convention described in Section 7.1 faces belonging to adjacent blocks that 

could possibly be attached to each other are associated in pairs. The pairs are as 

follows: 

(f 12, f 6j), (f 22, f 4a ), (f 3Z, f 5j) . 
(f 42 f 2j), (f 52, f 3j), (f 6Z, fly ) 

The consistent numeration of faces and consequently defined pairs of faces ensures 

that searching for coplanar faces across all the existing faces is not required. In the 

case of the face F1, selected as an example, the choice is restricted to faces denoted 

F6 in the remaining blocks. These two faces were identified as a pair connecting 

adjacent blocks. However, only these faces F1 and F6, which are coplanar with 

non-empty intersections are attached to each other. 

The coplanarity of the faces is easily identified in the decomposed orthogonal model 

through coordinates of the vertices of the faces. To check if the faces F1 and F6 

are coplanar on the xy-plane each of the vertices belonging to any of the faces has 

to satisfy the following condition. 

F1 and F6 are coplanar 3ZER Vv(i)EF1UF6 v(i)z =Z (7.6) 

Equation 7.6 shows that the two faces Fl and F6 are coplanar if and only if a value 

of the z coordinates is the same for each vertex belonging to one of the faces. The 

coordinates of the vertices are also used to identify whether the faces are intersecting. 

Assuming that two faces F1 and F6 were found to be coplanar on the xy-plane 
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as shown in Figure 7.8 the examination of the geometry is reduced to only two 

dimensions, x and y. Consequently, areas covered by each of the faces are described 

by two values, which are the sizes Of the faces (l(tfil ed ill two (lirectiOllS as shown iii 

Figure 7.8. The face Fl is described by variables Fl, and Fly and the face F6 is 

described by variables F6; x and F6y. The faces are intersecting if they are inscribed 

in a bounding rectangle. The rectangle is defined by two values, Rx and R. in the 

same way as the faces. 

rectangle 

Figure 7.8: Intersecting faces with a circumscribing rectangle 

If the sum of the lengths of the sides of both faces in each direction is bigger 

t}iaii the siz( of the rectangle in the saune (firectiolls tliaui the faces h avc non-ciilI)ty, 

intersection. Otherwise the faces do not intersect. The intersection condition is 

described by the following equations: 

Fl, + F21 > R1 
(7.7) 

Fly+F2z, >Ry 

The faces used in the example are situated on the xy-plane this is why the x and 

y directions are explored. Clearly. if the faces examined belong to the xz-plane the 

circumscribin 
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appropriate x and z directions are taken into account. It is important that f ýýý ý" 

are only attached to each other through edges. do not satisfy- the inequality defined 

in Equation 7.7. This is because faces connected through c(1g s (1) not have to be 

coplanar in the decomposed original model even if they are coplanar in the deconl- 

posed orthogonal model. At the same time all the faces for which the inequality 

(Equation 7.7) is true have to satisfy the same condition in the decomposed original 

model. 

7.4 Defining planes in the decomposed original 

model 

Once all the intersecting faces are identified in the decomposed orthogonal model the 

algorithm starts operating on the decomposed original model. Once again, thanks 

to the numbering convention adopted in both decomposed models the corresponding 

elements are identified simply through the same numbers. Thereafter, the next aim 

is to verify and modify positions of vertices belonging to the intersecting faces in 

the decomposed original model. As a result of the modification the faces consist of 

the relocated vertices have to be flat and coplanar. 

When operating on vertices it must be remembered that some of them belong to 

the original model and their position in the decomposed original model is fixed and 

cannot be changed. In this respect it is essential to know whether a vertex belongs to 

the original model or if it was created during the decomposition. Vertices belonging 

to the original model are called further original vertices. Before a plane coplanar to 

all the intersecting faces is defined, a list of different vertices describing the faces iý, 

created. 

The number of planes that can be defined depends on the number of different 

ve1tic rs liste(l. Only three vertices, are, required to define a plane. A number of 

planes that can be defined having o different vertices is calculated als a number of 
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different combinations of n different vertices, k at a time, without repetitions. The 

combinations are calculated from Equation 7.8 [711. 

n nt 
1ý = k! (n - k)! _ 1"2... k 

(7.8) 

Since three vertices are needed to define a plane the variable k in Equation 7.8 

equals 3. Although, different vertices are used to define the plaices, the planes 

are not necessarily different. Usually the number of actual planes is smaller than 

calculated. The number of actual planes is further reduced if any of the intersecting 

faces examined consist of a number of the original vertices. When defining planes 

it must be ensured that the original vertices are on the plane without being moved 

from their fixed position. Consequently, the original vertices, if existing, have to be 

always between the vertices defining the planes. 

Some calculations are presented below to show the influence of the original vertices 

on the number of planes that can be defined using n different vertices. If each of 

the vertices can be relocated, none of them is an original vertex and the number of 

planes defined is given by: 

(n 
'�3 

n! n(n-1)(n-2) 

3! (n - 3)! 6 
(7.9) 

Assuming that one of the n vertices is an original vertex then the vertex has to he 

always between vertices defining planes. Consequently, only two more vertices have 

to be selected in order to define a plane and the number of flexible vertices is (n - 1). 

The number of planes is calculated as follows: 

n 1 

\ 2 / 

(n-1)! 

2! (n -1- 2)! 

(n - 1) (n - 2) 

2 
(7.10) 

Assuming further that two vertices are the original vertices then both of them have 

n(n - 1)... (n -k+ 1) 
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to define each of the planes. In this case only one vertex has to be added to the 

plane definition. The number of flexible vertices is further reduced in addition to 

the number of planes. The number of the flexible vertices equals (n - 2) and the 

number of planes is calculated as follows: 

n-2 (n-2)! 

1-1! (n-2-1)! =(n-2) (7.11) 

Filially, it is possible that three or more vertices are the original vertices. In this 

situation the original vertices define a plane. It is only one plane because all the 

original vertices are (and have to be) coplanar. All the remaining vertices, which 

are not original vertices have to be moved onto the plane. 

It is clear that the number of planes that can be defined, and have to be further 

examined, is significantly reduced if the original vertices lie in the intersecting faces. 

In general it is expected that more than one potential plane is defined. A plane 

determined by points vl = (xl, Yi, z1), v2 = (x2, y2, z2), and 113 = (x3, Y3, z3) is 

defined as follows: 

xyzl 

Xi Yi Zi 1 

X2 Y2 Z2 1 

X3 J3 Z3 1 

=o (7.12) 

Needless to say that all the original vertices are on the plane. Although many planes 

can be defined, only the most suitable one has to be selected finally. The suitability 

is measured by the number of vertices that lie on the plane without relocation. All 

the vertices lying on the plane satisfy Equation 7.12. The plane consisting of the 

largest number of vertices is selected finally. All the remaining vertices have to be 

mapped on the plane defined. 
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7.5 Mapping of vertices on a plane 

Vertices belonging to one of the intersecting faces examined in the previous section 

have to be onto the plane defined. The vertices, which are not on the plane have to 

be mapped on the plane. In general, each vertex is associated with three edges within 

a block. Two of the edges are bounding on the faces examined. Hence, the third 

edge is used to determine a new position of the vertex on the plane defined. Once 

more, as a result of the numbering convention of elements in blocks and ordering 

of faces, described in Section 7.1, the process of searching for edges associated with 

vertices is an automatic process. 

Vertices belonging to one face are examined in an order defined by the orientation 

of faces. The orientation of each face is determined by a closed loop of edges (Fig- 

ures 7.3,7.4, and 7.5). To keep a consistent order for the vertices, the vertices refer 

to the beginning of the edges. 

Table 7.1 shows the relationship between faces, vertices, and edges, which are as- 

sociated with the vertices but do not bound the faces. Furthermore, each of the 

vi --4 edge(vi) v2 -+ edge(v2) v3 -* edge(v3) v4 - edge(v4) 

Fl 5-*9 6-12 7-11 8- 10 

F2 2-f l 3-*3 7-ý7 6-*5 

F3 3-42 4-4 8-*8 7-*6 

F4 4--*3 1l 5-5 87 

F5 1--*4 2-2 6-ý6 5--*8 

F6 2--+ 12 1-*9 4-10 3- 11 

Table 7.1: Relationship between faces, vertices, and edges in a block 

edges defines a straight line. If the line and the plane intersect in a point the point 

determines a new position of the vertex - as shown in Figure 7.9. 

The plane is defined by three vertices v1, v2 and V3 as described in Equation 7.12. 
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1 
lines iý 

Figure 7.9: Line and plane intersection 

The line is defined in a parametric form as follows: 

x=x4+(x4 -x5) t 

y-Y4+(y4-y5)t 

z=z4+(z4-z5)t 

(7.13) 

(7.14) 

(7.15) 

where: 'v4 = (x4, y, z4) - is the beginning of the edge defining the line 

V5 = (x5, y� z5) - is the end of the edge defining the line 

0<t<1-isaparameter. 

Solving the four simultaneous Equations 7.12,7.13,7.14, and 7.15 for x, y, z, and 

t, gives 

t= 

I111 

XI : Z2 13 14 

, Y1 Y2 Y3 Y4 

ti lýý Z3 Z4 

111O 

Xi X2 x3 15 - 14 

91 Y2 Y3 Y5 - Y4 

ý1 ti2 C3 Z5 - Z4 

(7.16) 
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determines an intersecting point v= (x, y, z). 

This process is repeated for each vertex, which does not lie on the defined plane. 

Furthermore, the process of defining a plane is rej)eate(I for each face within a block 

and each block within a model. Finally, all the vertices are located on flat faces. 

It is important that faces created inside the model during decomposition are flat. 

Only then it can be guaranteed that the attached faces are coplanar and there are 

no gaps or overlapping I)etweeri a(ljaceiit blocks. 

7.6 Examples of the mapping 

In this section some examples of mapping are shown. The figures illustrate the 

original models, orthogonal decomposed forms and finally the original decomposed 

models obtained after the mapping. 

The first example, shown in Figure 7.10(a), does not require many modifications 

to be transformed into an orthogonal model. Nevertheless, once the model is trans- 

formed into its orthogonal form, there are more edges concentrated around the 

iiiodified corrier. Consequently, this part, of tlic 1110(1(4 is into a lai. ý; c, i. 

number of small blocks as shown in Figure 7.10(b). 

K1 

(aI) Original model (c) Original decoinposed model 

Figure 7.11 (a) shows the corner of the model enlarged, where it can be seen that 

1ý 

(b) Orthogonal decomposed model 

Figure 7.10: Example 1 

v 
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IL-7 

(a) Difficulty (b) Solution 

Figure 7.11: Difficulty 1 

many smaller and bigger blocks are connected. The same connections between the 

blocks have to be iýlczitifle(1 during the mapping process. The major difficulty in 

this example is to make sure that the corners of the blocks meet in one point after 

the mapping as the corners meet in the orthogonal model. Figure 7.11 (b) shows the 

results obtained. The adjacent blocks and faces have been recognised successfully 

and mapped back into the original shape of the model keeping the decomposed form 

(Figure 7.10(c) ). 

(-b (6 

(a) Original model (b) Orthogonal decomposed model (c) Original decomposed model 

Figure 7.12: Example 2 

Next the models and their transformation from the original forms to the decom- 

posed original forms are shown in Figures 7.12 and 7.13. The Figures 7.12(b) and 
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7.13(b) illustrate one of the decomposed orthogonal forms of the models. It can 

be seen that the geometry of these models is changed significantly during the or- 

tliogonal transformation. Consequently, more problems can be expected during the, 

mapping into the original shape. 

fU �U 

(a) Original model (b) Orthogonal decomposed model 

Figure 7.13: Example 3 

(c) Original decomposed model 

(a') Difficulty (b) Solution 

Figure 7.14: Difficulty 2 

In the next example, there are two blocks located at the end of the model, as 

shown on top of Figure 7.14(a), which are adjacent to each other in the orthogonal 

forms. The mapping process has to ensure that the blocks are not overlapping or 

create a gap between blocks. To obtain the target each face within the decomposed 

model has to be described by four straight edges. Even though some of the brinks 
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describing the orthogonal model were divided into two edges during the mapping 

the edges had to be collinear. The algorithm implemented in this work successfully 

pci forriied the mapping of the blocks from their decomposed orthogonal foriti into 

decomposed original form 

and 7.12(c). 

The result of the mapping is shown in Figure 7.14(b) 

7.7 Conclusions 

The mapping process was presented in this chapter. This process closes a cycle 

of the geometric transformations, which starts from creating a geometrical model 

of an object. In the further steps the model is orthogonalised and decomposed 

into blocks to be finally mapped back into the original shape while preserving the 

decomposition. The cycle is shown in Figure 7.1 on page 217. 

The mapping of the decomposed orthogonal model into a decomposed original 

model is performed in two steps. First, the essential topological connections between 

blocks, faces and edges in the decomposed orthogonal model are identified. And 

then, the same topological relations are applied to the corresponding element,, in 

the decomposed original model. 

In the previous section a few examples of the mapping are presented. The success- 

ful results confirm that the relations and connections between elements that play an 

important role in the mapping process were correctly recognised and implemented. 
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Chapter 8 

Mapping of the mesh elements 

into the decomposed original 

model 

The whole process of the model preparation for a parallel analysis has to be corn- 

pleted by designing a mesh for the decomposed orthogonal model. In the previous 

chapter the decomposed orthogonal model was mapped to the original shape. How- 

ever, the m esh, which was designed for the decomposed orthogonal model aa grid 

mesh, has so far been omitted in the mapping. Nevertheless the mesh is an essential 

part of the model which enables further analysis to be performed. In this chapter. 

the mesh adaptation for the decomposed original model is presented. 

The mesh mapping is performed using Cubic, a structured mesh generation pro- 

gram created by P. Ivanyi [5]. The program requires the nodes to be divided into 

elements such as lines. triangular or quadrilateral surfaces or blocks and enables the 

design of one, two and three-dimensional mesh elements. The first section in this 

chapter describes Cubic, specifically those parts of the program that are relevant to 

this work. The program has to be modified in order to merge with tlife other parts of 

the code written for this research. Modification of the on input and output format 

of Cubic is required. 
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Subsequent sections describe the mesh design for each block consisting of the 

decomposed original model. Once the mesh mapping is completed the quality of 
the iriesü and its elements is considered Filially, results obtained for sortie se1co cd 

models are presented. 

8.1 Cubic - mesh generator 

Cubic is a structured finite element mesh generation program which uses m unerical 

procedures collected in the finite element libraries E-lib [72] and E2-lib [73]. The 

libraries were created by members of the SECT Research Group at Heriot-Watt 

University over the last few years. 

In the work presented, the mesh is generated for three-dimensional blocks. Cubic 

generates meshes for objects divided into elements that can be represented by edges. 

surfaces or three-dimensional volumes. In the case of the three-dimensional volumes, 

Cubic can be applied to solid objects bounded by six surfaces, which matches the 

description of blocks in the decomposed model. Therefore, Cubic can be applied to 

the decomposed orthogonal model in order to create the decomposed original model. 

The mesh is generated for each block within the model independently. In order to 

design a mesh for a block all elements defining the block must be identified. First. 

all the edges existing in a block are selected. Then, all the surfaces are specified by 

bounding edges. Finally. the block itself' is defined using the surfaces. Additionally. 

specification of the mesh is added to the definition of the geometric elements; sedges. 

surfaces and blocks, which is described further. 

Each of the geometric elements is originally specified in Cubic by points which are 

the basic components of all meshes. There are six different ways to define eclg(, ý, or 

sites using Cubic: 

LINEAR pl J)2 

QUADRATIC pl p2 p3 
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CUBIC pl p2 p3 

POLYGON pl p2 ... pn 

ATTACHED pl p2 [vi] 

FUNCTION pl p2 

funcl (t) 

furic2 (t) 

func3(t) 

Linear, straight edges are defined by LINEAR. QUADRATIC and CUBIC define 

sites by mean of three and four points respectively. FUNCTION defines an edge 

using three parametric functions. ATTACHED refers to edges, which are already 

generated. And finally POLYGON creates an edge composed from en -1 straight lines 

defined by n points. The points defining the POLYGON are the final mesh nodes 

and no further points can be added between them. An edge created as LINEAR 

consists of a number of nodes defined by a density, which are evenly located along the 

edge. This is the only difference between edges defined as LINEAR or POLYGON. 

The location of the mesh nodes along the edges needs to be specified explicitly 

in this work. The reason is that some of the mesh nodes are at the same time 

geometrical elements, vertices, defining the model. Additionally, the number of 

mesh nodes created by Cubic has to correspond with the grid mesh designed for the 

orthogonal model. Consequently, the POLYGON was chosen to define the edges of 

blocks using Cubic as describes in details in the following section. 

Once all the edges are built the six surfaces are defined for each of the blocks 

within the model. The faces are quadrilateral surfaces, which can be defined by 

four points. four edges. four sites or two sites. These are the options implemented 

in Cubic to define surfaces. In the work presented, the four-edge definition of the 

surface is chosen since all the edges and mesh nodes lying on the edges are already 
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created as described above. While the surfaces are defined the type of mesh elements 

has to be specified. The quadrilateral elements are defined correspondence to the 

basic. grid mesh which was designed for the decomposed ortho(; orial model. Iii the 

final step a block object is defined by six surfaces bounding the block. 

All the specification of the geometrical elements described above is originally read 

from a text file. The text file is the only input method recognised by Cubic. In 

the work presented it is necessary to read information from inside of the program. 

This part of Cubic needed to be modified. which required a< dr-eful undei-si anding 

of the structure of the mesh generator. As a result of the changes introduced all the 

information required by Cubic is read automatically from inside the code written for 

the purpose of this work. The geometrical and topological information describing the 

decomposed original model is read directly from the structures included in the code. 

In the same way, the locations of the liiesll modes in the grid mesh t hat gl el 

for the decomposed orthogonal model stored in structures. However, it was decided 

that the locations of the mesh node on edges in the decomposed original model 

are also introduced to Cubic as input information for the mesh generation. The 

next section describes how the locations of mesh node on edges in the decomposed 

original rrio(lcl arcs calculated. 

8.1.1 Localisation of mesh nodes on edges in the decom- 

posed original model 

As described in the previous section Cubic mesh generator was implemented to this 

work specifically in order to generate a mesh for the decomposed original model. This 

mesh, however, has to correspond to the initial grid mesh which was designed for the 

decomposed orthogonal model. Although Cubic is not a mesh mapping program it 

is partially applied for such a purpose in this work. The aim of mapping the iliesli. 

can be achieved by specifying all the mesh nodes lying on edges of the decomposed 

original model als initial information introduced to Cubic. The corresponding edges 
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in both decomposed models have to contain the same number of mesh nodfe. Tlie 

location of the mesh nodes on the edges is calculated later in this section. 

As described in Section 6.2 on page 157 the grid mesh designed for the decomposed 

orthogonal model has to satisfy certain conditions in addition to the density require- 

ment. The mesh nodes were initially designed along each of the edges based on the 

value of the density. - evertheless, there were geometrical points, vertices. located 

on some of the edges, which interfered with the uniformly located mesh nodes. The 

geometrical points, however, could not be moved from their location and the mesh 

nodes had to be replaced between the points keeping the density as close as possible 

to the required value. 

Exactly the same situation arises in the case of the decomposed original model. 

Location of the geometrical points, which are the mesh nodes at the same time are 

known since they define the decomposed original model. As described in Chapter 7 

on page 216 both decomposed models have the same topology, and corresponding 

edges and vertices are identified. Consequently, it requires a simple calculation to 

find the coordinates of mesh nodes that lie on edges between geometric points in the 

decomposed original model. 

An example shown iil Figure 8.1 i5 used toi describe the way the inesh nodes are 

Figure 8.1: Location of nodes on corresponding edge,, in both ducoilipo: ýcd iiiodrlý 
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mapped from edges in the decomposed orthogonal model to the corresponding edges 
in the decomposed original model. 

Mesh nodes which lie on the edge demoted a are marked in blue., while the geometric 

points, vertices, are surrounded by a green circle in Figure 8.1. The location of the 

geometric points, which have to be identified as mesh nodes as well, are known in 

both decomposed models. The coordinates of these nodes were calculated when the 

decomposed orthogonal model was mapped into its original shape as described in 

the previous chapter. Therefore, these nodes cannot be moved fron their location 

not to change the shape of the original model. At the same time the number of mesh 

nodes, which lie on edges between the geometric points, must correspond in both 

decomposed models. Taking into account these conditions the edges are virtually 

divided into sub-edges defined by the geometric points. In the example presented, 

the edge a is divided into two sub-edges. The first sub-edge is defined by points A 

and C and the second sub-edge is defined by points C and B in the decomposed 

orthogonal model. In the decomposed original model the corresponding edge and 

points are identified and denoted ä, A, 77 and C respectively as shown in Figure 8.1. 

Mesh nodes lying between the points A and C on the edge a are spread evenly 

between points q and C on the edge ä in the decomposed original model. Tlie same 

strategy applies to find mesh nodes lying between the points C and B. 

Knowing the number of mesh nodes which have to be located between two geometric 

points, and knowing coordinates of the geometric points, a simple mathematical 

formula is applied to find the coordinates of the mesh nodes along the edge in the 

decomposed original model. Equation 8.1 shows how to calculate the position of time 

kth node on the sub-edge AC, where the number of the mesh nodes is counted from 

the vertex A towards C. 

ACZ 
Ali+k if Ali <Ci 

nodei (k) = AC 
Ali -kZ if Ai>Ci 

n 

where: n- is the total number of mesh nodes located between vertices .4 and C, 
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i- is one of the directions x; y or ý, 

ACZ - is a distance between the vertices in ? th direction. 

It can be seen in the example illustrated in Figure 8.1 that the edge ä is attached 

to three surfaces. In this work it is important that the adjacent surfaces share the 

same mesh nodes. Such a construction of mesh nodes enables ea ý- communication 

between the surfaces and blocks specially when the adjacent elements, are ana1v,, eecl 

on different processors. Moreover, the results obtained on the boundary of the blocks 

as a result of finite elements analysis continue smoothly between the cleinentý,, and do 

not require further modification such as interpolation of the results on the boundary 

of adjacent surfaces or blocks. This is the main reason that the initial mesh was 

designed for the orthogonal model, where it is relatively easy to identify adjacent 

elements. For the same reason the initial information required by Cubic contains 

the specified location of mesh nodes on the edges. 

8.1.2 Surface and block mesh nodes generation 

The adjacency of blocks identified in the previous chapter for the decomposed orig- 

final model together with mesh nodes defined on the edges is the initial information 

which enables mesh nodes on surfaces and inside the blocks to be found using Cu- 

bic. The mesh nodes generation starts from surfaces. The mesh nodes located on 

quadrilateral surfaces are generated in a several steps. First. nodes located on edges 

bounding the surface have to be specified implicitly for Cubic program. The lo- 

cation of the nodes is already calculated as described in the previous section. In 

the next step the nodes are mapped onto the unit square for which the mesh nodes 

are initially generated. The internal surface mesh nodes are defined as intersecting 

points of two lines connecting the existing nodes lying on the edges. Finally, the 

internal mesh nodes are mapped from the unit square to the actual quadrilateral 

surface. The process is illustrated in Figure 8.2 after P. Ivýiiivi [5]. 
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Figure 8.2: Algebraic method with mapping [5] 

Mesh nodes inside a block are generated in a similar way to the mesh nodes inside 

the surface. In the case of surfaces the mesh nodes were generated on a unit square, 

mesh nodes inside a block are generated using a unit cube. First, mesh nodes defined 

on surfaces are snapped on the corresponding faces of the unit cube. Actually, the 

position of the nodes on the surfaces of the unit cube is already known, since the 

surfaces bounding the unit cube are the unit squares for which the surface mesh 

node were initially defined. 

Figure 8.3: Local coordinates in a unit cube [5] 

Further, the internal mesh nodes are defined inside the unit cube as intersecting 

points of three lines connecting mesh nodes lying on the opposite faces of the unit 
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cube. However, it might happen that the three lines do not intersect in one point 

as shown in Figure 8.3. In this case a point which has a minimum distance to the 

three lines is determined instead. Once all the internal mesh nodes are defined in 

the unit cube they are mapped back to the original block using Cubic. 

Finally, all the mesh nodes are determined for each block in the decomposed origi- 

nal model. In the next step, procedures defined in the E2-lib library are implemented 

in Cubic in order to create connections between the mesh nodes. The connections 
define mesh elements in the model via the numbers assigned to the mesh nodes. 

In this work hexahedral elements are defined by eight numbers of the mesh nodes. 

The final output obtained from Cubic contains all the information about the mesh 

structure such as topology, edges, coordinates, elements type. 

8.2 Quality measure 

The quality of the mesh designed is clearly a very important issue. Quality and 

accuracy of all calculations carried out further depends also on the quality of the 

mesh. Different methods and approaches are used to define an indicator of the 

mesh quality [74,75,76,77]. Nevertheless, the element shape measure is the most 

popular approach. Certain geometrical properties of hexahedral elements are taken 

into consideration in this work to indicate the mesh quality. 

Two parameters are calculated for each element of the mesh, which are called 

after [6] the aspect ratio and the angle of the normal vector. A third parameter, 

which could be taken into account, is the flatness of the surfaces. However. the way 

the mesh nodes are generated using Cubic guarantees that the flatness condition is 

automatically satisfied. 

The aspect ratio is defined through areas of surfaces bounding a mesh element. 

First, the areas of all the surfaces are calculated. The surfaces are quadrilateral 

flat surfaces as shown in Figure 8.4 and the coordinates of the nodes defining the 

surfaces are known. Consequently, it was decided to divide each of the surfaces into 
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two triangles and calculate the areas as a sum of the areas of these triangles. To 

calculate the area of each triangle the determinant method was used 

O= 
I 

det(uv) =1 Hu xv (8.2) 
22 

where: A- denotes the area of the triangle. 

u and v- are vectors originating at one of the nodes of the triangle. Once 

all the areas of the surfaces are calculated the following parameter is used (see [6] ) 

to define the aspect ratio: 

Figure 8.4: The surface notation within an element used to calculate an aspect ratio 

[6] 

In = �(SI + S6) (8.3) 

lh = (S2 + S4) (8.4) 

lý _ (S, 3+S5) (8. J) 

hell('e: 1mnin = 1flT1(la, 1b- lc) 

lrax = nlax(la) lb, lc)" 

Finall}', the aspect ratio of the element is defined as 

1111U. 1f 
, a. > linin 
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The aspect ratio of a cube which is an ideal hexahedral element shape equals "1" 

The value of the aspect ratio increases when the element is distorted. Assuming. 

theoretically. that all area of one of the surfaces within ail ('lcrnents is twice gis lei 

as the area of the remaining surfaces. Then, the ratio aspect 

3S 
a= N 2S= 1.5= 1.22 (8.7) 

increases by about 20% compared to the ideal situation. This means that the value 

of the aspect ratio grows fast. The aspect ratio is calculated for each of the mesh 

elements throughout the whole model. 

In 

e' 
a 

nl 

nl 

Figure 8.5: Definition of the angle of normal vector 0 [6] 

The second parameter used to indicate the quality of the ine 1i elements is eeallccl 

an angle of normal vector [6]. The angle 0 is defined as follows: 

nl 176 
cý = arccos( ) (8.8) 

n1 n6 

1800- (8.9) 

As shown in Figure 8.5 the angle 0 equals "0" when the normal vectors on the 

opposite surfaces of an element are parallel. The value of the angle increases for 

distorted elements. Each of the elements is described by three angles: one for each 
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pair of the surfaces bounding an element. For consistency of the results. faces -I- 

and '' 6" are called a first direction, faces *' 2*' and *' 4" a second direction and faces 

"3" and " 5" a tfiil(1 The angles of the Tioriual vectors, which are calculated 

later refer to these directions respectively. 

8.3 Examples and concluding remarks 

From each original model six decomposed original models are finally obtained. De- 

pending on the shape of the original model, even though the decomposed forms are 

different, the mesh desined might be the same. In this section mesh mapping re- t. --) 

suits in selected models are shown, followed by quality values of the resulting meshes. 

Tliesalbe ir1U(l('ls were used a example in tlic previous cliahter wl1V'r(' lilappiiig of 

the decomposed orthogonal models are described. 

Figures 8.7 and 8.8 show a final mesh generated for a model shown in Figure 8.6. 

Ni 

Figure 8.6: Original decomposed model - example 1 
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Figure 8.7: Mesh elements - example 1 

Figure 8.8: The most distorted elements in the model - example 1 

The mesh presented in the figures above are considered to be satisfactory, however 

it is worth having a closer look at the element measure obtained for this mesh. Table 

8.1 presents the values of the aspect ratio for all the decomposed original models. 

As can be seen, that the minimal, maximal and average values are almost identical 

for each of the decomposed forms. 

A mesh generated for the xyz and xzy decomposition of the model from Example 
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decomposed model 

xvz xzv vxz vzx zxy zyx 

minirnuin 1.021 1.021 1.016 1.016 1.021 1.016 

maximum 1.405 1.405 1.405 1.405 1.405 1.405 

anTage 1.099 1.099 1.099 1.099 1.099 1.098 

Table 8.1: Aspect ratio values - example 1 

1 have the same distribution of values of angles and of the normal vectors in each 

direction. The models have ideal values of the angle of the normal vector in the first 

direction. In the second direction only ``2.34%" of all the elements have the angle 

larger than zero, even though the values ale smaller than 15°. Altlioýlzr; li the angle of 

the normal vector in the third direction is larger than zero for most of the elements 

the value never reaches 3°, which is considered as a fully satisfactory result. The 

results are shown in Figure 8.9. 

4.88% 0.88% 
o 11.72 /o 

97.66% 

Qangle=0 

  10< angle <11 

Q 13< angle <14 

Q 14< angle <15 

(a) distribution in the second direction 

82.52% 

Q angle=0 

  0< angle <1 

Q l< angle <_2 

Q 2< angle :3 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.9: The angle of the normal vector obtained for the xyz and xzv deconipo- 

sitions of the model from Example 1 

The angles of the normal vectors for the same values of the next two decomposed 

models; Vxz and Nrzx. Oiie again the angles measured in the first direction equal 

zero for all the elements. In the second direction the values are not as uniform. 
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However, more than 97% of elements have the angle smaller than 5° from ch 

67.19%, equals zero. Only the remaining 3% of values is bigger, but still below 15°. 

Iii the third dIirection, all the results are l)elow 2°. The results for the SecoIl(l an (l 

third directions are shown in Figure 8.10. 

7 

15.63% Q angle =0 
  0< angle <1 
Q 1< angle <2 

7.19% Q 2< angle <3 
  4< angle <5 
010< angle <_11 
M 13< angle <14 
Q 14< angle <15 

(a) distribution in the second direction 

Q angle=0 
  0< angle <1 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figurc 8.10: Allg; l(, s of the ii<>rrilal vector obtained for the vxz and vzx decoiriposi- 

tions of the model from Example 1 

0.78% 

97.66% 

Dangle =0 
  10< angle <_11 

Q 13< angle <14 

Q14<angle<_15 

(a) distribution in the second direction 

o 0.88% 4.88 /0 11.72% 

82.52% 

Q angle=0 
  0< angle <1 
Q1<angle<2 
Q 2< angle <3 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.11: Angles of the normal vector obtained for the zxv decomposition of the 

model from Example 1 

Distribution of the analysed values in the zxv decomposed model shown in Figure 

8.11 is very similar to the results presented for the xyz and xzy decomposition. The 
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angles in the first direction are all equal to zero, a very small percentage of angles 

in the second direction are not equal to zero. In the third direction even though a 

majority of* t11( values aru not, equal zero all of tlrcrrr arg, srrialler than 3°. 

14 Q4o 

37.1 

46.88% 
Q angle =0 
 0<angle<_1 

Q 1< angle <2 

Q 2< angle <3 

  4< angle <5 

Q 10< angle <11 

  13< angle 514 

Q 14< angle <15 0.3.10 /0 

Q angle=0 
  0< angle <1 

(a) distribution in the second direction (b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.12: Angles of the normal vector obtained for the zvx decomposition of the 

model from Example 1 

The final decomposed model in this example, zyx, obtains ideal results for the angle 

of the normal vector in the first and the third directions. In the second direction 

almost all the values are below 20 and only about 2% of the results are in the range 

13° - 15° as shown in Figure 8.12 (a). 

The mesh mapping obtained for all the decomposed forms of Examplel are con- 

sidered satisfactory. The shape of the model enables ideal values of the angle of the 

normal vector in the first direction to be obtained. All the other values are below 

15° while the majority are in fact below 3°. The aspect ratio is almost the salve 

for each of the decomposed models even thought the mesh is not exactly the same. 

This ensures that the mesh does not differ rauch for the decomposed forms of the 

model. 
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The next example is shown in Figures 8.13,8.14,8.15. 

Figure 8.13: Original decomposed model - Example 2 

Figure 8.14: --\Iesll elements - Example 2 
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Figure 8.15: Mesh elements - Example 2 

For each of the decomposed forms of the model a minimal, maximal and average 

values of the ratio aspect is calculated. The results shown in Table 8.2 are the 

same for each of the decompositions. The results are a little surprising because the 

decomposed forms obtained for this model are not the same as shown in Figure 5.15 

on page 151. 

decomposed model 

xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 

minimum 1.043 1.043 1.043 1.043 1.043 1.043 

maximum 1.259 1.259 1.259 1.259 1.259 1.259 

average 1.101 1.101 1.101 1.101 1.101 1.101 

Table 8.2: Aspect ratio values - Example 2 

Three decomposed forms xyz, xzy and yxz representing Example 2 have the same 

distribution of the values of the angles of the normal vector. A third of the angles in 

the first direction equals zero, the majority of the angles are in the range between 
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2° and 3° and only about Vc of the angles are in the range between 3° and 4°. All 

the angles in the second direction equal zero. Finally, Figure 8.16 (b) shows the 

variety of value's obtained for aiig; l('s iii the third direction - despite the facet that all 

the values are smaller than 5°. 

2.64% 7.03% 

'O 

63.9 

. 40% 
17.5! 

Q angle=0 17.58 

  2< angle <3 

Q 3< angle <4 

(a) distribution in the first direction 

24.61% 

Qangle=0 
8.79% 

" 0< angle <1 

Q 1< angle 52 

Q 2< angle <_3 

  3< angle <4 

R 4< angle <_5 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.16: Angle of normal vector obtained for the xyz. xzy and yxz decomposi- 

tions of the model from Example 2 

2.73% 

17.5E 

46.48% 
50.78% 

Q angle=0 

  2< angle <3 

Q 3< angle <4 

(a) distribution in the first direction 
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7.03% 

50.78% 

®angle=0 

 l<angle<2 

Q 3< angle <_4 

Q 4< angle <_5 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.17: Angle of normal vector obtained for the yzx. zxy and zyx decomposi- 

tions of the model from Example 2 

The remaining three decompositions of the model have different angular values 

distributed compared with the previous decompositions. However, all the values are 
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smaller than as shown in Figure 8.17. Values of the angles of the normal vector 
below 5° are again considered to be satisfactory. 

A niodcl used as the last example and the niiesli obtained are shown ill Figuui 's 
8.18,8.19,8.20. 

kit 

Figure 8.18: Original decomposed model - Example 3 

The minimal, maximal and average values of the aspect ratio for each of the 

decomposed forms are presented in Table 8.3. The values are not the same for all 

the decomposed forms but are very similar. 

decomposed model 

xyz xzy yxz yzx zxy zyx 
minimum 1.019 1.019 1.019 1.019 1.019 1.019 

maximum 1.352 1.352 1.395 1.395 1.352 1.395 

average 1.107 1.107 1.105 1.105 1.107 1.105 

Table 8.3: Aspect ratio values - Example 3 

The following figures show the distribution of the values calculated as angles of 
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Figure 8.19: Mesh elements - Example 3 

Figure 8.20: Mesh elements - Example 3 

the normal vector. Even though each of the graphs shown in Figures 8.21,8.24 have 

a different distribution of the values nevertheless the values are nearly the same. 

All the values in the first direction are equal zero. More than 75% of the values in 
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the second direction equal zero, while the remaining values are smaller than Y. Iii 

the case of the values in the third direction, again more than 75% equal zero. The 

remaining values are slightly larger than in the Se(()I1(1 (lirecti(>ri, lieveertll(, I(, ss tli(w 

do not exceed 12° which is considered to be a very good result. 

4.82% 
7.23% 

1.81% 

12.65% 10.24% 

angle =0 
  0< angle <1 

Q l< angle <2 

Q 2< angle <3 

  3< angle W 

(a) distribution in the second direction 

1.20% 

E angle=0 
 1<angle<2 

Q2<angle<3 

Q8<angle59 

  9< angle <10 
1/0 

Q IO< angle <I I 
  11< angle <I2 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.21: Angle of normal vector obtained for the xyz decomposition of the model 

from Example 3 

E 

D angle =0 
  0< angle <1 
Q 2< angle <3 
Q 3< angle 54 

(a) distribution in the second direction 

10.24% Q angle=0 
  l< angle <2 
Q 2< angle <3 
Q3< angle <_4 
  7< angle <8 

8< angle <9 
  9< angle <10 
Q 10< angle <11 

  11< angle <12 

(b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.22: Angle of normal vector obtained for the xzy decomposition of the model 

from Example 3 

The measure applied in this work to check the quality of the mesh mapped for the 

decomposed original model has given very satisfactory results. Very small values 

were obtained for angles of the normal vectors as well as aspect ratio which were 
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6.02% 

14.46°/ 

2.4 

11.45% 

0.60% 

Q angle =0 

  0< angle 51 
DýO 

Q 2< angle <3 

Q 3< angle 54 

® angle=0 
  O< angle <1 
Q 1< angle <2 
Q 2< angle <3 
  3< angle 4 
11 5< angle <6 
  8< angle <9 
Q9<angle<10 
 10<angle511 
SI l< angle <12 

(a) distribution in the second direction (b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.23: Angle of normal vector obtained for the vzx, vxz and zyx decornpoýition 

of the model from Example 3 

12.65% 10.24% 

D/Q 

Q angle =0 
  0< angle <1 

Q l< angle <2 

Q 2< angle <3 

  3< angle <4 

rJ angle=0 
  1< angle <2 

Q 2< angle <3 

Q 3< angle <4 

  7< angle <8 

11 8< angle <9 

  9< angle <10 

Q1 0< angle <11 

(a) distribution in the second direction (b) distribution in the third direction 

Figure 8.24: Angle of normal vector obtained for the zxy decomposition of the model 

fl-ozri Example 3 

calculated for all the elements in the examples examined. There are obviously other 

methods to check the mesh, which are not explore in this thesis. Because the mesh 

designed is not a main concern of this thesis the mesh density, adaptation and further 

quality check has not been investigated fully. Even though the quality of the mesh is 

of a very high importance for the finite element analysis, this is not time only essential 

parameter especially in the case of a parallel analysis. As described at the beginning 

of this chapter communication between blocks composing the decomposed original 

0.60% 0.60% 
3.61% 

z Abo! 
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model through mesh nodes is crucial. Therefore, it is very important to identify 

corresponding nodes on the surfaces of the adjacent blocks. 

The method applied to the mesh mapping from the decomposed orthogonal model 

into decomposed original model is successful. The results obtained are satisfactory 

in regards to communication and quality. 
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Chapter 9 

Conclusions 

The research presented in this thesis has investigated a new process of model prepa- 

ration for parallel analysis. The research has concentrated on developing decomposi- 

tion tools applied to geometrical entities. Additionally, soft computing methods such 

as Fuzzy Logic and Genetic Algorithms successfully replaced traditional numerical 

methods where mathematical formulas are difficult to define precisely. 

The whole process proposed relies on geometrical elements hence the geometric 

representation of the model is essential. In particular, the representation had to be 

established at the very beginning of the process. Therefore, geometric represen0- 

tion such as CSG, B-rep. spatial decomposition, HFAH and quad-edge representation 

were examined in order to select the most suitable representation for the purposes 

of this research. The boundary representation modified by quad-edge representa. - 

tion appeared to be a very good choice for this work. The representation chosen 

can be modified further if required, which shows its flexibility and robustness. De- 

spite the robustness of the geometric representation the research was concentrated 

only on groups of models that could be transformed into orthogonal form with- 

out any additional pre-processing. In order to specify models that could possiblvv 

be orthogona. lised a topology of models was investigated by defining manifold, and 

non-manifolds in three-dimensional space. Finally, manifold solids were defined as 

the most suitable for further process, although, it wa quite obvious that some of 
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the manifold solids, such as pyramids, could not be transformed into orthogonal ob- 

jects without cutting into smaller parts. Therefore, the group of manifold solids was 

narrowed by introducing conditions the model has to satisfy to be orthogonalised. 

The purpose of this transformation was to change a shape of the model, without 

changing its topology, in order to obtain a new model with all angles equal to 90° or 

180°. The orthogonalisation is a process, which is difficult to define using empirical 

formulae. Nevertheless, the transforming rules could be expressed in linguistic form, 

which naturally leads to the Fuzzy Logic method. The Fuzzy Logic philosophy 

and technique were described and then applied to orthogonal transformation of 

two- and three-dimensional models. The Fuzzy Logic rules were defined to operate 

on angles measured between adjacent edges in the model and between edges and 

axes describing the coordinate system. The Fuzzy Logic was used to calculate a 

new orientation of edges in the model in order to create the orthogonal model. 

The exact length of edges and position of vertices in the orthogonal model were 

computed afterwards using proportional relationship between the total length of 

edges (or its images) in each direction in both models. It is impossible to preserve 

all proportions between particular elements within the models when the shape is 

changed. Nevertheless, the aim was to reduce the changes. The shape change was 

controlled by the transformation rules defined and measured by a parameter defined 

as a degree of similarity. Other attempts might be made in the future research to 

define different ways to calculate the length of edges and the position of vertices as 

well as another way to examine "similarity" between the two models. 

The successful results of the orthogonal transformation inspired further searching 

for a method that would not require additional calculation of the position of vertices 

to complete the creation of the transformed model. The Genetic Algorithms were 

applied to transform two-dimensional models optimising a position of the vertices 

in the model. In the case of the Genetic Algorithms there are fitness functions 

that define rules of the transformation and enable the search for the best solution. 
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The fitness function was built initially to satisfy one objective. Analysis of the 

results obtained, enabled more objectives to be added the fitness function in order 

to improve the solution. 

Even though the Genetic Algorithms change the shape of the model it is rare that 

the perfect orthogonal model can be obtained. The reason is that the Genetic Algo- 

rithms operate on discrete values, which density depends on the size of chromosomes 

used. Therefore, a measure was defined to calculate a degree of orthogonalisation. 

The measure also enables the observation of the influence of the additional objec- 

tives added to the fitness function on the results. Most of the models examined 

required post-processing to improve the model and obtain the degree of orthogonal- 

isation equal to "I". It is observed that the models could possibly be categorised 

(i. e. the simplest categories; convex and concaves models) which should allow better 

tuning of the parameters defining the fitness function. This methodology has not 

been applied to the three-dimensional models, which could be very interesting task 

for further research. 

Genetic Algorithms were applied to transform the same examples of two-dimensional 

objects, that were also orthogonalised using the Fuzzy Logic. The degree of similar- 

ity calculated for models transformed using these two methods were compared and 

no significant difference was observed. 

The orthogonal three-dimensional models were decomposed into a number of blocks. 

Again, models that could be decomposed using a method implemented in this work 

were defined as orthogonal (pseudo) polyhedra, which refers to the shape and topol- 

ogy of the model. The geometric representation of the model had to be modified 

to enable identification of the points (planes) where the model should be cut. The 

modification of the geometric representation was based on features, called brinks, 

which characterise an Extreme Vertices Model. An additional advantage of the 

modification was an introduction of a uniform orientation in the elements describ- 

ing the model. The new orientation appeared to have many advantages during the 
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decomposition and later during other processes. 

Cutting the orthogonal model subsequently along three directions describing the 

model performed the decomposition. As a result of the decomposition the model 

is composed from a set of blocks, which are different sized parallelepipeds. The 

method is only one of many available for decomposition including feature recogni- 

tion methods. However, this is very simple, efficient and fast method, which was 

successfully applied to orthogonal (pseudo) polyhedra. 

A domain decomposition is the major part of the model preparation for the parallel 

computing and plays a very important role for an efficiency of the parallel analysis. 

In this research the domain decomposition referred in fact to a graph partitioning 

problem. The reason for this is that the decomposed model was first represented by 

a weighted graph. The graph was created based on blocks composing the decom- 

posed model. The weights of the graph. however, were calculated based on a mesh 

generated for each block in the model. 

In this approach to domain decomposition the role of the mesh generated for the 

model was decreased, in comparison with more traditional methods. Obviously, the 

final analysis will operate on the mesh elements but at the stage of model preparation 

for analysis the mesh was used only to calculate the graph's weights, which were 

parameters used during the partitioning. Therefore, the partitioning was based oil 

the geometrical entities rather than the mesh elements. Consequently, the fine mesh 

was designed for the model and there was no need to change it. On the contrary, 

most of the domain decomposition methods require the final mesh to be modified. 

The mesh elements have to be grouped in order to reduce the number of elements 

on which the domain decomposition algorithm operates. 

An advantage of using orthogonal models should be emphasised in the mesh gener- 

ation process. It seems to be natural to design a grid mesh for decomposed orthog- 

onal model. The mesh was generated in such a way to obtain possibly uniform size 

of the mesh elements and, more important, the same positions of the mesh nodes 
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located on surfaces connecting adjacent blocks. It is expected that generation of 
such a mesh would be much more difficult for non-orthogonal models. 

Various methods exist solving a graph partitioning problem. The main aim of the 

partitioning applied to the weighed graphs is dividing the weights equally between 

given number of processors and minimising connecting weights between processors. 
In this work the Genetic Algorithms were successfully applied to the graph parti- 
tioning problem implementing two types of coding methods. Using the first method 
the algorithm was searching for such a position of a plane in three-dimensional 

space, which divides the graph according to the optimisation criteria. The method 

appeared to be very fast and very efficient especially since there is no limitation 

in the size of the graph partitioned. On the contrary the second method strongly 

depends on the size of the graph, because each node of the graph was represented in 

a chromosome. The algorithm was searching for the assignment of each of the node 

of the graph to one of the sub-graphs. This method gives quite a lot of flexibility in 

terms of the numbers of sub-graphs and the initial fixed assignments of the nodes 

to a particular sub-graph. However, a very weak point of the second method is 

computing time, which grows much faster than the size of the graph. Strengths and 

weaknesses of both methods were identified and to compromise the time and the 

flexibility both methods were merged obtaining satisfactory results. 

The Genetic Algorithms applied to the graph partitioning problem give consider- 

able flexibility. As shown in this work different coding systems can be successfully 

applied and merge together. Most of the existing domain decomposition methods 

concentrate on satisfying two conditions: equal distribution of mesh elements be- 

tween processors and minimum communication between the processors, and they 

do not give any possibilities to change the rules. Some analyses require different 

or additional conditions, which cannot be incorporated into existing domain de- 

composition methods. The Genetic Algorithms are flexible and permit changes or 

modifications to the conditions by appropriate design of the fitness function. which 
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describes the optimisation problem. 

Even though the partitioning is a major part of the model preparation for the 

parallel computing, it does not complete the process presented in this work. The 

final transformation has to be performed on the decomposed model which is map- 

ping back to its the original shape. Relationships between blocks, surfaces, edges, 

vertices and mesh elements and nodes play an essential role in the mapping. Oper- 

ating on the orthogonal models enables the relationship between geometrical entities 

in the model to be precisely defined with no complex mathematical formulas and 

approximations involved. The relationships defined in the orthogonal decomposed 

model were identified in the original model in a specifically designed subsequent 

manner. The mapping method designed for this transformation was very successful 

and the identification of the elements and creation of new one did not required com- 

plex calculation. However, the order in which the process was performed was very 

important and it was based on classification of vertices and edges in the model. 

The approach applied to the mapping of the model's shape did not succeed in the 

case of the mesh. Mesh nodes located on surfaces were easily mapped into blocks 

composing the decomposed original shape. However, it was easier to apply a mesh 

generator to create nodes inside the blocks and mesh elements again rather than 

trying to transform existing nodes. Therefore, the Cubic mesh generator was ade- 

quately modified and implemented. The mesh nodes transformed into surfaces, from 

the original grid mesh, were used as initial information to generate the remaining 

mesh nodes and elements. The Cubic generator appeared to be a flexible and effi- 

cient tool to generate a mesh inside a block. The final meshes created for the original 

decomposed models are verified by the quality measure defined and calculated for 

selected models. Again, there are many different methods to compute the mesh's 

quality, which could possibly be compared with the one applied in this research. 

This research introduces a new approach into a model preparation for parallel com- 

puting, which concentrates on geometrical entities composing a model. A number 
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of tools was proposed, developed and examined for this purpose. Many parame- 

ters were introduced to measure the effectiveness, accuracy and capability of such a 

process as shown in this work on the examples analysed. 
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Chapter 10 

Future Research 

The work presented has significant potential for future research and further devel- 

opment. 

The whole process presented in this thesis is restricted in terms of the type of models 

that can be processed. The first development might involve tll(' introduction of 1101(', 

to the models. Furthermore, all the models classified in this work as manifold solidly 

could be considered. As discussed in the thesis, some of the manifold solids, such as 

pyramid like models, would require cutting into smaller parts before orthogona. lisa. - 

tion. A process, which prepares a wider range of the models for orthogonalisation 

can be investigated further. It might involve adequate classification of models in 

order to tune the Fuzzy Logic rules or fitness function in the Genetic Algorithms for 

each group of models classified. 

Calculation of the position of vertices, as a part of the post-processing of the or- 

thogonalisation method, when the Fuzzy Logic is used, could possibly be developed 

in order to minimize the necessary changes in the model shape. Although, the new 

method might require different definition of the degree of similarity, which is a inea- 

sure of controlling this process. Future research on this subject might also (oiisi(ler 

partitioning of edges, which is not the case in the research presentcdl in this th(, si:,. 

The Genetic Algorithms applied to orthogonalisation of the two-dimensional models 

required post-processing. In order to avoid the post-pro es-, ing calculations. with- 
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out increasing the size of chromosomes, a dynamic change of the range of potential 

solutions could be investigated. Application of the Genetic Algorithms to orthogo- 

nalisation of three-dimensional models is certainly worth further developineiit. 

Taking into account advantages coming from the application of the Genetic Algo- 

rithms applied to the graph partitioning a further research and development of the 

work presented might be considered. Despite of the flexibility the methods that 

would be more robust if the computing time was reduced for large sized graphs, 

therefore such an investigation is of high importance. 

As shown in this chapter the work presented in this thesis offers a new opportunity 

for further research. 
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Appendix A 

Graphical interface of geometrical 

modeller (BoRGeM) 

A. 1 Introduction 

The program is a geometrical modeller (BoRGeM) based on a boundary represen- 

tation. The main part of the program is written in C language, but two libraries 

were used to create graphical interface - OpenGL and FLTK. Around drawing 

window which is the OpciiGL window there are situated buttoiis and itieiill,,. The 

buttons help users to operate the program enabling them to generate or modify a 

model. The buttons also enable the users to change the view of the model being 

considered. 

A. 2 Boundary representation 

The boundary representation of an object is a geometrical and topological descrip- 

tion of its boundary [1,16.17,18,19,20,78]. The boundary is divided into a 

finite number of surfaces called faces. Edges and vertices represent em, h of the fies. 

Faces, edges and vertices are the basic elements in this dccs(1'iptiorn of an objv'cct. 

The object is defined as a triplet B= (F, E. fir). in which F, E. A dennre a ,, et of 
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Figure A. l: Example of a non-manifold object possible to construct using this (Teo- 

metric interface 

faces, edges and vertices. Nine adjacency relations can be defined on these primitive 

elements. An additional entity is a loop. The loop on a face is defined as a closed 

chain cife(Iges 1)c)11Ildill ; tlliý fac c. 

There area lot of possible modifications of the boundary representation. One 

of them is called a quad-edge representation [23]. In this modeller an edge is the 

main element in an object description. All relations between elements in the object 

arc defined by edge connections. In this program the classical I)-rep and quad-e(1g(, 

representation are implemented. 

Objects are often called solids in this description. The topological description 

specifies vertices, edges. faces and solids as abstract elements indicating connectiv- 

ity, orientation and a(l. jaccrici( -4 1>ctweell t. lic crititics. Tlic geometrical description 

defines a shape and a. location of each of the entities. 

The geometrical information consists of the coordinates of the vertices and the sur- 

faces equations for the faces. In this version of the program it is not possible to 

define the surface equation. so it was decided the surfaces must be plan(,. The pro- 

gratis allows tlic user to construct 11011-111 uhift)l(1 solids. Exairipli' of ; 1l(11 ýl -()lid iý 

shown in Figure A. 1. Thickly marked edge and vertex are non-manifold elements. 

At the same time each surface has to be a manifold object in the 2D sense. In 

Figure A. 2 the user can see non-manifold surfaces. Some care is necessary in the 

case of such surfaces as internal and external loops can be recognized incorrectly. 
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Figure A. 2: Non-rnanifold surfaces, which cannot be interpreted by the software 

A. 3 Libraries 

OpenGL [79] and FLTK [80] were (thoýscri l)e allse there arc small but coiiii>lelieiisive. 

they are free available with source code and can be used in various systems. 

A. 3.1 OpenGL 

The OpenGL graphics system is a software interface to graphics hardware. It can 

be implemented on many different hardware platforms [79]. 

W rith Opei1GL the model must be built up from a small set of geometric primitives 

- points, lines, and polygons. The program enables the users to view models in 3D 

space. identify elements in the window, change colour and lighting, shading surfaces. 

The OpenGL Utility Library provides many of the modelling features. Using this 

library the user can observe the object being considered. 

A. 3.2 FLTK 

The Fast Light Tool hit [80] is a graphical user interface written in C++ language. 

It is very helpful library to create friendly interface to fast communication between 

users and program. The RGI\I interface is built usilig time FLTh with hill buttons 

and menus even OpenGL window is built iii FLAhh brr. 
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A. 4 Capabilities of the graphical interface 

Input to the program can be graphical or textual. To introduce data in a textual «-j1\- 

the input window is used, which is located above the OpenGL window. Values 

or riulrlbcr") Written ill the Window rriil-t the separated by Spaces. Ilifoi'ixiatioii is 

accepted after the ENTER button has been pressed. 

In the case of graphical input data the user uses a mouse to select graphical 

c1cirierlts in the drawing window. The left inOýusc. huttozi is used to select alit clviiieeiit. 

The selection can be accepted by pressing the right button of the mouse or cancelled 

using the middle button. 

Figiii*(' A. 3: Geometrical lilt ci fýl('(' 
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A. 4.1 Creation of geometric entities 

Any object must be generated hierarchically starting from the smallest - zero dirnen- 

sional elements which are vertices. Next, edges, surfaces, solids and finally bodies 

may be created. 

The buttons menus that can be used to create edges, surfaces, solids and bodies 

are as follows: 

ADD VERTEX 

When this button is pressed a new vertex is created. Values of coordinates of the 

vertex must be typed in the input window. Each point has three coordinates (x, y, 

z), so three values separated by spaces should be given in the window. It is possible 
to type less then three numbers, but the user must remember that the triplet will 
be completed by zeros. 

Example: 

Input 110 3.25 71 ENTER x= 10, y=3.25, z=7; 

Input 13.007 1 ENTER -* x=3.007, y=0, z=0; 

ADD EDGE 

An edge is a one-dimensional element and it can be created when this button is 

pressed. To define a new edge, two vertices, the origin and the destination of the 

edge, have to be specified. The vertices can be selected in the OpenGL window or 

the two numbers of vertices can be typed in the input window. Office the selection 

of vertices is accepted by clicking on the right mouse button or pressing the ENTER 

button a line representing the newly created edge becomes visible in the drawing 

window. 
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ADD SURFACE 

A sl1i'facc is t«VO-diinC11siOrlal clement and is the most (Olflplicated to crealte. Toi 

define a new surface all edges that bound this surface must be specified. Ede can 

be marked in counterclockwise or clockwise direction. but marking must he done 

edge by edge in such way to create closed loop. Only if program recognizes that the 

loop is closed can the surface be created. 

Example: 

OF 

... 

a*& 

In the figure above the loop is formed in a sequential order from the boundary 

links. It is not permitted to mark the edges in a non-sequential fashion u- illltý- 

trated in the figure below: 

... 

The description of the surface using links must be in a chained manner where the 

node at the head of one link is the same as the node of the tail of the next link. 

Surfaces may contain one or more holes. It is important to note that edges that 
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create holes also belong to the boundary of the surface. Whenever a surface with 
hole is defined all edges of both the outer boundary and the internal boundary must 

be shown. It does not matter which boundary is marked first, but the edges iinist 

create closed loops. The program checks whether the loops are closed and separates 

external loop and internal loops of the surface. 

Example: 

ýýý 

Above, in the first row, the external boundary is described and then the inter- 

nal boundary. In the second row the internal boundary is defined first then the 

external one. 

The figure below shows a series of links that are improperly orientated to define the 

external and internal boundaries. 

The surface cannot be composed of only one edge, but one edge can be defined 

as a hole. In such a case the program asks the program user to accept that defini- 

tion. To define the surface the input window may be used. 'Numbers of all edges that 

bound the surface must be typed in proper order as discussed above. The OpenGL 
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window can be used as an alternative procedure for marking edges by clicking on 
them. Marked edges change colour. When the surface is created a 'star' symbol 

with an appropriate number of the surface appears in the drawing willdow. The 

symbol is located in the centre of the surface. 

ADD SOLID 

A solid is a three-dimensional element. A new solid can be created by typing or 

marking numbers of surfaces that are requested to bound the solid. If the drawing 

window is used to define the solid, the user should click on the number of the surface 

that the user wishes to select. The selected surface is shaded. When the solid is 

defined the user is asked for values of coordinates of one point that is inside the 

solid. For that, a special dialogue window opens on the screen. When the solid 

is defined its symbol and number appears in the drawing WiT1(IOW. The symbol is 

designed as a `star inside a circle'. The symbol and the number is located in the 

centre of the solid. 

ADD BODY 

The most general element is a body. A body can be composed from one, two- and 

three-dimensional elements. It is an artificial object, but it is very useful if the user 

wants to operate on a group of different objects. Edges can be added to the body 

when the EDGE- button is pressed and by analogy surfaces when the FACE- 

button is pressed and solids when the SOLID- button is pressed. If the OpenGL 

window is used to mark elements it is important to remember to accept the selection 

using the right mouse button independently for elements from each group. When all 

body elements are marked the FINISH BODY button must be pressed to create 

the body. A `square' symbol has been reserved for bodies symbol. After defining 

the body, the symbol and successive number of the body appear in the bottom left 

corner of the screen. It is possible that the body does not contain elements from 
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each group, but the body cannot be empty. 

A. 4.2 Modification 

Deleting some clcznýýYits 01 cfianginlg position of the veertice(ý. -) caii iilodifIV the iii()(leel 

once created. 

DEL VERTEX, EDGE, SURFACE, SOLID 

Each of the elements can be removed from the model. This operation is performed by 

pressing the DEL button frone the group of those elements that are to be removed. 

The input window or the OpenGL window can be used to show the number of the 

element selected to be deleted. It should be remembered that all elements which 

are higher in the hierarchy and contain deleted elements NN-ill be also removed. 

Example: 

Sol 

Figure A. 4: Sequence of elements removing 

The cube in Figure A. 4 is defined as a solid 1 (figure on the left). The user decides 

to remove edge 6. The edge bounds surfaces 2 and 3, so the surfaces will be also 

deleted. But the surfaces belong to solid 1, which will be removed as well. As a 

result of deleting of the edge 6. the 'cube now looks like that shown in the figure 

above (on the right). 
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DEL BODY 

The body can be deleted in two ways. Button DEL may be used to delete the hodV 

as a group of different elements. As a result of using this function only the body iý 

deleted, but all elements that the body contained are still kept in the model. The 

second button called DEL OBJECT allows vou to de 1(, t(, all elenients that are 

grouped in the removed body. 

MOVE VERTICES 

At any time when a model is being constructed some vertices can be moved. \Vllvii 

vertices are marked and accepted a dialogue window appears with two pa,;: ib1c 

options for selection: NEW COORDINATES or TRANSLATION VECTOR. 

When using the NEW COORDINATES option the user is asked to type new N-Aii c 

of the coordinates. The values are assigned to all vertices selected. If the usei- 

selects more than one vertex, all the vertices will have the same coordinate. If the 

TRANSLATION VECTOR option is selected, values of a tralislatic»i ve(tor (11OS('Ii 

by the user will be added to the `old' values of the coordinates 

operation none topological information is changed. 

COPY VERTEX 

< opic(1 When this lnzttoil is pressed one or more vertices can be 

As a result of this, 

The I IH('1 has toi 

show which vertices are to be copied and when the dialogue window appem on the 

screen to type values of a translation vector. A new group of vertices will be creaate(l. 

The distance between the values of the coordinates 'old' and -new vertic e., i., equal 

to the value of the translation vector. 

MOVE BODY 

If the user wants to traiislate more elements than a few verticvvs it is possible to 

group them into a body and then move them. When the body is marked the iieer is 
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asked for values of the translation vector. This operation transforms each defining 

vertex of the body. Adding values of the vertices coordinates and the trali>latioii 

vector the Position's of the vertices is changed. Consequently, the whole i)o(lV iý 

moved into a new location and the body's topology and shape is not changed. 

ROTATE BODY 

This option enables the user to rotate elements that are defined in a body about an 

arbitrary axis. Two selected vertices define the axis. The user can use some of th e 

vertices that already exist in the model. If none of the vertices satisfy- the user. new 

vertices should be created before using the rotation transformation. The procednne 

of rotation is executed in three steps. First, the user has to select bodies that are to 

be rotated and accept selection. Second, two vertices which are requested to define 

the axis iilust be selected and accepted. Those two steps can 1)(' made using or the 

input window or the drawing window. Third. the user is asked to type a value of a 

rotation angle. The value of the angle must be given in degrees not radians. 

SCALE BODY 

An operation of scaling is executed on elements of bodies in three st('l)s like the 

operation of rotation. First, the user has to select bodies to scale. Secondly. one 

vertex must be selected as a fixed point of scaling. The program enables the user tu 

use or textual or graphical way. In the last step, the user is asked to type a positive 

value of a scaling parameter. The same scale value is applied in each direction. A 

uniform scaling preserves the original shape of an object. 

A. 4.3 file operations 

Almost all file functions are called from the menu FILE on the top bar. 
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NEW 

This command clears the drawing window and first calls a gave function if the c iirreiit 

model has not been saved to a file. 

OPEN 

This command opens window called `chooser' which allows the user to find in direc- 

tories and show a file is to be loaded. Then, the selected file is opened and the ilsei 

can see the effect in the drawing window. If there is any mistake in the input file 

than an error message will appear in the comment window. 

LOAD NEXT ... 

Models created in previous sessions and saved can be used to build a ii(, ww- model 

using this option. More than one file can be loaded simultaneously. This nledms 

that the user can compose a model from many smaller objects that are written in 

the files. The prograrri asks the user for the filciiaiire and a(1(1s di 11(WW- (il)jcCt toi tli(' 

current one. 

SAVE, SAVE AS ... 

This command saves the drawn model to the specified file. If the current filename 

is blank it calls the furictiorl SAVE AS. This command asks the user for a filelli une 

and saves the current model to this file. 

SAVE BODY 

This command is found within the body group of buttons. AVlien this button is 

pressed the user can selcwt l)O(IieS that are to he savcd1 toi a file. 0111V clciriciits 

that have been grouped into selected bodies are written to the file. The program 

prompts the user for a filenazne. This function allows the user to split built model 

into a number of different files that will contain various clenlent, ý of the m del. 
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file specification 

This is very useful when input and output files have the same structures. If the nl, cr 

writes out the data for a model to a file the same file may be used as an input file. 

The output/input file is divided into sections according to the elements that may 

be constructed using this program. 

Example of file: 

vertices 8 

V1 0.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

v2 20.000000 0.000000 0.000000 

v3 20.000000 20.000000 0.000000 

v4 0.000000 20.000000 0.000000 

v5 0.000000 20.000000 20.000000 

v6 0.000000 0.000000 20.000000 

v7 20.000000 0.000000 20.000000 

v8 20.000000 20.000000 20.000000 

edges 12 

e1 vl v2 

e2 v2 v3 
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e3 v3 v4 

e4 v4 v1 

e5 v5 v6 

e6 v6 v7 

e7 v7 v8 

e8 v8 v5 

e9 v5 v4 

e10 v6 vi 

ell v2 v7 

e12 v3 v8 

loops 6 

11 4 e1 

12 4 e8 

134e8 

14 4 e1 

15 4 e1 

16 4 e9 

e2 e3 e4 

e5 e6 e7 

e9 e3 e12 

2 e2 ell e7 

e10 e6 ell 

e5 e10 e4 

surfaces 6 

s1 1 11 

s2 1 12 

s3 1 13 

s4 1 14 

s5 1 15 

s6 1 16 
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solids 1 

sot 6 sl s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 point 1.000000 1.000000 1.000000 

bodies 1 

b1 

edges 0 

surfaces 0 

solids 1 sol 

A detailed description of the input file can be found in the '`Geometry model data 

file - syntax and file parsing" by R.. Putanowicz &- R. Obiala. 

A. 4.4 Visualization 

VIEW 

At any time while using the RGM program the VIEW button may be ,, witc liecl 

on to change view of the model. The user may operate with the viewing fling the 

mouse buttons. The left mouse button permits rotation of the model around the 

lohst (0,0,0). The middle buttons is used to trýýlislýite the Irlo(lel. A\'h('ii the 11. s(1 

moves the mouse to the right with the right button pressed the object is made larger. 

a move in the left direction makes the object smaller. 

REVIEW 

This function allows the user to return to the point of view at the commencement 

of the yvorking session on this file. 
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QUESTION MARK ? 

Each bar within the name of the group of the elements has a small question tag ('? ). 

This button helps the user to determine more about a selected element. 

- vertex ?: number of a vertex and its coordinates; 

- edge ?: number of an edge and the numbers of vertices which are at its origin and 

destination; 

- surface ?: number of a surface and numbers of edges which bound the surface; 

- solid ?: number of a solid and numbers of surfaces which create the solid; 

- body ?: number of a body. 

The information appears in the comment window below the OpenGL window. Ele- 

ments the user is interrogating change their colours and surfaces are shaded. 

HIDDEN NUMBERS 

This is name of a menu on the bar above the input window. This menu contains 

five items: VERTICES, EDGES, SURFACES, SOLIDS, BODIES. By default all of 

them are switched on (it is marked by filled squares next to the element's names 

in the menu), this means that the user can see the numbers of all elements being 

considered that are in the model. When the user clicks on the name of the element 

from this menu, the numbers of those elements will be switched off, and the square 

at the menu option next to the name will be empty. If the user wishes to see the 

numbers again it is sufficient to click again on the name of the element. 

SHOW OBJECT 

This is the menu that is next to the HIDDEN NUMBERS menu. It contains four 

items that are switched off by default (it is marked by empty squares next to the 

elements names in the menu). If the user clicks on the item SURFACES, SOLIDS 

or BODIES, those elements will be shaded respectively (adequate squares will be 

filled in the menu option). The last of the items is called GENERAL VIEW and 
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allows the user to see the whole model shaded but without any numbers. 

QUIT 

This command closes the program, but first gives the user the opportunity to save 

the current model. 
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